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PRICE SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS

Political Side of VHF -UHF Reallocation

ITS
UTC has led the high Q coil and filter fields for over 25 years. Fresh examples of this
leacership are represented in the UTC Minifilters and Miniductors described below. Thou 1h
greatly miniaturized, the designs are conservative and will provide the exceptional reliat iiity
associated with all UTC products.

MET

UTC M I N I FI LTERS
Hermetically sealed to MIL -T -27A and MIL -F-18327 Specs.

UTC stock inrerstage filters have been an industry standard for over a cecade. The new ITS
miniature filters provide almost the same characteristics in an extremely rr iniaturizec pacexge.
Attenuation of these minifilters is only slightly less than their larger counterparts, as is operating
level. Special minifilters can be supplied for any frequen:y above the mininum shown for each

group. Straight pin terminals are provided for printed or standard circuits.
BPM units (band pass) have 2:1 gain. Attenuation is approximately 2 db ± 3% from center
frequency, and 35 db per octave as shown. Input 10,000 ohms, output to grid, tapped +or 19,000

ohms output to provide flexibility in transistor circuits.
HPM units (high pass) have a loss of less than 6 db at cutoff frequency, and an attenuation
of 30 db at .67 cutoff frequency. Input and output 10,000 ohms.
LPM units (low pass) have a loss of less than 6 db at cutoff frequency, and an attenuation
of 30 db at 1.5 cutoff frequency. Input and output 10,000 ohms.
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TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES OF MINIATURE FILTERS

UTC M I N I D U CTO RS
Hermetically sealed to MIL -T -27A Specs., MIL type TF5RX20YY

UTC Miniductors are ideal for transistor and printed circuit applications, providing high 0 in miniature form. The ML -1
to 4 units are for medium low frequencies, adjusted to
3% at V.
KC. The ML -5 thru 10 series are for lower
frequencies, adjusted to ± 3% at 1 V. 400 cycles. The MM and MH units are for medium and high frequencies, adjusted
to a tolerance of ± 2%. Temperature stability is excellent on all Miniductors, ± 1% from -55° C. to + 100° C.
The ML group are in a Hipermalloy shield case ... The MM and MH coils are symmetrical toroids ... for high coupling
attenuation and low hum pickup. The DCMA MAX. shown is for approximately 5% drop in inductance.
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From a single ingot
At left, an ingot of pure silicon cemented to a
ceramic block for slicing. At right, a sliced wafer
before and after dicing into diode pellets about
W2" square and .020" thick. Norton diamond
wheels were used for both slicing and dicing.

... you can

cut

thousands of "dice"

at lowest cost
Tiny silicon diodes, as shown, are used in modern
electronic circuits where the operating heat is too
high for germanium. Norton diamond wheels are

ideal for use on either of these semiconductor
materials.

,

with "tailor-made"

Norton

diamond wheels
Of these two Norton diamond cut-off wheels, the
one miking at .021" thickness has a diameter of 4"
- measurements recommended for many slicing
applications. The other, showing a thickness of
.004", has a diameter of 2" - extra small dimensions that are vital to extra small dicing.

The extreme thinness and close

tolerances to which Norton diamond
cut-off wheels are held help you cut

the loss of germanium, silicon and
other costly materials.
Some of these wheels, in fact, are
thinner than the cover of this magazine - but whatever their specifications, all of them cut fast, free and.
straight ... and minimize chipping.
And all are made with the dimensional uniformity that assures pre -

Remember: Norton was first to

introduce all three types of diamond
wheels - resinoid, metal and vitrified
bonded ... leads in pioneering with
man-made diamonds as well as mined
diamonds ... does its own checking

2

Cr:ndingWYeels

Norton Abrasive Engineer or Dis-

tributor. Or write to NORTON COMPANY, General Offices, Worcester 6,
Mass. Plants and Distributors around
the world.
W-1899

and sizing of diamonds ... certifies
every diamond content ... duplicates
wheel specifications with consistent

accuracy ... brings you a complete
line, covering every application.

Making better products .
NO RTON PRODUCTS Abrssires

For prompt service, see your

cision in gang -dicing.

CrindingMachines

Refractories

.

.

ABRASIVES

to make your products better
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cgu2ze, SUBMINIATURE
FILTERS

tELEMETERING
CHAN.

FREQ.

400 cps.

1

560 cps.
730 cps.
960 cps.
1300 cps.
1700 cps.
2300 cps.
3 KC
3.9 KC
5.4 KC
7.35 KC
10.5 KC
14.5 KC
22 KC
30 KC
40 KC
52.5 KC
70 KC
22 KC
30 KC
40 KC
52.5 KC
70 KC

2

3
4

Designed and tested to specification ffMIL-T 26985

Supplied in two principal case sizes:
1. For RDB channels 1 through 6, case size is
3/4 x 11/2 x 21/4 inches high; weight: 4 ounces.
2. For channels 7 and up, case size is 3/4 inches
square and 13/8 inches high; weight: 11/4 ounces.
These cases are generally equipped with a 4 -pin
plug to match the small Winchester socket.
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

A

Impedance: 100 K ohms in and out.
Insertion loss: less than 6 db.
At ± 7.5% band width is less than 3 db.
At ± 25% band width is greater than 15 db.
At 1.75 f attenuation is 40 db or more.
At .57 f attenuation is 40 db or more.

8
G

D
E

IMP.

/CRO/O 9

p

S. W

OK

SIZE

±-7'h%

5.60001
5-60002
5-60003
5-60004
S-60005
5-60006
S-60007
5-60008
5-60009
S-60010
5-60011
5-60012
5.60013
5-60014
S-60015
S-60016
S-60017
S-60018

±-71h%
71-7'fi%

3/4 x

'_71h%
±71G%

5-60019
5-60020

-±15%
±-15%

5-60021
S-60022

±15%

5-60023

±15%

.

Also available in micro -miniature
types. Write for new literature.

FILTERS

60

10

4 oz.
4 oz.
4 oz.
4 oz.
4 oz.
4 oz.

-.±7'h%

±7'h%
±7'h%
±71h%
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'71h%
±-71/2%

WT.

x '/ax1%H
'/4 x'/. x liG H

l'4 oz.

z/4x14íH

I'4oz.

'4 x'/i x 1>!í H

1% oz.
1'4 oz.
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1'4oz.

71h%

rt71h%
±..71/2%

±-15%

x

1S.oz.
1'/4oz.

'/4 x

'4 x 1% H

114 oz.
1V4oz.

'/. x

'/ x 1% H
x13SH

1!í oz.
1!4oz.

'4x '4x1$H
?4x

'4x '/.x1iiH

oz.

ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF BURNELL AND CO..INC.
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PELHAM 8-5000 TELETYPE: PELHAM 3633
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This is just one sign of the increased interest Wall Street is

paying to our industry.
This year several firms will need money to grow on. Some will
seek public financing for the first time. Happily, the investing public
seems keenly interested in the growth potentials of well -managed
electronics firms.
Associate Editor Emma has been speaking with security underwriters and officers of firms which have recently made stock offerings,
to de`ermine what qualifications the underwriters seek. To find out
what it takes for a firm to raise money, see p 39.
YOUR FUTURE. Continuing growth both of our industry and this

magazine has resulted in additional openings on our staff for engineering editors. Helping to write and edit ELECTRONICS magazine
can be a deeply satisfying and rewarding experience. It can also be
a man -killing job. It depends on what kind of a man you are.
Here's what it takes : A degree in electrical engineering with
heavy concentration in electronics, a year or so of experience in
our industry, a well -developed bump of curiosity about new circuits,
components, systems and materials. If you fill this bill and are able
to write, edit and report technical developments, Editor MacDonald
would like to talk to you about your future on our staff-especially
if you live within commuting distance of New York City.

Coming In Our April 3 Issue

.

.

STEREO. Anyone who has ever heard high -quality stereo music
soon finds himself wanting to hear more. This accounts for the
current boom in stereo records and custom audio components
a boom which pushed up factory sales by more than $100 million
last year.
Now the boom is spreading into the broadcast field. As reported
.

.

.

in ELECTRONICS early this year (p 26, Jan. 30), the National Stereophonic Radio Committee was formed within the Electronic Industries

Association with a view to establishing firm stereo standards for
a -m, f -m and tv broadcasters in 1959. Some 125 stations have scheduled stereo broadcasts on a more -or -less regular basis.

Key to the final form of future stereo broadcast systems is the
question of compatibility. It appears that solicitude for the monophonic listener, who receives half the content of broadcasts under
the a -m/f -m stereo technique, is one of the prime factors in shaping
the stereo standards.
engineered and downright ingenious. Next week, ELECTRONICS brings

you up to date on stereo broadcasting. Managing Editor Carroll has
culled the major proposals and techniques put forth in this exciting
to

Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36,
N. Y.

iBp

Last week in a restaurant in the heart of New

York City's financial district, a crowd of securities analysts sat spellbcund to hear talks by representatives of major electronics firms on
what the future holds.

Hence, to preserve compatibility, there have been offered a number
of systems and techniques; some are just gimmicks-others soundly

persons engaged

Postmaster:

SPELLBINDERS.

..

and somewhat controversial area. His article tells you what you
want to know-as listener and as engineer.

RADAR RELAY. A system capable of sending radar information
over ordinary telephone lines must either sacrifice resolution or sub-

stitute time for bandwidth, according to H. W. Gates and A. G.
Gatfield of ITT Labs in Fort Wayne, Ind.
They describe a system which uses the storage method of bandwidth compression for an air-traffic control system capable of trans-

mitting radar data over narrow -band transmission lines using a
scan -conversion storage tube.
4
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TYPE 150D-Solid-Electrolyte Elec
trolytics for transistor circuitry.
(Bulletin No. 35208)

Prompt delivery
on all SPRAGUE

TANTALEX®
TYPE 110D-Foil Type Electrolytics
for -55 C to +85 C operation.
(Bulletin No. 3601)

CAPACITORS

TYPE 109D-Sint.r.d-Anod. Eli:
trolytics for -55 C
(Sulletin No. 3700)

125 C operati

---.100 .0O1

TYPE 160D-Solid-Electrolyte Elec.
trolytics for hearing aid applications.
(Bulletin No. 3515)

complete ratings

TYPE 120D-Foil Type Electrolytics
for -55 C to --125 C operation.

YPE 21 1 1-Porous Anode Electro-

(Bulletin No. 3602)

voltage. (Bulletin No. 3705)

lytics for high capacitan:e at low

With the increased availability of tantalum, Sprague can now
offer its famous TANTALEX® Capacitor line on large -quantity,
short -delivery schedules ... covering complete ratings in all the

types illustrated.

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BULLETINS on the Sprague TANTALEX
Capacitors in which you're interested.
Address your letter to Sprague Electric

Co., Technical Literature Section,

TANTALEX Capacitors are backed by thousands of test

35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

hours. They're characterized by extremely low leakage current
and unusually high capacitance stability even at low temperatures. Sprague's many types cover a temperature range of from
-55 C to +125 C; voltage ratings from I/Z volt up to 150 volts.

SPRAGUE°

the mark of reliability
SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

CAPACITORS RESISTORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS
H.GH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE

CERAMIC -BASE PRINTED NETWORKS

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES

See us at the I.R.E. Show-Booths 2416-2424
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Nickelonic News
DEVELOPMENTS IN NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

5 new Inconel-protected instruments
Lv

WfallINOWYM717:777,77,,

Magnetostriction of Nickel drives Deltime
data storage unit. With these units some 15
million bits of data could be handled in a
3x7x7 foot space, engineers estimate.

retain accuracy at missile speeds, heats
... point the way to more reliable
high temperature parts design

Shock waves in Nickel
CHICAGO, ILL.:

"store" 1500 bits
of information
MAMARONECK,

Streaking through the

air on mile -a -second missile nose cones

N. Y.: Magnetostriction

produces shock waves in Nickel that

travel one foot in about 63 micro-

seconds. Deltime, Inc. uses this property of Nickel to build electronic delay
lines. Their latest is a data storage unit

that packs eleven 300 -microsecond delays in a small space. Ten lines "store"
150 bits of data each, the other "clocks."
Center rod of unit (shown with plas-

tic cover to reveal detail) is structural.
Nickel delay lines are concentrically

located around rod. Diagram below

shows schematic of a single line with
associated pulses.

... fixed in hot, corrosive fluid streams
. the five new instruments described
below operate reliably at glowing temperatures. Aero Research standardizes
on Inconel* nickel -chromium alloy for

parts of these instruments that bear
the brunt of this demanding service.

(1) Total temperature probe - withstands 1740° F generated by friction
during flight on missile nose cones. ( See

photos below.) For maximum reliabil-

ity, its Inconel sheathing also withstands oxidation and thermal shock.

(2) Wide -range thermocouple -

measures temperatures from as low as
- 320° up to +1900° F in high -velocity

fluids. Inconel sheathing effectively re-

sists these severe erosive -corrosive
conditions.

(3) High -accuracy, high -temperature
probe-measures temperatures between
0° and 1800° F. Again, Inconel sheath-

ing assures reliability, protecting its
accuracy in supersonic jet exhausts,
high -temperature furnaces.

(4) Jet thrust measuring rake, watercooled - operates in 3500° F jet afterburner gases. Inconel alloy construction provides essential high strength at
high temperature, plus corrosion resistance.
(5) Sonic -speed, 4430°F, wind tunnel,

water-cooled - Inconel alloy forms all

major components, gives tunnel the
backbone needed to stand up under
terrific velocity and heat.

WA;TE..

_READ...

INPUT

PULSE.

..READ,"

You, too, can give parts high temperature stamina with Inconel alloy.
It retains useful strength through
2000° F, and can be easily welded and
formed into intricate shapes.

DAMP

Iza! ---11e1

PULSE KILL

PULSE

Pertinent Literature: Write for Bulletin

T-7: "Engineering Properties of

JV-

Inconel and Inconel X", and "Inco

TIME

Nickel Alloys for Electronic Uses".

Circle (107, 108, 109) Reader's Service Card.

Delay lines are Inco Electronic -Grade
"A"* Nickel, drawn fine and stranded
to reduce eddy currents. Deltime engi-

neers say Nickel combines large and
efficient magnetostrictive response,
minimum corrosion, excellent mechanical properties.
Pertinent Literature: Write for Inco
Bulletin 127B: "Magnetostriction".

Circle (107, 108, 109) Reader's Service Card.

MONEL
DIAPHRAGM
ROD

I

Inconel-sheathed total temperature probe
mounted on Redstone missile nose cone assures high strength at high temperatures
and readily withstands oxidation, erosion and
thermal shock at extreme velocities. Probe
(shown at right) is product of Aero Research
Instrument Company, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

Sensitive transducer measures minute
changes of pressure in human body
...Monel fluid chambers withstand corrosion, do not affect saline purity
This sensitive pressure transducer measures a wide range
of physiological pressures - from 400
mm Hg down to less than 1 mm Hg.
Absolute and differential pressures
travel from source (needle or catheter)
through a saline -filled tube to actuate
two small Monel* nickel -copper alloy

to amplifiers for quick reading.
Monel alloy was chosen for the parts
above because it withstands corrosive

*Trademark, The International Nickel Company, Inc.

Circle (107, 108, 109) Reader's Service Card.

WALTHAM, MASS.:
MONEL
BODY

/MONEL
DIAPHRAGM

Monel transducer body and diaphragms resist

corrosive saline solutions for long, reliable
service. Transducer is made by Sanborn Company, 175 Wyman St., Waltham, Mass.

diaphragms. Monel diaphragm rods
pivot a tiny differential transformer
core, producing a signal which is fed

attack from all common saline and
sterilizing solutions. As a result, Monel

alloy does not affect saline purity. In
addition, Monel alloy is easy to form,
machine, to braze, solder and weld.
Pertinent Literature: Write for Bulletin
T-5; "Engineering Properties of Monel
and R Monel".

A\\
!NW THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 67 Wall Street New York 5, N. Y.
[Ypf rn.f
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Trarcoa's unicue au:c--iated process assures
product unifor-nity.

Multiple bore Fefining of every lot permits
accurate boron content measureme it.

Three characteriution crystals a -e grown from

Rigid cleanliness test requires three-sh eenths
tnchclearance oetween estcrystal and crucible.

each Ict - ole for resistivity, type and lifetime
deterrrinat on; ar of ier for c!eariiness; a third

Higher quality silicon can improve your semiconductor

device yields. Trancoa offers this higher quality at no

increase in price!
Grade for grade, the superior quality of Trancoa Silicon
is assured by our unique process and exacting specifica-

This combination of a new improved process plus added
quality standards assures you of receiving better silicon,
thus better yields, at no increase in cost.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

tions. In addition to the standard tests for resistivity,
lifetime and base boron level - every lot of Trancoa
Silicon mast also meet two other important requirements:
Cleanliness - the vital factor directly affecting your

crystal yield! Trancoa specifications require that a doped
single crystal be drawn with only three -sixteenths of an
inch clearance between crystal and crucible. Any fuming,

dross, or wetting of the quartz is cause for internal
rejection.
Resistivity Ratio, - resistivity uniformity of doped

crystals is improved perpendicular and parallel to the
growing axis. Furthermore, the occurrence of P -N junctions is eliminated. Ratio of the resistivities at the 10%
and 60% points on the test crystal may not exceed 3:1.

Grate

n
Cable address: Trancoa

P -Type

& 60% Points

N- Type

Max. Boron
Content (ppb)

IA

500

250

3:1

0.5

I

100

50

3:1

0.5

II

50

20

3:1

1.0

III

25

10

3:1

2.0

3:1

4.0

IV

2.5

1.0
1

For complete information write for brochure, Trancoa
Methods for Evaluating Silicon.

+a
312.325 Ash Street, Reading, Massachusetts

Max. Resistivity
Ratio for 10%

Resistivity

r

I!!1!!1!!t!!1!g! -

All -New

Noise

10 340B Noise Figure Meter

343A vhf Noise Source

111 342A Noise Figure Meter

347A Woveguide Noise Source

41 345B IF Noise Source

Now enjoy totally new speed, simplicity and accuracy in measuring and

optimizing radar receivers and components, and making related measurements
involving noise figure. Tasks previously requiring hours of professional
engineering time now can be done in minutes by non -technical personnel. Receiver

performance often can be improved over the best adjustment ever before

possible. Frequently, receiver improvement equals doubling transmitter output.

With accurate alignment simplified, equipment is better maintained and
peak performance obtained regularly.

Again throughout 1959, a parade of
8
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Figure Instruments
TWO NOISE FIGURE METERS
MULTI -FREQUENCY; UP TO 5 SEPARATE INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES

SPECIFY I -F'S YOUR SYSTEMS REQUIRE

DIRECT READINGS, "NON -TECHNICAL" SIMPLICITY

THREE NOISE SOURCES
I -F, VHF AND WAVEGUIDE NOISE SOURCES

340B Noise Figure Meter. Automatically measures and
continuously displays rl or IF noise figure. Supplied with
30 and 60 MC standard intermediate frequencies, or any
two intermediate frequencies between 10 and 60 .MC.*
Independent adjustments on gas tube and diode current
controls (diode control has vernier) insure highest accuracy settings. Meter offset provision permits use of high

sensitivity external meter for expanding noise figure
readings.

342A Noise Figure Meter. Multi -frequency model nor-

mally supplied to accept 60, 70, 105 and 200 MC intermediate frequencies plus 30 MC. Also available with
standard IF of 30 MC plus any 4 additional frequencies
from 38 to 200 MC.* Like 340B, has front panel intermediate frequency selection, extreme operating simplicity,
direct readings.

343A vhf Noise Source. 10 to 600 MC, a broad -band
temperature -limited diode noise source providing 5.2 db

SPECIFICATIONS
Model 3408 Noise Figure Meter
Depends on noise source used.
Noise Figure Range: 3 to 30 db, indication to infinity with Wave guide Noise Source. 0 to 15 db, indication to
infinity, with vhf and IF Noise Sources.
Permits low values to be read on sensitive
Zero Offset:
external meter.
Noise Diode Scale, ±0.5 db, 0 to 15 db.
Accuracy:
Frequency Range:

Gas Tube Scale, +0.5 db, 10 to 25 db; ±1
db, 3 to 10 db and 25 to 30 db.

Input:

Input Frequency:
Bandwidth:

-60 to -10 dbm (noise source on). Corresponds to gain between noise source and
342A of:
vhf or IF Noise Source, Approx. 50 to 100 db.
Waveguide Noise Source, Approx. 40 to 90 db.
30 and 60 MC. Any two frequencies between
10 and 60 MC on special order.
1 MC minimum.

excess noise into 50 ohms. Specifically designed for use
with 1 340B and 342A Noise Figure Meters. $75.00.
345B IF Noise Source. 30 and 60 MC, or any two fre343A; front panel
quencies 10 to 60 MC.* Similar to
control selects frequencies; a second switch selects source
impedances of 50, 100, 200 and 400 ohm impedances.
5.2 db excess noise. $75.00.
347A Waveguide Noise Sources. 2.6 to 18.0 KMC, six
models covering S, G, J, H, X and P bands. Provide uniform excess noise of approximately 15.2 db over the full
waveguide range. SWR is 1.2 or less, even when source

is cold. Noise sources are Argon gas discharge tubes

mounted in waveguide sections. $190.00 to $180.00.
Brief specifications of Models 340B and 342A are given
here; for complete data on these instruments and new
Noise Sources please call your Q Representative or write
direct.
*On special order at slight extra cost.

Input Impedance:
Price:
.

50 ohms.
$700.00 (rack mount).
$715.00 (cabinet).

(Note: This instrument is available in the U.S.A. and Canada only)
Model 342A Noise Figure Meter
(same as 3408 except)
30, 60, 70, 105 and 200 MC. 30 MC and any
Input Frequency:

four other frequencies between 38 and 200
MC are available on special order.

Price:

$800.00 (rack mount).
$815.00 (cabinet mount).
(Note: This instrument is available in the U.S.A. and Canada only)

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
5189A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
DAVENPORT 5-4451
CABLE "HEWPACK"
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

major new instruments from y
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15,000 WATTS P. E. P.
New Ceramic Tetrode for S S B
stability required in Class AB, operation. Each has

Eimac's new, high -power 4CW10,000A is ideal for use
in Class AB, single sideband service. This new tetrode

proved reserve ability to handle the high peak powers
encountered in single sideband service. Efficient integral -finned anode coolers on the air-cooled types
keep blower requirements to a minimum, allowing
compact equipment design.

is a water-cooled version of the widely -used Eimac
4CX5000A, with plate dissipation capability increased
to 10,000 watts and a peak envelope power of 15,000
watts. Water-cooling makes the 4CW10,000A excellent for heavy duty applications where reserve plate
dissipation is required.

Ceramic -metal design means compactness, ruggedness, high performance, and reliability. These proved
advantages of Eimac ceramic tetrodes make possible
more compact, efficient single sideband equipment.

Eimac offers the most complete line cf tetrodes with

the high -power gain, low distortion and excellent
Write our Application Engineering Department for
a copy of the technical bulletin "Single Sideband."

EITEL-McCULLGUGH, INC.

Cable addrefs

Ec0caG 9ur4t with ceramic tubes that can take it

San Carlos

SAN

C A R L O S, CALIFORNIA

EIMAC

CLASS AB. SSB OPERATION
Plate Voltage
Driving Power
Peak Envelope Power
.

10

.

.

4CX250B

4CX300A

4CX1000A

4CX5000A

4CW10,000A

2000 y

2500 y

3000 y

7500 y

7500 v

0w

0w

0w

0w

0w

325 w

400 w

1680 w

10,000 w

15,000 w
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BUSINESS THIS WEEK

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
11IICROMODULES are now available for military
electronic applications, it was announced last
week by the Army Signal Corps and RCA, which
had a two-year, $5 -million R&D prime contract.
Development of micromodules was reported in
ELECTRONICS, p 18, June 26'58. The miniature
packages are expected to be available for use in
consumer products in two or three years; samples
are now available to design engineers. Some 60

firms did subcontract work in the program and
more than 300 have inquired about the micro modules.

Conventional

electronic

component

packages are expected to be reduced to 1/10 the

size through the use of micromodules. Army
hopes to add to $13 million now available for the
program.

DEATH KNELL to uhf television was sounded last

week in a report by the Television Allocations
Study Organization after a two -and -a -half year
investigation. TASO study, carried out with FCC

sanction by Electronic Industries Association,
National Association of Broadcasters and other
groups, rated uhf as technically inferior to vhf.
The report is expected to spur FCC efforts to
swap some uhf spectrum space with the military
to make room for a few more vhf channels in
continuous band. Though uhf is "as good as" vhf

in short range over level terrain and is

less

subject to interference, these deficiencies weighed

heavily: the uhf signal deteriorates rapidly as
distance increases ; the antenna and receiver are
less efficient than vhf ; and a uhf station is more
expensive to operate.

ELECTRON TUBES are now strongly counterattacking the challenge of transistors. Cold cathode amplifier tube, said to have several operating

advantages over transistors, was announced in
January by Tung -Sol Electric. This month, a
new prong of .the counterattack came from RCA,
with announcement of the tiny Nuvistor tube, and

a demonstration of its normal functioning from

-320 F to 660 F as well as under shock and

vibration conditions. Limited commercial production is expected to begin in 1960; samples of
a small -signal triode and a small -signal tetrode,
aimed especially at the market in tv tuners and
intermediate -frequency amplifiers, will be offered

in a few months. Later will come a beam power

tube, said to be well suited for audio output
and horizontal -deflection applications in tv sets.
Ceramic base -wafer is platform for Nuvistor's

array of tube electrode assemblies. Electrodes
are supported from one end by cantilever construction which eliminates mica support disks
or spacers. RCA says design permits a high degree of mechanized assembly, foresees even
smaller tubes with 1/20 the power consumption
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

of ordinary tubes and useful lifetimes of hundreds of thousands of hours.
British Treasury says the government will spend
$28-$42 million on electronic computers and data
processing gear in the next 10 years. UK govern-

ment departments, now using six data systems,
will get 30 by the early 1960's.
FLASH X-RAY equipment for producing "shadow

pictures" of ballistic and high explosive fragmentation, and the burning pattern of solid fuel
propellants, has been developed by Zenith Radio
Research Corp., Redwood City, Calif. The Zenith
Radio subsidiary says newly developed air -core

pulse transformer and triggering circuits give
new reliability and accuracy to flash x-ray use.
Firm says gear permits projectile motion to be
stopped at precisely the desired position during
1/6 of a microsecond x-radiation flash; two or
more units may be used in measuring the speed
of hyper -velocity objects.

MANNED EXPLORATION OF THE MOON will

require a rocket payload weight of four or five
tons, about equal to the potential payload of the
Atlas ICBM. That's what Homer Stewart, NASA's

program planning and evaluation director, said
recently. He said it was too early to define precisely what kind of equipment would be built.
But he added that "initiation of this critical item
may well be expected to save us many years of
time." NASA contract announcements are expected soon on Project Vega, designed to exploit
the Atlas with conventional techniques.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL of 800 different start-up
and shut -down steps for a 225,000 -kw Louisiana
Power and Light Co. station, to be completed in
1961, will be handled by a system to be supplied

by Daystrom Systems, La Jolla, Calif. Contract
was placed by Ebasco Services for LP&L. At
each of the 800 steps a solid-state computer will
determine if 700 temperatures, pressures, flow
rates, and valve and switch positions are in order
before the system signals the devices to switch
to the next position.
Project Scout, the $500,000 four -stage test vehicle
being developed for míd-1960 tests by NASA, will

have a simplified gyro guidance system and spin
stabilization equipment provided by MinneapoiisHoneywell.

JAPAN'S ELECTRONICS industry expects more

sales resistance this year in the U.S. and is

trying to line up other markets in southeast Asia,

India, and Latin America, especially for transistor radios. Meanwhile, the industry expects to
increase its production of all electronic products
by one-third and top $700 million.
11

G -E RTV is an easily applied potting and encapsulating material. Tough, heat -resistant, resilient, it does not shrink or form voids during cure.

New IITV silicone rubber from G.E.
CURES WITHOUT HEAT LOW VISCOSITY SOLVENT -FREE NO VOIDS OR SHRINKAGE
G.E.'s RTV (room temperature vulcanizing) silicone rubber cures at room
temperature in any time you select up to 48 hours.
It comes in a wider viscosity range than any similar
compound-from 250 poises (pourable) to 15,000
CURES WITHOUT HEAT

(spreadable). Easily applied by pouring,
dipping. spreading or with a pressure gun.
poises

at temperatures above 300°C. It has the well-known
properties of silicone rubber, such as ability to withstand moisture, weathering. ozone. corona, oxidation
and exposure to fuels and solvents.
General
Electric RTV compounds flow easily into and around
IDEAL FOR POTTING AND ENCAPSULATING

100% solids (no solvents). They cure without

RTV compounds are

complex shapes. They are ideal for potting and encapsulating. Other uses include caulking and seal-

shrinkage; form no voids; provide resilient, shock -

ing in hard -to -reach places. performing "on -the -spot"

absorbent protection against physical damage or
moist and corrosive atmospheres. Tensile and tear

rubber repairs, model making and molding in lowcost plastic tooling.

strength exceed those of previously available materials and are retained after prolonged heat aging.

For complete application data, check Reader Service

WON'T SHRINK, VOID -FREE

RESISTS HEAT ABOVE 300°C General Electric RTV

GENERAL
Silicone Products Dept.
12

silicone rubber keeps its high dielectric strength
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Card. If you'd like a sample for evaluation, drop us
a note telling us about your proposed application.

ELECTRIC
Waterford, N. Y.
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NEW! CANNON "KWIK-TERM" TERMINALSlip

EASE OF INSERTION-RELIABLE PERFORMANCE-"TEFLON" INSULATION

KT -J FOR TEST !LACKS

r FOR FEED THR(JS

PERMANENTLY INSTALLED IN 4 SECONCS OR LESS by pressing the self -fastening insulator through
pre -drilled mounting holes. The resilient properties of the "Teflon" insulation secures the terminal and provides permanent vibration proof installation, with no soldering or screw attachment needed to hold terminal
in place. New Cannon "KT" Terminals offer simplified electrical connection especially adapted for circuitry
in microwave communications, radar, scientific instrumentation and other crowded space applications.
VOLTAGE RATINGS FROM 2380 V. TO 4250 V. (Sea Level) depending on size of terminal. Special types
are available where higher operating voltages are encountered. TEFLON BUSHINGS available in diameters
of 0.148- to 0.264." Terminal lengths range from 0.120" to 2.500." Standard pin diameters are 0.040," 0.046,"
0.050,"and 0.078."Pin material is brass with 0.003"silver plate,A wide variety of finishes, colors and soldering

lugs can be supplied to order, "KT" Terminals are immediately
KT-. FOR PRODS S PLUGS

ra
KT -S FOR STAND-OFFS

available in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. Cannon also produces

special configurations for specific applications: Write for Cannon
Catalog KT -1. Please refer to Dept.120. Cannon Electric Company 3208 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31. Factories in Los Angeles,
Santa Ana, Salem, Toronto, London. Paris, Melbourne and Tokyo.
Distributors and Representatives in the principal cities of the world.
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CANNON

PLUGS

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
ADMINISTRATION LEADERS

are mulling over a proposal to increase production

of ICBM's in fiscal 1960 beyond present plans by diverting funds now
earmarked in the new budget for bomber production.

The proposal reflects the feeling of many Washington officials that
ICBM production must be boosted next year.

The proposal also represents a belief that if missile expenditures are
to be hiked, military budget reductions can be made elsewhere to maintain

the delicate budget balance that has been planned for next year.
The most obvious area for cuts, as some officials see it, is the budget
for bombers and related equipment. The new budget provides for additional procurement of B -52's, B -58's, KC -135 jet tanker planes, plus
accelerated development of the B-70. The bomber bill now totals some
$2.4 billion in new orders next year. This is $800 million more than the
volume of new contracts planned for Atlas and Titan production, and
Minuteman R&D work.

NEW
CORE

SEALS OUT
TROUBLE
The Westinghouse hermetically
sealed, Polyclad Hipermag core is
the newest development in cores for

magnetic amplifier applications.
Applied over a new specially designed aluminum box housing the
core, Polyclad insulation hermetically seals the core and allows en-

Some Pentagon planners argue that while U.S. superiority in bombers
is already established, the Russians will outproduce the U.S. at least
three times in ICBM's in the next two to three years. So, the argument
runs, the budget diversion from bombers to ICBM's should be made. The
Air Force's chief of staff opposes the proposal.

But continued Congressional pressure for a step-up in ICBM output
could force some diversion of this sort. It's a foregone conclusion that
Congress will boost the missile budget. It's almost as certain that the
administration will freeze these extra funds.
The defense budget difficulties are underscored by a new Pentagon
estimate that spending in the current fiscal year, ending June 30, will
total at least $41 billion. This is more than $200 million above the last
official estimate.

New estimate results mainly from continuing overruns in costs of

capsulating, casting or impregnating

major weapon development projects. For example, one Defense Dept.
official says, the Air Force will get delivery on 66 B-58 bombers under
outstanding orders, but that the funds earmarked for the program were

ties. This special core:

originally intended to buy 77 planes. Plans for next year are for pro-

without altering magnetic proper-

Stops magnetic

amplifier rejects
caused by changed magnetic values.

Is suitable for all environmental
conditions - high temperatures,
humidity and high -voltage stress.

Eliminates costly core taping.
Is tested by Roberts constant -cur-

rent, flux reset technique, or to your
specification.

Available in production lots with
normal delivery, these cores are
supplied in special sizes or in standard AIEE sizes.

For more information about these

or other Hipermag or Hipersil®

cores, call your Westinghouse repre-

sentative ... or write Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P.O. Box 231,
Greenville, Pennsylvania.
J-70855
YOU CAN BE

SURE -IF ITS

Westinghouse
WATCH "WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAD SHOWS"
CBS TV MONDAYS
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curement of 40 more B -58's at a cost of $670 million. Cost overruns are
expected to show up again next year, which means fewer than 40 B -58's
will probably be obtained.

The House Ways and Means Committee plans to start its investigation of how the Renegotiation Act is administered. Probe will begin
soon after the Congressional Easter recess.
Meanwhile, advocates of renegotiation reform are pushing a bill
introduced by Rep. Cecil R. King (D., Calif.). The bill extends the

law for two years, but contains these important amendments:

(1) the stipulation that "a comparison of (defense contractor costs
and profits) with the costs and profits of other industries" be used
as a new factor in determining excessive defense profits; (2) a
guarantee of "agreed" profits which the renegotiation board could
not reduce; (3) greater access for defense contractors to renegotiation board records pertaining to their cases.
Aim of foreign companies to capture U. S. military sales under the
mutual security program is underscored again-this time by Nord Aviation, prominent French missile and aircraft producer, which has
just opened an office in Washington. Foreign firms hope Washington
will pay closer attention to them in the face of recent Congressional

penny pinching on foreign aid while NATO requirements for
advanced weapons continue to increase.
CIRCLE 12 READERS SERVICE CARD--}

TI Silicon Transistor Application Note
TRANSISTORIZED INTERCOM EXCEEDS MIL -E-52126 SPECS

5µfd

20µíd

18K

20V

T

3.9 K

CIRCUIT SPECIFICATIONS
150 -mw output from -55°C to
100°C at less than 10% har-

2N342A

monic distortion over frequency

20 iC f d

range

6O0>
5µfd

47f1

stable within ±2 db of 1000
cps 100 mw reference level
from 200 to 8000 cps

120 R

50

300 m v

Frequency response @ 25°C

2N342A

20V

200-

8000 cps

47n
4.7K

180

sl

- 0015

Frequency response @ -55°C

"1-"

and 100°C within ±3 db of
20µfd

1.8K

Less than 3-db gain variation

TI=5.6K:1.74KC.T.

=

A:TUAL SIZE

25°C frequency response

2N342A

501(

T2=2.4KC.T.:60011
TP

TAG

@ -55°C and 100°C compared
to 25°C measurement

HAS STANDARD 2N342A MATCHED RJR

LOUD AND CLEAR AT 100°C!

.with TI 2N342A siIicori

transistors fr

rri

stock

You can satisfy the 71°C equipment requirements of MIL -E -5272B at 100°C with the intercom
amplifier circuit shown above - using TI 2N342A silicon transistors with ... guaranteed 3 -to -1
linear beta characteristics ... 85-v collector -to -emitter breakdown, giving a wide safety range
with 28-v aircraft supplies ... plus dissipation capability of 1 watt at 25°C and 200 mw at 125°C.
The newest addition to the use -proved TI 2N339 series introduced in 1957, this medium -power
unit carries the full -year TI guarantee and is immediately available off -the -shelf from all TI
distributors in 1-249 quantities. For production quantities, contact your nearest TI sales office,
TYPICAL INTERCOM AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS USING 2N342A TRANSISTORS

700

500

-55°C

C./3

0

300 25°C

600

200

500

0 0

20

40

60

80

100

0 0

Per Cent of Units Less Than Ordinate

100°C

20

40

60

80

100

Per Cent of Units Less Than Ordinate

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
-from THE WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT

®

SEMICONDUCTOR -COMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312
13500 N. CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS. TEXAS

new members o f

,9ittroductory

ANY

Vet.Vet.ELECTRONICSTo

and CONTROL

ENGINEERthS'

Publisher's

Price, $7.90

$6.75
Design

for

$6.50 to $18.00

Publisher's

Publisher's

Publisher's

Price. $18.00

Price, 510.50

$5.75

$15.30

Electronics

M. Carroll. Vital
.1.
mechanical factors in building electronic equipment.
Production by

adjustment.

VALUES FROM

Price, $6.75

Publisher's

Price, $7.50
Club Price,

Club Price,

Club Price,

Club Price,

Club Price,
Mechanical

Book Club

ONE

GIVEN TO YOU WITH A CHARTER MEMBERSHIP
AND SENT WITH YOUR FIRST SELECTION

Servomechanism Practice by W. II.
Ahrendt. How to solve problems of
servo design, manufacture, test, and

e

$8.95
System Engineering by 11. II. Goode

Television Engineering Handbook by
Full reference of
D.
C. Fink.
modern tlota needed to design and

and R. E. Machol. Helps you solve
complex design problems of large-

operate TV equipment.

scale systems.

$6.40
Electronic Analog Computers by C.
A. and T. M. Korn. Explain, d -c
computers as analyzers, control system components, and in other uses.

CR c
AUTOM

(©0B;01
SYSTEMS
SYNiNEs..

., ......

$8.50
$5.50
Principles of Numerical Analysis by Random Signals and Noise by W.
L. Root.
B.
Davenport.
Jr.,
and
W.
A. S. Householder. Mathematics for
setting up and evaluating computing Details theory for use in rum'
routines.

05!

systems.

Digital Circuits

and

by

J.

Millman and H. Taub. Explains
circuits for effective electronic system design.

$10.65

$5.95

$10.65
Pulse

Publisher's
Club Price,

Club Price,

Club Price,

Club Price,

Price. $12.50

Price, $7.00

Price, $12.50

Price, $10.00

Club Price,

Publisher's

Publisher's

Publisher's

Publisher's

Price, $6.50

Mathematics for Electronics with Applications by Ii. 51. Nodetnum and
F. 11'. Smith, Jr. For solution of
practical problems.

Automatic Feedback Control System
Full
Synthesis by J. C. 'fro xal.
guide to methods for designing
feedback systems.

How many of the books shown here do you wish you had immediately at hand?
Select one AS A C I

"I'
Choose from
Servomeeitanisrn Pros! c e. System EngiI

!

neering, Pulse and 13iyital Circuits, and
seven other valuable books ... your introduction to membership in the Electronics
and Control Engineers' Book Club.
If you're missing out on important technical literature-if today's high cost of
reading curbs the growth of your library
-here's the solution to your problem. The
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book
Club was or'!laaized for you, to provide
an economical technical reading program
that cannot fail to be of value to you.
All books are chosen by qualified editors
and consultants. Their thoroughgoing understanding of the standards and values
of the literature in your field guarantees
the authoritativeness of the selections.
How the Club operates. Every second
month you receive free of charge The
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book
Bulletin (Issued six times a year). This
gives complete advance notice of the next
main selection, as well as a number of
alternate selections. If you want the main
selection you do nothing: the hook will be
mailed to you. If you want an alternate
or if you want no book at
selection
notify
all for that two -month period
the Club by returning the form and post-

out of the large number of books in your
field offered in any twelve months there
will be at least three you would buy anyway. By joining the Club you save yourself the bother of searching and shopping,
and save in cost about 15 per cent from
publishers' prices.

Send no money now. Just check any
two books you want-one FREE and one
as your first Club selection-in the coupon
below. Take advantage of this offer now,

and get two books
regular price of one.

THIS COUPON IS WORTH UP TO $18

age -paid envelope enclosed with your Bulletin.

We ask you to agree only to the pur-

chase of three books in a year. Certainly
16
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The Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club,
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. P. 0. Box 97E-3-27

Check 2 Books:: 1 for FREE book and
2 for Club selection

Please enroll me ;IS a member of the Electronics and Control Engineers'
Book Club. I am to receive FREE the book I have indicated along with
p first selection checked below. You will bill me for my first selection

-Servomechanism Practice
-Mechanical Resign for
Electronics Production
-Television Engineering
Handbook
-System Engineering
-Electronic Analog
Computers
-Principles of Numerical
Analysis
-Random Signals and Noise
-Pulse and Digital Circuits
-M a them utic's for
Electronic', with
a
Applic:rt
-Anton., tic Feedback Control Ncstem Syntltesis

Ally at the special club price. plus a few addit imsal cents for postage
sThe Club assumes this charge on prepaid orders.
and handling.
Forthcoming selections will be deserihed to me in advance and I may
decline any book. I need take only 3 selections or alternates in 12
months of membership.
PLEASE PRINT
Name
Address

City

Zone.... State

,

.

for less than the

Company

If not completely satisfied,
you may return your first
shipment within 10 days and your membership will

NO RISK GUARANTEE:

lie cancelled.

E-3-27

L-

CIRCLE 13 READERS SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 14 READERS SERVICE CARD-*

Silicon
General Purpose Diodes
ACTUAL SIZE

Minimum
Voltage

TYPE
UMBER

® 100 ra
® 25 °C
(volts)

Maximum Average
Rectified Current
(mA)

Maximum In erse Current
at Maximum DC Operating
Voltage IM (a volts)

Minimum
Minimum

fSeturetionEIA

Current r

( WC
(mA)

® WC

X456

35

30

40
100

.025® 25

N156A

.025® 25

5 ® 25
5 (d 25

200

70

X457

5® 60
5® 60

75
200

70

5® 125

55
200

70

90

70
70

20
100

.025® 60

150
150

7

100

.025® 125
.025® 125

N459

200

3

.025® 175

5 5 175

40

N159A

200

100

.025 ® 175

5 (a) 175

200

70

X461

30

25

30

15
100

.5

X4616

60
200

70

N462

70
70

5
100

50
200

70

N463A

200
200

100

30
200

70

11464

150

N464Á

150

3
100

X463

.

® 150°C

® 25 °C

Ca, 150C

N457A
N458
NI58A

1462A

....

+1.0 VDC

.025 ® 60

5 00 125

® 25
® 25

30 (is

® 60

30® 25
30(a160
301 60

.5

® 175

30(u l7S

.5

(ry 175

30 (w 175

.5

(46 125
® 125

30 tt 125

40

30 (.125

200

.5

.5®60
.5

1

.5

ilicon

70

"IAN Types

OTHER ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:

Power Diso potion 0 5 Watts Pt 25'C Poor, Dissipation 0 25 Walls (a 150'C. I Second Surge Cur80 C l0 200`C.
rent 1.5 Amperes 25 C Storage and Opetatmg Temperature Range

Subminiature Rectifiers
ACTUAL SIZE

MEDIUM POWER TYPES

Silicon
High Conductance Diodes
ACTUAL SIZE
Minimum
PSI or
EIA
TYPE
NUMBER

Saturation
Voltage
(o 100 ea

Maximum Forward
Vol age
DC (a 25°C
(volts)

Voltage
.ua N volts)

(n 25°C
(volts)

100 mA

16482

40

1.1

25482A

10

1.0

1148213

40

1.0

P5603

40

1.0

.250

PS604

40

1.0

PS605

40

114483

80

(o

C
200 mA

400
400
400

150

150

360
480

150

600

115647

400

114648

500

114649

150"C

25°C

150°C

30

125

50

15

200

70
70
100

PSI

100

1.0

5

200

100

TYPE
NUMBER

30

125

50

.025 (or - 60v
.025 (a - 60v
.250 0 - 60v
.025 ( - 60v
.025 t - 60v

15

200

70

5

200

70

30

200

100

15

200

100

5

200

100

.250 (a -125v

30

125

50

.025( -125v
.025 I. -125,
.250 t -125v

15

200

70

5

200

70

30

200

100

.025 46 -1250
.025 (o -125v

15

200

100

5

200

100

30

125

50

80

1.0

80

I.0

PS611

80

1.0

16484

150

I.1

16484A

150

1.0
1.0
1.0

PS616

150

1.0

P5617

150

1.0

119485

200

1.1

16485A

200

1.0

.250(0 -175v
.025(v -175v

IS

200

70

1714858

200

1.0

.025( -175'

5

70

P5621

200

1.0

.250 1v

-175v

30

200
200

100

PS622

200

I0

.025

11 -175v

15

PS623

200

1.0

115486

250

1.1

.0254) -175v
.250 to -2250

104860

250

1.0

1N48613

250

1.0

PS627

250

1.0

P5628

250

1.0

PS629

250

16187

330

1.0
1.1

16487A

330

PS632

330

P5633

330

111488

420

1.1

114488A

420

1.0

P5636

420

1.0

PS637

420

1.0

1.0

I.0
1.0

200

100

5

200

100

_

50

125

50

.050 0°. -225v
.0500v -225v
.250 (a -2250

25

200

70

10

200

70

50

200

100

.050 0 -225v
.050 0 -225v

25

200

100

10

200

100

.250 (a. -3000
.100 pr -3200

50

125

25

200

70

-300v
100(a -300v
.250 (a -380v
.100 (n -380v
.250 (a -380v
.100Ár -380v

50

200

100

25

200

100

50

125

50

25

200

70

50

200

100

25

200

100

.250 (1

50

15

0.2
0.2

20

1.0

20

0.2

25

1.0
1.0

1.0

15

100 mA (g 25°C-150 mA (a.

200

PS610

720

Peak

Recur).
Inverse
Voltage
(volts)

Maximum
RMS
Input
Voltage

Maximum

(volts)

1mÁ1

Average

Rectified

Current

( 150°C

TYPE

150°C

ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Maximum
DC Forward

® 100°C

200

P5609

150

MAXIMUM RATINGS

200

1.0

400

600

1.0

0.2
0.2

400 MILLIAMPERE PSI TYPES

5

1.0

150

275

300

15

80

150

150

111646

30

80

(o 150°C

400

30v

1.1

t 25°C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Max. Avg.
Maximum
Minimum
Voltage
Reverse
Saturation
Drop ( lo
Cur ent
Voltage
=400 mA
C PIV IuA)
(a. 100°C
(a, 25°C Iv)0
m 25°C (a 100°C

(e

25°C

.250 (a - 30v
.025 (r - 30v

0-

Avg. Rectified
Current ImA)r

Inv.
Voltage
(v)

225

.025 (n - 30v
.025 (a - 30v
.2501v - 60v

1648313

PS615

t

(a

(a

MAXIMUM RATINGS
Mai mum

Peak

1 N645

.025 ( - 300

1N483A

11948413

Maximum Average
Rectified Current
,mA)

Maximum Inverse Current
at Maximum DC Operating

EIA
TYPE
NUMBER

Voltage
(a Specified
Current

l

(. 25°C

Average

Inners.
Currents
(a 100°C
I151

IPA)

(volts
(B 25°C

Or

150°C

PS 405

50

35

150

1.5 5 rS00

500

PS 410

100

70

150

500

PS 415
PS 420
PS 425

150

105

150

1.5 5 500
1.5 5 500

200

140

150

1.5 61: 500

500

250

175

150

1.5 (: 500

500

PS 430

300

210

150

1.5 p!. 500

500

PS 435
PS 440

350

245

150

500

400

280

150

1.5 G 500
1.5 (. 500

PS 450

500

350

125

1.5

t, 500

500

125

1.5 (46 500

500

PS 460

600

420

=1(

500

500

250 MILLIAMPERE PSI TYPES

MinilIMMIL~®EMIMMIM
EIZEZ~L~1~~~~~121MUMIR/=

ain2=111~1~1~~M111~IIIMI
1~9~~11:11~MMIIII~
gm=
Mil=1~1~~1:MIIIMIENUMMI
ILIU111~11~1~1~~
PS 020
PS 025

PS 030
PS 035

100

Mil=2~311~¢~~1~11~MMIBINI
1. Resistive or inductive load.
2. Averaged over one cycle f r half wave resistive or choke um I circuit with rectifier operating
at lull rated current and maximum RMS input.
Storage and Operating Te rperalure Range -65`C to 200'C.

OTHER ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Maximum Power Dim, supra 0.5 Watts (q 25 C. Maximum Power Dissipation 0.25 Watts (a: 150°C.
Maximum I Second S rge Curren) 1.5 Amperes ® 25°C. Storage and Operating Temperature
Range -80° l0 200°C.

PSI 1959 IRE SHOW BOOTHS 2529-2531

Pacific ,Semiconductors, Inc.
A SUBSIDIARY OF THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC.

N»]W!
Very High Frequency
Silicon Power Transistors
Triple -diffused

n:pn mesa structure

Six new types, three oscillator transistors and three
amplifier transistors, are currently available in limited
quantities for evaluation orders.

Power capabilities at 70 megacycles of 1/4, 1/2, and
3.4 watts output.

High voltage capability permitting operation at collector voltages up to 100 volts DC,.

Collector power dissipation rating of 21/4 watts at
50°C case temperature.
Typical amplifier gain of 10 db at 70 me.
Specification sheets, curves, and additional informa-

tion are available on written request. Address your
inquiries to Department T-10.

Please Note:
All specifications and information contained
herein are current as of March 27, 1959. This
advertisement has been inserted in the March
27th issue of Electronics to speed the communication of PSI product information to the specify-

ing engineer. Similar product advertisements,
compiled from latest PSI specifications, will appear regularly in this and other leading electronic
publications.

Zener Diodes

500 mW Power¡Dissipation
ACTUAL SIZE
LOW VOLTAGE GROUP

PSI
Type
Number

Elect.
Equiv.

®6 mA
E: Min.

®ffi°C
E: Mu.

Mulmum Imane

Maximum
Dynamic

Zenr Val¿1Tygae

R

Crrent

At

Inane

ae

(ohms)

Ib ®28°C

Ib T 100°C
(pA)

Voltage
(v)

(v)

(v)

1

(pA)

111465

2.0

3.2

60

75

100

3.0

3.9
4.5

55

50

100

45

5

100

4.3
5.2

5.4

35

5

100

.5

PS6469

10466
10467
19468
10469

6.4

20

5

100

.5

PS6470

10470

6.2

8.0

10

5

50

.5

PS6465
PS6466
PS6467
PS6468

3.7

1. Measured at 10mA DC tener current with 1mA RMS signal superposed.

MEDIUM VOLTAGE GROUP
Zener Voltage
PSI
Type
Number
PS6313
PS6314
PS6315

PS6316
PS6317
PS6318

Elect.
Equiv.
101313
101314
191315
101316
101317
101318

®200 pA

®25°C

Er Mln.

Er Max.

Maximum Inane
Current
Ib() 26°C
(pA)

b ® 100°C

At
Inverse
Voltage
(v)

(n)

(v)

7.5

10

.5

5

9

12

.5

5

6.8
8.2

14.5

.5

5

10.0

13.5

18

.5

5

12.0

17

21

5

15.0

20

27

10

18.0

11

.5
.1

(PA)

HIGH VOLTAGE GROUP
Zener Voltage

® 200 pA

PSI

Type
Number
PS6319
PS6320
PS6321

PS6322

PS6323
PS6324
PS6325

PS6326
PS6327

Elect.
Equiv.

E. Min.

® 26°C
Er Max.

Maximum Inverse
Current

b ® 100'C

At
Inverse
Voltage
(v)

(o)

(n)

Is ® 25°C
(pA)

101319
101320

25

32

.1

10

22

30

39

.1

10

27

101321
161322
101323
101324
1N1325
151326
101327

37

45

.1

10

33

43

54

.1

10

39

52

64

.1

10

47

62
75

80

1.0

50

56

100

68

90

1.0
1.0

50

120

50

82

110

145

1.0

50

100

MAXIMUM Power Dissi Gon 500 mW ® 25°C.
Operating Range -65°C to 200°C.

(pA)

NH; W.r
Eight new EIA types
Fast Recovery Silicon
Diffusion Come utér Diodes
ACTUAL SIZE

Type
Number

Min. Sat.
Voltage
G 100 ea

Maximum Reverse
Current (mA)

Min. Fwd.
Curren)

00 +1.0v

(5)

25°C

15789

30

15791

30

50

15792

30

100

15793

60

10

15795
19801
19802
19804

60

50

150

10

150

50

200

50

10

100°C

1 everse aerovery
Characteristics
Reverse
Res. ( hms)

Max. Reoov.
Time (Rs)

2001(

0.5
0.5

10(70

0.5

2000(

1 (20v)
5 (20v)
5 (20v)
1 (50v)
5 (50v)

30 (20v)
30 (20v)
30 (205)
30 (50v)

2056

30(50v)

2001

0.5
0.5

I (125v)
5i125v1
10 175v'

30 (125v)
50/12551

200:

05

2001

0.5

50'175sí

2001

0.5

...added to the broadest
line of Fast Recovery
Silicon Computer Diodes
in the industry!
4

MILITARY TYPES

Voltage

Min. Fwd.
Current

M 100 as

® + 1.0 v

Min. Sat.
Type
Number

(v)

25°C

v15643

200

10

515662

100

10

91N663

100

100

*Mil -E-1/1171 (SigC).

Maximum Reverse
Current lea)
100°C

Reverse Recovery

Char-cterietics
Reverse
Res. (ohms)

Max. Resov.
Time (tie)

5 (10v)
15 (100v)

2006

0.3

(10v)

20(10v)

IOOK

0.5

20 (50v)
5 (75v)

100 (50v)

2006

0.5

.025 (10v)
1 (100v)
7

/Mil -E-1/1139 (SigC).

50(75v)

SMil-E-1/1140 (SigC).

HIGH CONDUCTANCE TYPES
PS700

30

100

PS701

60

50

PS702

100

75

PS703

100

50

PS704

150

50

PS705

200

50

5 (20)
5 (45v)
20 (75v)
5 (75v)
5 (75v)
5 (75v)

25 (20)

IOOK

50(45v)

100K
200K

50 (75v)
50 (75v)
50 (75v)
50 (75v)

1001(

100K
100K

1.0
0.5

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5

MEDIUM CONDUCTANCE TYPES
PS720

30

3

PS721

e.0

5

P5722

100

PS723

200

3

PS724

150

4

5 (20v)
5 (45v)
5 (75v)
20 I175v)
20 (125v)

25 (20v)
50 (45v)
50 (75v)
100 (175v)
100 (125v)

100K

0.5

100K
100K

0.3

1006

0.3
0.3

1001(

0.3

400K

anta
Xeec

1 (1255)

30 (20v)
30 (35v)
30 (75v)
30 (125ví

1175v)

30 i 175v)

4006

LOW CONDUCTANCE TYPES
.N625
19626

30

1®1.5v

1 (20v)

50

4 M 1.5v

19627

100

4 r I 5v

I (35v)
I (75v)

19628
1N629

150

200

4 (a. 1.5v
4 (9 I 5

1

4001(

400))
4006

yieC
.ssec
lr.sec

Switch to Silicon!

Unusual Opportunities in
Semiconductor Electronics
Rapidly expanding programs in Very High Frequency and Very High Power silicon transistors,
silicon microdiodes, voltage -variable capacitors and

other advanced diode types have created a number of exceptional technical staff opportunities at
Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS ... diode and transistor
applications and test equipment development.
PHYSICISTS ... product research including development of transistors, diodes, and other semiconductor components.
PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS...challenging research programs in crystal growth and perfection studies em-

ploying the latest infrared and etch pit technique
... solid state diffusion techniques and the study
of surface phenomena.

Some of these positions encompass full supervisory
responsibility. All offer an opportunity for growth

and individual recognition that is unique in the
semiconductor field.
If you are interested in associating yourself and

your future with a dynamic, growing company
such as Pacific Semiconductors, Inc., you should
investigate these opportunities at once.
For specific information in your particular field,
write to Technical Staff Placement, Pacific Semiconductors, Inc., 10451 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver
City, California.

v

Silicon

Miniature Rectifiers

Voltage -Variable' Capacitor

ACTUAL SIZE
500 rnA is

500 MILLIAMPERE TYPES
MAXIMUM RATINGS
la 150"C

Maximum
Rectified
Current'
ImAI

200 inA
150 C
ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Maximum DC Forward

25 C

E

Quality Factor iQ

Capacdance

Varioap

no 4VDC

Type

Mot

Voltage
(volts)

Maximum
RMS
Input
Voltage'
(volts)

Ni- 25"C

Current'
(i 150-C

(volts (u mAl

rue)

PS 105

50

35

200

1.5 0, 500

500

5.7

PS 110

100

70

200

1.5

(,

500

500

3.0-18
4.3-26

150

105

200

1.5 4,

500

500

12

5.2-31

13

PS 120

200

140

200

1.5 Ir 500

V-10
V-12

10

PS 115

500

15

6.5-39

13

1.5 (cro 500

500

V-15
V-20

20

10-50

1.5 (m 500
1.5 (n. 500
1.5 (o. 500
1.5 37. 500
1.5 (0, 500

500

V-27
V.33

27

14-70

33

Peak

Recur,
Inverse

PSI

TYPE
NUMBER

Average

PS 125

250

175

200

PS 130

300

210

200

PS 135
PS 140

350

245

200

400

280

200

PS ISO

500
600

350

150

420

150

PS 160

In

Voltage
Specified
Current

Average

500
500
500
500

1. Resistive or inductive loa
2. Averaged over one cycle 1 r half wave resist ve or choke input circuit with recto ier operating
at full ra ed current and maximum RMS in ul.
.

Storage

urf

Inverse.

nd Operating Temperature Range -65"C to 200"C.

E.,

Maximum
Working
Voltage
(MWVI

50 nrr.

Typical

Minimum

Approx.
Range

4VDC

kr 4VDC

MWV

Voltº

D.C.

MODULATION, AFC AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
7

18

43

25

18

43

25

18

43

25

18

43

25

7.0

18.7

40.2

20

7.0

15.7

33.8

20

17.85

7.0

146

31.4

20

15.1

32.4

20

13
13

V-39

39

20-100

7.0

4-47

47

24-120

7.0

15.4

32.4

20

70

24.8

15

9.0

14.0

25.8

15

82

32.145
39.175
47-210

13.5

9.0

13.0

23.9

15

100

57-260

80

110

20.2

15

V-56

56

6.68
0-82
1-100

68

HIGH VOLTAGE TYPES TUNING AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
Y -7E

v -10E

Silicon
HighVoltage Rectifiers

7

10

1.5-18.0

3.0

4.5

22.5

100

2.2-26.0

3.5

5.5

27.5

100

32.5

100

v.121

12

2.7-31.0

4.0

6.5

0,-15E

15

4.5

7.5

37.5

100

V -20E

20

3.3.39.0
5.0-500

7.0

18.7

78.5

70

5.27E

27

7.0

15.7

63.5

65

133E

33

7.0-70.0
9.0-85.0

7.0

14.6

56.5

60

39

11.0-100.0

7.0

15.1

55.8

55

47

14.0-120.0
20.0-145.0

7.0

15.4

53.8

50

7.0

13.5

41.8

40

1-391
5-471
5-561

56

C range specified from 0.1 volts to maximum working voltage.
"VVRICAP' is the registered trade -mark of silicon vol age -variable capacitors manufactured by
Pa :'he Semiconductors. Inc,

33 ACTUAL SIZE
EIA

TYPE
NUMBER

Peak Inverse
Voltage
25 & 100"C
Ivoltsl

(a

Average
Rectified
Current
mA)

Continuous
DC Voltage
25 & 105"C

(n

RMS
Input
Voltage

si 25 & 100'C
Ivoltsl

Max. DC Fwd.
Voltage Drop
to 100mA
DC 25'C

(volteo

5, 25'C

(.100"C

1000

1600

200

100

700

5

1511731

1500

1500

200

100

1050

5

1,1732

2000

2000

200

100

1400

9

1111733

3000

3000

150

75

2100

12

:rü134

5000

5000

ISO

50

3500

18

I'11130

xlmum DC Reverse Cu rent < Rated P V- 25"C: 10ÁA: 100"C. 1001,A.
ix,mum Surge Current 8msec.1 et 25 & 100"C-2 5 Amps.
Length 151730 and 151731:.50". 191732, 151733 and 191734: 1.0".
i,ensions'. Diameter -.375" 1111734 50"'
,'. ec e a'I eni(
Leak','
dram
EE

Non -Linear Resistors
4

ACTUAL SIZE
1, C IVDC

Silicon Very High Voltage
Cartridge Rectifiers

le 4, 25'C

(volts)

min (mA)

Max Don Res
(ü, 1mA iohm)

PS594

062 = 10%

100

60

PS5940

0.62

5%

100

60

PS595

0.62 = 10%

250

60

5 u o'

P35950

0.62 = 5%

250

60

5.0 0:,

EIS, 1mA
PSI Type

I

IAA) Max.
1

I

n i.,

-5v
5v

n

-54
-5v

Standard Encapsulations
A variety of assemblies can be

3 corniohed for matched pairs and

gna(is, ring modulators, full
iy ACTUAL SIZE

ADs0lute Max. Htgs.

H W Re . Load at
75"C Ambient
Max.
Rectified
DC Output
Inverse
Current
Voltage
MA
Volts
Peak

EIA
Type

Length
Inches

N1139

4'/s

51140

2'/

65

Electrical Characteristics
at 25'C Ambient
Forward
Reverse
DC Volt Drop
C
at Rated DC
Current at
Current
Rated PIV
Volts
MA
27.0

141141

411e

3600
3600
4800

51142

2'/a

4800

50

24.0

NI143
51143A

431.

6000

50

45

4'/s

65

300

N1144

6'/s

50

54 0

81145

4 la
6'75

6000
7200
7200

60

36.0

51146
51147
51148
51149

65

18.0

60

36 0

1125

025

025

2.125

many other applications.
Numerous lead arrangements
ore possible in these three basic
ccnfig=orations. Up to four di des or rectifiers can be eneapsgllated in the "S" or "T"
I ackages. Up to 12 units can be
contained in the "R" package.

The number of units contained
etermincs its maximums length.

"Trr Package

Loads .020" diameter,
1-" mirimum length.
Sauced on .1" grid centers.

8000

45

6'/s
6'7.

12000

45

60.0
60.0

14000

50

52.0

025

64/a

16000

45

60.0

.025

Storage and Operating Temp rature Range -55 C to 150'C

Wave and bridge rectifiers and

á ACTUAL SIZE

DIMENSIONS
"R" Package
Length
Width
Height

Diameter

375" to 1.75"
.25"
.50"

"S" Package
.45"
.39"
40"

"T" Package
S l)

375

.300 MAX.

O
.150 MAX.

Normally supplied in the MIL Specification
dimensions shown above. On special request

dimensions shown below can be supplied.

OO
.765

760

C--¡.785

OC

{
I

140 MAX.

COMFIOURATION A

CONFIGURATION

1,140

MAX:; DIA.

R

.760
740

.765
4AX.

.140 MAX

CONFIGURATION

C

n

757n

.283

r -MAX. -1

CONFIGURATION 6

140 MAX

076

DIA.

077

CATHODE

1
Standard Packaging...
Immediate Delivery

Physical Characteristics
HERMETICALLY SEALED - Glass -to -metal fused and

"Off -the -shelf" delivery is available from the

leading distributor in all major electronic
centers.

Call your nearest PSI sales office for delivery
and price quotations on production quantities.

metal -to -metal welded seals.
TERMINALS - Tinned copper leads .020 inches
diameter. Lead length 11/4 inch minimum.

MARKING - Wide color band indicates cathode
end. ( Wide band indicates positive bias on Varicaps.) Type number designated by color bands
reading from cathode.
ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES - Patented un-

der one or more of the following United States
Patents: No. 2815474, No. 2827403.
Other patents pending.

PSI

Pacific ,Semiconductors, Inc.
10451 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California
TExas 0-4881, TExas 0.6113

TWX: CULVER CITY CAL 7135

NEW YORK -2079 Wantagh Ave., Wantagh, Long Island, N.Y. SUnset 1-7470 TWX: WANTAGH NY 2320
Village 8-9750 TWX: OKP 1547
ILLINOIS -6957 W. North Ave., Oak Park, Ill.
CALIFORNIA -8271 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46, Calif. OLive 3-7850
FLORIDA -1221 Arlington Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla. Phone 7-6126
EXPORT-Pacific Semiconductors, Inc., 431 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y., U.S.A.

CABLE: TELTECHNAL, NY

DISTRIBUTORS: ALAMOGORDO-Radio Specialties Co.
BALTIMORE-Wholesale Radio Parts Company
BOSTON-Cramer
Electronics, Inc. BUFFALO-Genesee Radio & Parts Co. CHICAGO-Allied Radio CLEVELAND-Pioneer Electronic Supply Co.
DAYTON-Srepco, Inc.
DALLAS-Wholesale Electronic Supply
DENVER-Denver Electronic Supply Co.
DETROIT-Ferguson
HOUSTON-Sterling Radio Products, Inc.
Electronic Supply Co.
JAMAICA, N.Y.-Peerless Radio Distributors, Inc.
LOS
MELBOURNE, FLA.-Electronic Supply
ANGELES-Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
MINNEAPOLIS-Lew Bonn Co.
NEW YORKTerminal Radio Corporation OAKLAND-Elmar Electronics Supply, Inc.
PASADENA-Electronic Supply Corp.
PHILADELPHIA
-Almo Radio Company
PHOENIX-Radio Specialties Corp.
ROCHESTER-Rochester Radio Supply, Inc.
SALT LAKE CITY
SEATTLE-C & H Supply Co.
-Standard Supply Company
SYRACUSE-Syracuse Radio Supply Co.
TORONTO-Electro
Sonic Supply Co., Ltd.
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Electronic Industrial Sales.

(cl

1090 PACIFIC: SFMICONDUCTORS. INC.

REPRESENTING

Hewlett-Packard
Varian Associates
Sorensen & Company
Kin Tel
Clymer

Sensitive Research
Sanborn Company
Baldwin -Lima -Hamilton
(SR -4. Strain Gages)

"Tin " Yewell takes the

;

:

stand for electronics

Paul G. Yewell is president of Yewell Associates, Inc.,
Burlington, Massachusetts - an electronics manufac-

turers' representative firm.
Manufacturers' representatives play a key role in the
distribution of electronics products and equipment,
accounting for a far larger portion of the sales of instruments and components than do representatives in
the average American industry. This type of technical
selling is a highly specialized business, in the case of
Yewell Associates, Inc., requiring graduate engineers,

trained as salesmen, capable of discussing detailed
specifications or demonstrating instrumentation or
other products.
During 1958 the eight firms that "Tiny" Yewell represents ran a total of 150 2 pages of advertising in
electronics.

Mr. Yewell, do you consider your manufacturers
made a wise media selection in concentrating so many
advertising pages in electronics magazine?

"Definitely, I have been reading electronics for years
and consider advertising in the publication is fundamental in any sales program aimed at the electronics
industry. Its advertising pages constitute a veritable
`supermarket' of electronics products and services being manufactured today."
If it's about electronics, it's advertised and read in electronics

electronics

Published WEEKLY plus the midyear electronics BUYERS' GUIDE
A McGrawH.lI Publication
330 West 42nd Street. New York 36, N. Y.
qBp
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BENDIX- PÇIFIC
Leadership!

More than a decade of

'50
51
'S2.

'S3

END

ADS

THESE N iSSILE FIELDS

_.

Airbortie Telemetering
Components and Systems
T emetering Receiving Stations
Missile Field Testing
Missile Test Equipment
Missile Guidance
Radar Beacons
-

14 j»

STILL. THE LEADER ...
From Bumblebee to Atlas Bendix-Pacific has played an increasingly
important role in missile telemetry. Since 1946, a steady progression

of Bendix-Pacific accomplishments attests to this leadership. Today

Bendix-Pacific know-how, earned through ten years of progress,
can provide you with the most effective telemetering components

or systems to satisfy your most difficult problems.

:'

A qualified engineer is available to discuss your problems with you.
ti
g.
fy

ViNgtad0777c/Ñ;

..t

»

M

k+
x.i:i.;K.

xr°#

...

"_'

:'

.?

DIVISION OF ENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

INORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

EAST COAST OFFICE: 30 Rockefeller Plazo. t-ew York DAYTON OFFICE: 120 West 2nd Street WASHINGTON, D.C. Suite 803, 1701 "K"St., N.W,.
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: Computing Devices of Canada, Oitawa 4, Ont. EXPORT DIVISION:Bendik International, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17
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FINANCIAL ROUNDUP

Meet

AgencySetsSmallFirmMeetings

Bill Bushor and
Sam Weber

AS PART of its nationwide program
to provide new financing for small

firm will

Associate Editors, electronics

electronics and other firms, the

step up its work in
systems, navigational

computers, infrared systems and
electronic ground equipment.

FEATURE ARTICLE EXPERTS

Small Business Administration is
holding a regional informational

meeting today in New Orleans.
Another is slated for Boston on
April 9.

The new SBA program-creating
small corporations to lend moneyis going along well. Seventeen applications to form corporations have

been approved. Fifty more are in
the works.

guidance

Directors of Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, have author-

ized a meeting next week (Mar.
31) for the purpose of reclassifying Class A (voting) common stock

and Class B (nonvoting) common
stock into a single common stock

in which all shares have equal
voting privilege.

International Electronic Research Corp., Burbank, Calif.,
manufacturer of electronic and nucleonic instrumentation gear, announces purchase of Millrich Engineering Corp., Glendale, Calif.
Amphenol - Borg

Electronics
Corp., Chicago, seeks permission
from SEC to register 100,000 out-

standing shares of common stock

OVER THE COUNTER
1958 BIDS
LOW

STOCKS

1%

201/2
3

Acoustica Assocs
Advance Industries

3%

644

163/4
51/2

241/4
15
87/s

33/4

Avien, A
Baird -Atomic

133/4

Burnell'

63/4
11
101/4

9

17%

Weeks. Initial public offering will

34

be at a price related to market
prices on the New York Stock Exchange at the time of offering.

Avco Manufacturing Corp.,
New York, seeks registration of
more than 587,000 shares of common stock. Of these shares, 226,916 were issued during the first

two months of this year under
Avco's employee stock option plan.

4

1n

101/2
5
81/2
151/4
51/2

10
51/2

221/2
221/4
7
253/8

838
21
49
11

1234
491/2
93/4
171/2
101/2

12

27

30

391/2

231/4

48

13/4

3

11/4
11/2

21
33/4
191/4

2
5
16
31/4
27/8

51/8
43/4

30
29
28
31/8
183/4
201/2
8114

10%

41/2
12
29

51/4

1134

tered into an agreement for the

11/4
3>/2

7
71/4

acquisition, for an undisclosed
amount, of M. C. Jones Electronics

93%4

4%

Bendix Aviation Corp. has en-

Co., Bristol, Conn., manufacturer
of test equipment for monitoring
coaxial transmission lines. Bendix
will

promote

development

and

sales of Jones products.

The board
Northrop

Corp.,

of

Beverly

Hills,

Calif.. has approved expenditure

of $4 million for new engineering,

R&D, and pilot production work
related to expansion of the company's Nortronics division. The
electronics division of the aircraft
ELECTRONICS

141/4

4/

101/4
41/4

16
56

731
271h

9%

21

533/4

11318

191/2
73/e
321/2

121
3

March 27, 1959

223/4

40

26

35
15

51/2
51/2
31/4
11/4
83/4

33/4

1%
141/4

1534
734
23/4
161/4
103/4
33/8

40

35/8
7

25
12

8%

Cohu Electronics
Collins Radio, A
Collins Radio, B
Craig Systems

Eastern Industries
Elco Corp

261/2
171/4
7
273/4
273/4
73/4
193/4

834
24?á

Electra Instr
Electronic Assocs
Electronic Res'rch
Electronic Spec Co
Epsco, Inc
Erie Resistor
Fischer 8 Porter
G -L Electronics
Giannini
Haydu Elec Prod
Hewlett-Packard
High Voltage Eng
Hycon Mfg

Industro Trans'tor
Jerrold
II. S. Kennedy

45
15
123/4

34
97/8
141/2
12
283/4
51/4

411/2
60
3
3

53/8

34
341/2

Lab For El'tronics
Leeds & Northrup
28
Leetronics
21/2
Ling Electronics
183/4
Machlett Labs
261/4
Magnetic Amplifiers 8
Magnetics, Inc
41/8
W. L. Maxson
13%
Microwave Assocs

Midwestern Instr
Monogram Precis'o
Narda Microwave
Narda Ultrasonics
National Company
Nuclear Chicago
Pacific Mercury, A
Packard -Bell

Panellit, Inc
Perkin-Elmer
Radiation, A
Reeves Soundcraft
Sanders Associates

Silicon Transistor
12

directors of

AMP Inc
Appl'd Sci Princet

24

11/8

223/4

Aerovox

63/4
93/4

be offered by an investment
group headed by Hornblower &
to

WEEK ENDING
Mar. 6
Mar. 13
BID
BID ASKED

COMMON

HIGH

SoundScriber
Sprague Electric

Taylor Instruments
Technical Operat'ns
Telechrome Mfg
Telecomputing
Tel -Instrument
Topp Industries

311/2
121/4
10
6

29

331/2

33/a
63/4
251/2
121/2
8
261/4
161/2
81/4
293/4
293/4
77/e

41/2
73/4
287/n
143/8
91/2

221/4
81/4
243/4
451/2
19
123/4
341/2
93/4
143/4
12
28
51/4

42
64

185/s
91/4

3438
331/2
101/2
245/8
93/4

2834
507/s
251/4
153/4
397/e

111
161/4
163/4

32
61/2

463/8
711/2

3%

45/8

31/4
61/a
331/4
353/4

37
431/2

28%
25/8

23
261/4

4
71/e

313/4
31/4
255/8

29%

tions chief) , Bell Aircraft (air-toair missile) , G. M. Research Labs,

Sperry Gyroscope, etc. Member
Society Technical Writers.
Weber, Samuel, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, BSEE, I. R. E.
member. 10 years diverse engineering experience: U. S. Navy,

Barlow Electrical Mfg. Co.,
Curtiss-Wright, etc. Primarily in
communications, uhf and microwave components and design, jet
engine test instrumentation.
Present Occupations:

Bill Bushor is preparing a series to appear in 1959 on medical

103/4
57/e
151/a

35

43

11
11

137/4
127/4
81/8

and clinical and operative aids.

9
231/4
465/8
151/8
407/4

"Sophisticated Communications
Methods" for October 1959. Re-

63/4
8

21

37

41

111/4
341/2
71/4
501/4
211/2

111/2
351/4
73/4

511/4
213/4

73/4

734

321/2
71/2
15
401/2
37
201/2
163/4
93/8

301/2

85

551/4
237/4
81/2
331/2

538

83e

191/4
413/4
381/2

211/4

20

16/
103/4
23/4
123/4
111/2

4538
415/2
263/4
221/2

12%
31/4

141/8

Tracerlab

11

Universal Trans'tor
Varian Associates

7/e

7/8

11/a

471/4

453/4

491/2

13%

The above "bid" and ''asked"

prices prepared
by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of SECURITIES
DEALERS, INC., do not represent actual trans-

actions. They are a guide to the range within which these securities could have been
sold (the "BID" price) or bought (the

ASKED" price) during

Bushor, William E., Lawrence
Institute of Technology, BSEE,
I. R. E. member. 9 years experience: U. S. Army (communica-

93/4
43/4
131/4

81/8
211/4

23/4
123/4

29%

Resumes:

electronics comprising diagnos-

tics, therapeutics, prosthetics,

Sam Weber is working on

port covers scatter systems,
meteorburst transmission, satellite relays, carrier systems, etc.
References:

If you're not a subscriber, if
your subscription is expiring, if
you will miss exciting features
by electronics 26 -man staff, fill in
box on Reader Service Card. Easy

to use. Postage free.
ABC

electronics

gBp

A McGraw-Hill Publication
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.

preceding week.
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ELECTROh' ICS: ln the half century since the invention of the
original at. dion tube by De Forest, the art of electronics has
expanded =o a fnurtteen billion dollar industry that is contributing
_n hundreds of wave. to our knowledge of the universe and our

understanding of life itself. At Lockheed, for example, over half the
tec mical staff is engaged in electronics research and development.

Significant cunt+ibutions to the advancement of the state of the a
in electronics have been made by Lockheed engineers and scientists
in sack areas as: computer development; telemetry; radar and data
linK; transducers and instrumentation; microwave devices. antennas
and electromauner is propagation and radiation; ferrite and MASER
researh; solid stare electronics, including devices, electrochemistry,
infrared and optics; and data reduction and analysis.
Over one -fifth of the ;ration's missile -borne telemeteríng equipment
was produced by Lockheed last year. Its PAM; FM miniaturized
system provides incrwsed efficiency at one-fourth the weight of
FM1"FM rnisside-borre systems.

Advance: development work in high-energy batteries and fuel cells
has resulted in a -r:eth_od for converting chemical energy d rectly into
electrical power that promises a fuel utilization of almost 100%
and an energy conversion efficiency cf 70% or better.

EXPANDING

THE FRONTIERS OF
SPACE

TECHNOLOGY

Amas of special capability in computer development include the
design of large scale data handling systems; development of special
purpose tfigital competing and analog-digital conversion devices;
development cf high-speed input-output equipment; and advanced
research in computer technology, pattern recognition, self -organizing
machines, and information retrieval.
Other manor developments are: a dig_tal flight data recprder able
to record each of 24 channels every few seconds; digital telemetry
conversion equipment to reduce telemetered test data to plotted form
rapidly and inexpensively; advancements in the theory of sequential
machines and a nigh -speed digital plotter that can handle some four
-hausand points per second with the finished plot programmed
int the data tape as a continuous curve.
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division is engaged ín all fie ds of the

art-from concept to operation. Its programs reach far into the
future and deal with unknown environments. It is a rewarding future
which scientists ard engineers of outstanding talent and inquiring
mild are Invited to share. Write: Research and Development Staff.
Dept. C3-22, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, California.
"Tile orgcnizainm that contributed most in the past year to the
adv:anrer ent of the art of missiles aml astronautics."
NATIONAL IvNISSILE aNO JSTRY CONFERENCE AWARD

Lockheed,/! MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
SUIMYVALE, FALO ALTO, VAN NO'S, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA
CAPE CANA1.ERAL, FLOFICA ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO

CONNECTIONS IN ONLY THREE SECONDS

Wire insertion and anchoring

Terminal insertion

Wrapping

Finished connection

Wrap up wiring jobs fast
with solderless wrapped connections
Fast, economical, solderless, metal -to -metal electrical connections
which resist vibration failure and corrosion. That's the solderless

wrapping method-proved superior by billions of connections

Research takes the long view as Gardner -

without a reject.
With a lightweight, fast -acting Gardner -Denver " Wire -Wrap"®
tool, you wrap up wiring jobs fast ... and you get these profit building benefits:
Greater production. Only three seconds total time per solderless
connection. Actual connecting time, 1/ 10 second.
Lower production costs. You eliminate the expense of precise
process control required by other methods.
Reduced labor costs. More connections per operator, with less
fatigue. No faulty connections that require expensive hand repair

Denver engineers strive to improve exist-

work.

keep ahead of a fast -paced, rapidly growing industrial world.

Higher quality. Mechanically strong connections electrically stable

ing products ... to develop new ones to

-proved most reliable in the industry.
Write for Bulletin 14-1

EQUIPMENT TODAY FOR THE CHALLENGE OF TOMORROW
/noe 18

GARDNE R - DENVER
Gardner -Denver Company, Quincy, Illinois
In Canada: Gardner -Denver Company (Canada;, Ltd., 14 Curity Avenue, Toronto 16, Ontario
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STRAIGHT TALK FROM

AIRCRAFT

TEMCO

DALLAS

QUESTION: What is Temco's experience in the fields of
electronics, aircraft and missiles contracts?

ANSWER: During the past 14 years, Temco has successfully
completed 35 major programs requiring solutions to engineer-

ing design problems in all technical fields involved in the
aeronautical sciences. It has produced more than 5,000 components of high performance military weapons systems.

QUESTION: What is the scope of management's knowledge
and participation?

ANSWER: Programming under top management is initiated at

the earliest project stage and maintained throughout the
existence of the job. Overall progress is reviewed at periodic
check points, to permit timely corrective action if necessary,
and to keep management and the customer informed on the
program status.
QUESTION: What are Temco's plant facilities?

ANSWER: Temco has three major plants, comprising over
2,000,000 square feet, fully equipped for the development and
manufacture of complete aircraft, missiles and major components. Included is a new Engineering Center with ultra -modern

laboratories and experimental design area. Construction is
scheduled early this year on vastly increased production
facilities.
QUESTION: What are Temco's engineering capabilities?
ANSWER: Temco has over 1,200 engineers whose combination

of skills and unique capabilities has established Temco as a
leader in advanced technology.

QUESTION: What is the range of Temco's product familiarity
and production know-how?

ANSWER: Temco is prime contractor and weapons system
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

DEVELYMENT

DIRECTED RESEARCH

PRODUCTION

manager for the Navy's Corvus air -to -surface "stand-off" missile; it has designed, developed and produced the TT -1 "Pinto"
jet trainer and the XKDT-1 "Teal" rocket powered target drone.
In the component field Temco products range from integrated
antenna systems to high production major assemblies for such
advanced aircraft and missiles as the F3H, F-101, F-104, B -52G,
Hawk, jet engines and work on classified ballistic missiles. In
the modification and overhaul field, activities have spread all
the way from ' PARC" overhaul of C -97s to development and
installation of advanced electronics systems.
QUESTION: What plus does Temco offer?

ANSWER: Temco is known by its customers as a "followthrough' company, from design to production .. a partner on
ELECTRONICS AIRCRAFT MISSILES

ELECTRONICS - March 27. 1959

the job .. a company that delivers quality products on schedule
at the lowest possible cost.
CIRCLE 21 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Boeing openings offer

MARKET RESEARCH

ENGINEERS

MILITARY ELECTRONICS SPENDING

outstanding careers
Aircraft
Electronics
Guided

Missiles

ommunications

Research and
Development

is one of many expanding missile and space-age projects at Boeing that
offer engineers of all categories an opportunity to grow in professional stature and
to work in a dynamic environment conducive to rapid advancement. Outstanding
openings are available now in Research,
Design, Production and Service.
BOMARC

1957
Marine

gm 1958

Electronics

Vehicular
Electronics

500

0

1500

1000

2500

2000

3000

Millions of Dollars

Military Spending Rises 12%
MILITARY ELECTRONICS spending in-

creased

Magnetic Recording Industry

last year by nearly 12 Association reports 1958 sales of
recorders topped 450,000
units. Forecast for 1959 is 750,000
units and $250 is claimed as rough
average unit price.

percent over 1957, according to tape
Boeing -developed and built electronic
counter-measures simulator, typical of

recently

at Boeing in electronics. Openings also
available in fields of infrared techniques,
radar and beacon interrogator systems,
electronic circuitry, and guidance and
control systems, among others.

1958.

many advanced areas of assignments open

released

military

ex-

penditure data for calendar year
Some 29 percent of total Department of Defense spending for mili-

tary hard goods and research and
development went to electronics
manufacturers in 1958. Electronics' share of $15,725 million
was $4,606 million. In the preceding year our share was $3,945

Marketing appointments:
Thomas D. Hinkelman, manager of

product planning and market research, Motorola Semiconductor
Product division; W. R. Lonergan,
manager product planning and

market analysis, Burroughs Cor-

poration Electrodata division;
Aircraft electronics and guided Dana A. Griffin, manager marketmissiles continued as the leading ing and application engineering,
items bought by the military in Daven Company Reliability As1958. About $1,806 million was surance division; Lawrence C.
spent on aircraft electronics and Oakley, director of marketing,
$1,380 million on guided missiles. Mid -Eastern Electronics Inc.;
Comparison of estimated spend- D. L. Dailey, marketing research
ing, by major procurement cate- manager, Texas Instruments Semigories, for electronic equipment conductor -Components division.
million out of $13,480 million.

Analog computor installation used to
simulate missile trajectory, ground control and terminal guidance. Boeing mis-

sile openings include assignments on

and on Minuteman solid -propellant intercontinental ballistic missile
system. Other long-range opportunities
are available on advanced jet aircraft and
BOMARC,

in 1957 and 1958 follows:
1957

space vehicle projects.
Write today for your free
copy of the 24 -page book

"Environment for Dynamic Career Growth."
Indicate your degree(s)
and field of interest. Ad-

dress: Mr. Stanley M.

Little, Boeing Airplane
Co., P. O. Box 3822-ENA

Seattle 24, Washington.

Aircraft Electronics $1,560
1,100
Guided Missiles
900
Communications
Research & Develop297
ment
81
Marine Electronics
7
Vehicular Electronics
Totals

30

1958

Millions of
Dollars

3,945

FIGURES OF THE WEEK
LATEST WEEKLY PRODUCTION FIGURES

$1,806
1,380
820
457
134
9

4,606

Mar. 6,
1959
Television sets
95,794
Radio sets (ex. auto) 277,682
99,847
Auto sets
(Source: EIA)

Feb. 6,
1959

Change From
One Year Ago

129,499
290,190
107,905

+9.5%
+54.1%
+91.8%

Feb. 11,
1959
72.26
79.22
81.47

Change From
One Year Ago

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Standard & Poor's)
Electronics mfrs.
Radio & tv mfrs.
Broadcasters

Mar. 11,
1959
80.20
93.97
87.20

+50.4%
+102.5%
+53.5%
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OFFN ER

ALL TRANSISTOR

the most versatile ... most sensitive direct writing unit available

DYN OG RAPH

TYPE
Illuminated canopy

504-A paper drive-speeds
Type 9800 series input couplers provide all input, control
and balance functions. Input available both front and rear.

from 1 to 250 mm/sec. Elec-

Type 481 Preamplifier provides sensitivities
from one microvolt to 5 volts per mm.

drive, 850 ft. capacity (heat

trical speed shift 1 to 250
mm per minute available.
Zero weavé Iih precision

or electric) 1500 ft. (ink).
Front loading, with full unrecord visible
from front.

obstructed

Type 482 power amplifiers-may be used without
preamplifiers for up to 10 my/cm sensitivity
Zero suppression control

Combining all these features...
stable d -c sensitivity of one microvolt per mm

true differential input
high input impedance
response to beyond 150 cps.

reluctance, differential transformer, strain gage with
a -c or d -c excitation, thermocouples, etc., used with

Thanks for your patience in

all preamplifiers
deflection time less than 1.5 milliseconds
(2.5 ms with preamplifiers)
fixed precision calibration

awaiting deliveries of the

instant warm-up

new instrument. We are now
in our new plant, with 300%
more space, and are rapidly
increasing production ca-

Type

R.

Schedules were

temporarily disrupted by
the large volume of orders

received for this radically

precision source for d -c and 400 cycle excitation,
self-contained
zero suppression, twenty times full scale,
both directions

pacity. Deliveries will soon
be on a current basis.

V
FULL SCALE, UNRETOUCHED CHARTS PRODUCED

ON THE TYPE R DYNOGRAPH

All these features ... plus 8 channels in only
35" of rack space. Whatever your application
for direct writing records ... you should investigate the ability of the Offner Type R Dynograph
to do the job better and more simply. Using tran-

sistor circuits* developed and tested for over
three years in thousands of channels of Offner
equipment, the Type R Dynograph has already
proved its superiority in practically every respect
to any other direct writing oscillograph. Write on

your company letterhead for literature giving
details and specifications.

EXTREME SENSITIVITY

10 Microvolt RMS
Sine Wave

Ten Microvolt
D -C Square Wave

Four recording media. Heat or electric rectilinear-ink or
electric curvilinear. Readily convertible.

*Patents granted and pending

OFFNER
ELECTRONICS INC.
3906 River Road, Schiller Park, III.
(Suburb of Chicago)
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?Jz,,gi
hen designing,
,

testingo otor
YOU CAN
RECORD
RESULTS
BETTER
WITH
BRUSH

9'

. .

All Brush Recording Systems reflect advanced
concepts in design that mean exceptional versatility,
accuracy and reliability in your data
collecting operations.
Your most exacting requirements can be met by
these direct writing systems whether military or
industrial. They display information instantly- give
you precise data for quick decisions. You control
the data you need, exclude the extraneous, and have
optimum flexibility for future applications not
yet contemplated.
Widest choice of equipment in the industry. Ink,
electric or thermal writing ... curvilinear or rectilinear
readout ... horizontal or vertical presentation
. chart speeds from 10 inches/day to 4 feet/second ...
complete selection of amplifiers
rack mounted,
bench top or portable configurations.
A pioneer in instrumentation since 1930, Brush has
always built for ruggedness and precision.
Installations are right. Operating manuals contain
clearly written instructions. Your personnel are
trained properly.
In designing, testing or monitoring you can get
better results from Brush Ultralinear Recording Systems.
Let's talk it over. Set a date. We'll be there.

...

Write for free informative
booklet, "New Concept; In
Recordingt.'Cortains helpful
ideas and suggestions.

gush INSTRLTMENTS
DIVISION Of

7T1-1 AND PER-KINS

CLEVITE
CaA oF.TPaH

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

Factory branches, service and warehousing

at Arlington, Va., Boston, Cleveland, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle; engineering representatives in all key locations.

Politics Clouds Spectrum Issue
Two camps-military vs commercial-are forming in vhf -uhf reallocation issue, and no one has full power to run the show
WASHINGTON-There's no spectrum

frequency allotted to politics.

But it's clear this week politics
will play a major role in any vhf uhf space reallocation.
Political lines shape up this way:
Administration (military) vs.
Congress (commercial).

And the entire spectrum investigation stage is further cluttered by
this: everyone's interested but no
single agency or person has com-

clear-cut authority to run

plete,

the show.

Everyone agrees that a study of
authority over the airwaves is
needed, but Washington seems to
be unable to decide who should do
the job.

controversy. Last week a fact-finding committee of the broadcasting

industry reported to the FCC that
uhf television was technically inferior to vhf (see Newsletter,
p 11).
The electronics experts emphasize that no rapid revision of the
tv spectrum can be made in one step

without rendering millions of dollars worth of equipment obsolete.
Congressional sources feel that
the spectrum study problem can't
be put off any longer. Increased demand for frequency allocation,
particularly for space navigation,
has sharpened the civilian -military
conflict.

commission-which Congress feels
would favor the Pentagon. House
Commerce Chairman Oren Harris
(D -Ark.) says he is going ahead

Military communications and
civil communications are each administered separately. The Communications Act of 1934 gives dual
authority in the field, with no one
to settle problems. The FCC controls civilian usage ; the office of
Civilian Defense Mobilization controls government uses.
Dual control has meant that nobody can get at the spectrum wastage. The government and military

with his study "as soon as pos-

take up about half the available

sible." Most observers feel, how-

space.

Compromise Needed?

A few weeks ago the House voted
$150,000 for a Commerce Subcom-

mittee study. The Eisenhower Administration countered with a pro-

posal for a five -man presidential

ever, that a compromise will have
to be reached to give balanced representation between Congress and
the Administration, since both
branches rely on each other to perform their functions.
Possible outcome of such a study

an
the
enormous band of 420 me in
most highly sought and least used
part of the spectrum is assigned exIn

the

civilian

segment,

clusively to uhf television. Only
85 stations are operating in space

that could accommodate 1200. Vhf

television channels, on the other
hand, are nearly all used up.
Development of commercial radio

uses-such as dial -from -your -car
telephone-is being held up because

the FCC is running out of frequencies to hand out. The broadcasters are fighting to hold on to
uhf frequencies, arguing that uhf
still has potential and should not be
killed too soon.

Crowding of the spectrum has

increased tremendously since World

War II, when crash programs in
electronics set off a whole round of
new developments in radio. Missile and antimissile defense or

radar tracking stations are taking
up frequencies at a fast rate.
At an international conference
next August the U. S. will ask that
seven bands of frequencies be set

aside on a worldwide basis for

space operations and 27 frequencies

for radioastronomy.

Tape Changes Tools Automatically

might be a commission or board
having both branches represented
to make continuing studies of spectrum use, with final authority over
both ' civilian and military. This

would be similar to the Federal
Aviation Agency set up recently to

control both civil and military air
traffic.

In addition to finding solutions to

the military vs. civilian problems
of communications, the study group

will need to determine policy on
television spectrum usage, particularly in regard to the vhf vs. uhf
-E-CIRCLE 25 READERS SERVICE CARD

New tape -controlled combination machine developed by Kearney 8 Trecker Corp. for use

by small -lot manufacturers. Up to 31 tools can be loaded into machine simultaneously.
Operator stands at GE control console
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

As a result of growing demand
from the

military, government,

safety services and other "musts,"
spectrum space is particularly short
for trucking and construction business, radiotelephone, or remote control operations.
Meanwhile, insiders claim, waste
of radio frequencies is painfully
apparent, even outside the military

you
can
customize
any

and uhf television. A certain frequency, for instance, may be assigned to "forestry services." In
Oregon this frequency might be

trio labs

crowded, while no one is using it in
New York. At the same time there
might be an acute shortage of

build- in

instrument
as was

mobile radio frequencies in New
York. Experts say there has been
insufficient "doubling up."

done

Hearings Underway

for...

Since World War II, when a big
study of spectrum use was carried

out by the FCC, no authoritative
central agency has taken a detailed
look at frequency allocations. The
FCC, say industry spokesmen and
a

number of Congressmen, has

shown little initiative. When a new

assignment has to be made, the
agency may just "sandwich" it in.
Technical developments in past
years have made it possible to narrow frequency bands and squeeze
in more and more new assignments.

But the experts feel there is little
on the drawing boards now that
will extend the useful spectrum be-

yond the current 30,000 mc limit
in the near future.
In an effort to uncover wasted
space, the FCC has recently held
hearings on the segment above 890
mc, and is now holding hearings on
the 25-890 mc segment, which includes television.

... in the General Electric Line Maintenance Tester for
the Flight Control System installed in the republic F-105
Thunderchief Fighter -Bomber.

Lack of Evaluation

The agency says the information

will be useful at the international
conference on frequency assign-

ments this summer. But FCC apparently has no intention of issuing
any report or recommendations for
a general overhaul of allocations.
"There's no shortage of information," complains a spokesman for
the electronics industry. "But

Here the trio labs "standard" Model iD multi-rcnae AC VTVM
was custom -modified to special ranges plus external input jacks
and modified mounting.

rAC's

wpersonic

Trio Labs offers you the ndustry's pioneer and complete line
of miniaturized panel -mounting electronic build -in instruments
. AC and DC VTVMs, null and phase meters, etc. They

bomber

permit you to ... customize test systems ... save space ..
save time and money . . make monitoring foolproof

rhunderchief

.

.

.

.

Fig hie --

- Republic's

.

.

improve system reliability ... increase overall design freedom.

Write for free "how to" Engineering Guide to Dept. E -3C.

there has been a serious lack of

evaluation and no one with real au-

thority to do anything about the

Trio Laboratories, Inc., Plainview, Long Island, New York

problems."
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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General lilectiic .Seiieonl.ct,or News
New prices, new circuits for
FULL WAVE REVERSING DRIVE

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
EC

30R1

390
3

01

2N]35
02

25489

T ZENER
DIODE

.--, 0 2

000

--//]/]-.

111

47

300

SCR2

SCRI

51695

N1695

CR3

VAC

aiI

7V
2ENER
DIODE

C356

C350

153D

A
,y

6,9
Sx

sx

-. iC2

OJ

IN1693

VOLTAGE

CR4

iNi69

20V

25

= IN1306

0 2

IN1695
SERJ

ADJUST

SUPPLY

4LE'CONPn.aEr

Ox
15169!

2

50

0

200

IN169

0-Jv

1106

501306

SCRI,9CR2,i4R3.9CR4-C35
0i,03,- 25489
02,-25335
TI-MALNElEC3,INC CORE TTPE

lWDLS

lOIl6'6X,

ACx12lTURN3NO2TWIRE

DC TO 400^'AC PARALLEL INVERTER

GENERAL RADIO

TYPE 942-A

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
3.59

3

9,10,13

UJT2

916

25492

3408

Oro

w

IOK

`4
2N336

-^

12.14

1y1

UJTI

C] 54

AC PHASE CONTROLLED SWITCH

LOAD

RI - 3900

CRI, CR2, CR3, CR4- 151695
R2-100,000.6 LINEAR POT. CR5-1N1527 ZENER DIODE, ONE WATT, 22 VOLTS

R3- 33000, 5 WATT
CI - 0.2 MFD
SCRI SCR2 - C358

01- 25409
TI- MAGNETICS, INC, CORE, TYPE 50176-69,
3 WINDINGS, 125 TURNS EACH OF NO 27 WIRE

FOUR BASIC CIRCUITS. Above are four basic designs for the Controlled Rectifier using the unijunction transistor
as the firing mean.. The unijunction is a precision trigger, putting out short, high current pulses. The frequency of
these pulses will not vary with the supply voltage or temperature, yet can be variably controlled with a silicon triode
from a low level feedback signal. Unijunction firing circuits are easily synchronized with 60 cycle line frequency.
In short, the unijunction provides the simplest and least expensive means for precision firing of the Silicon Controlled Rectifier.
General Electric's new silicon medium -current rectifiers. Types 1N2154 thru 1N2160, are ideal as companion
devices to the controlled rectifier for reverse -voltage protection and, also, for applications in full -wave circuitry.

SAMPLE LIST OF POWER
HANDLING AND OTHER JOBS

THAT CAN NOW BE DONE
BETTER BY THE G -E
CONTROLLED RECTIFIER

36

Converters, DC to DC, DC to AC
Phase controlled DC power supplies, regulated 8 unregulated
Frequency converter, current
control

Power switch for
automatic temperature control
electronic flash

Reversible motor control
AC variable speed induction motor

CIRCLE 27 READERS SERVICE CARD

Dynamic braking
Light dimmers
Thyratron replacement for
relay drivers
Pulse width conversion

High speed printer for
digital computer

Welding control
Ignitron firing

Circuit breaker replacement
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revolutionary G -E Controlled Rectifier
"Controlled rectifiers may revolutionize the electrical industry." This state-

ment was made a year ago by a respected news publication. Since then
samples have been studied by hundreds of firms. Many new circuits have
been developed which promise important improvements in functions, reliability, simplicity, accuracy and lower cost. In just one year prices have been
reduced 75 percent (see chart below). And now, the G -E Silicon Controlled
Rectifier is a standard, production -line item, warranted in writing and available at sharply reduced prices.
This is the time for design engineers to exploit the inherent advantages of
the Silicon Controlled Rectifier in their circuit designs. Many applications

are proved ... the firing circuits have been refined ... the product line is
stabilized ... and it makes sound economic sense. Call or write your G -E
Semiconductor Sales Representative for complete details. The Controlled
Rectifier is also available from many local G -E Distributors.
The Silicon Controlled Rectifier is a three junction semiconductor device for use in power control and
power switching applications requiring blocking voltages up to 400 volts

$300

HOW THE G -E CONTROLLED RECTIFIER WORKS.

$275

and load currents up to 16 amperes. Series or parallel circuits may be
used for higher power applications.
The G -E Controlled Rectifier's reverse characteristic is similar to a

$250

An ac ual price pictu e_

normal silicon rectifier in that it represents essentially an open circuit

with negative anode to cathode voltage. The forward characteristic is such
that it will block positive anode to cathode voltage below a critical break over voltage if no signal is applied to the gate terminal. However, by exceeding the forward break -over voltage or applying an appropriate gate
signal the device will rapidly switch to a conducting state and present the

of the G -E C35B (200V)

$225

controlled rectifier

$200

$175

characteristically low forward voltage drop of a single junction silicon
rectifier.

$150

are available on the application of the G -E Silicon Controlled Rectifier, plus reprints of articles that have appeared in technical
journals. Write to Section S25359, Semiconductor Products Dept., General
Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.
DETAILED NOTES

$125
$100

Since its introduction one year ago, the price of the
typical C -E Controlled Rectifier has dropped more than 75 percent. This
results from improved manufacturing techniques and volume production.
The G -E Controlled Rectifier is now a production -line item, warranted

$ 75

imposed on all General Electric transistors and rectifiers.

$ 25

STEADY PRICE DROP.

$ 50

in writing for one year and subjected to the same quality control tests

The G -E Controlled Rectifier is also available at even less cast (ZJ39L series) for
use at 100°C and below, with currents up to 10 amperes.

Jan.FMAM J J A SON DJ FM
1959

1958

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RATINGS (Resistive or Inductive Load)
Continuous Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV)
Transient Peak Inverse Voltage (Non-Recurrent<5 millisec.)
RMS Voltage (Vtus), Sinusoidal
Average Forward Current (IF)
Peak One Cycle Surge Current (burgs)
Peak Gate Power
Average Gate Power
Peak Gate Current (IG)
Peak Gate Voltage (VG) (forward)
Storage Temperature
Operating Temperature
CHARACTERISTICS (At Maximum Ratings)
Minimum Forward Breakover Voltage (Veo)
Maximum Reverse (IR) or Forward (Is) Leakage Current (Full Cycle Average)
Maximum Forward Voltage (VF AvG)
Maximum Gate Current To Fire (lar)
Maximum Gate Voltage To Fire (VGF)
Typical Gate Current To Fire (IGF)

C35U

C35F

C3SA

C35G

C35B

C35H

C35C

25
35

50
75
35

100

150

150
70

225

200
300
140

250
350
175

300
400

C358

C35H

C35C

200

250

300

17.5

105

210

C35D
400 volts
500 volts
280 volts

Up to 16 amperes
150 amperes
5 watts
0.5 watts
2 amperes
10 volts

-65°C to +150°C
-65°C to +125°C
C35U

C35F

C35A

C35G

25

50

100

150

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.0

5.5

5.0

C35D
400 volts
4.0 ma

0.86 volts (Full Cycle Average)
25 ma
3 volts

10 ma of -t-1 5 volts (Gate to Cathode Voltage)

ZJ39L Series-lower cost series with ratings similar to above, but for use up to 100°C maximum, with forward current ratings up to 10 amperes.
ZJ50 Series-a high -current series now in development, and available on a prototype -sample basis.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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Originality in design concepts...
your job ... and Cefl
Economical
Versatile

Reliable...

MODEL 5
RADIOHM°

ab's

1/4 WATT

MULTIPLE MINIATURE
VARIABLE RESISTOR
(Component Density: 16.2 per cu. in.

)*

The Model 5 is a new proven design concept, not merely
an improvement of an existing component. This is typical
of CENTRALAB'S approach to product design. It is available with up to 4 variable and 9 fixed resistors on a single

steatite plate measuring 2%" x %" x IV, including
knobs ... proportionally smaller when fewer variable

resistors are required. This remarkable increase in component density is another CENTRALAB "first," setting the
example for the electronics industry.
A WIDE RANGE OF MOUNTING STYLES AND TYPES

Model 5 Radiohms® are available with horizontal or
vertical mounting brackets, plug-in terminals for printed
circuit boards or wire leads for metal chassis.
SPECIFICATIONS

Resistance Range: 1000 ohms

Wattage Rating: %

to 5 megohms, linear taper

watt at 70°C. ambient

Breakdown Voltage: 1250 volts RMS, between adjacent
sections and to bracket
End Resistance:

Initial Torque:

Less than 1 % of total

2 inch ounces average

Complete specifications and design data are given in
CENTRALAB

Bulletin EP -539; write for your copy today.

Cubic inch, rather than cubic foot, is used
to provide a more realistic and more readily
visualized standard of comparision.

A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
914C E. KEEFE AVE. MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.
In Canada: 669 Bayview Ave., Toronto 17, Ont.
Y.5932

VARIABLE RESISTORS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS
38
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What Financiers Look For
Today underwriters are seeking new yardsticks to measure the economic health of electronics firms. This is a report on what's going on
THE BUSINESS of financing electronics firms is entering a new
phase these days.
More underwriters are interested, more are taking longer looks,

agement the balance between technical and business ability that
makes for sound operations.

and all are examining new yardsticks by which to measure elec-

charge of engineering has technical

tronics companies.

The underwriters point out the
firm's executive vice president in

tronics firm is usually able to pro-

duce a good margin of profit on
invested capital.
Unlike some industries, which re-

quire very high plant installation
financing, electronics firms are able

experience ranging from the first to concentrate a sizable portion of
broadcast studio in Manhattan, to their capital on actual product de-

In the long run, this much is design and development of control velopment and sales.

clear: Our industry stands to gain.
Underwriters who bring out new
stock issues now find that some of

equipment for the Vanguard project. The vice president in charge of
sales has for many years been as-

the older yardsticks used in evaluating a company's soundness are not
always applicable to electronics

sociated with major electronics
firms and key military groups.

firms. One such gage is the past

NTI's secretary -treasurer has held
key posts in the financial world.

financial record the company shows.

As for product, the young firm

A spokesman for one New York

underwriter points out that "the

has obtained a memorandum of intent from a major electronics corpo-

short corporate life of many electronics firms" complicates under-

ration to manufacture and market

writings. In cases of short histories, the financial records of other
firms in

the same area of

elec-

tronics are often studied.
Two Key Factors

A researcher at Smith Barney &
Co., N. Y., says one way of measur-

ing an electronics firm's financial
progress is to determine the total
market for the product line, then
measure the percentage of that
total being handled by the firm

a new type of mobile radio designed
by the new firm. It also has promise

of R&D work in communications.
Investor enthusiasm for electronics stocks is a current factor in
favor of new stock issues. The reasons for this are not based on
glamor alone, according to New
York investment banker Ira Haupt
& Co., which has brought out stock
issues for Servo Corp. of America.
A spokesman for the company
points out that a properly run elec-

ings for such firms as Emerson

Circling Moon

Electric and Lear Inc.
Underwriters are unanimous in
agreeing that a firm's financial

health depends on two factors

management and product. They say

these outweigh all other features.
An example of company evaluation on this basis is pointed out by

the underwriting firm of Pearson
Murphy & Co., N. Y. The group
brought out a stock issue at the end
company on the basis of a management and product evaluation.
A spokesman for the under-

writers says the company, North-

east
Telecommunications
Inc.,
Plantsville, Conn., has in its manELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

The balance, however, is often
lacking in companies seeking financial aid, according to some financial

men.

Electronics

firms

often have high technical competence, but lack financial knowhow.
In some cases (90 percent by one
estimate), the underwriter is rep-

writer owes both firm and clients.
A firm will benefit from the financial advice the underwriter

:

of last year for a two -month -old

Balance Stressed

resented on the board of the newly formed company.
One underwriting firm, Berry &
Co., Plainfield, N. J., which includes
Haydu Electronics Products among
its clients, says this is done because
of the dual responsibility the under-

under study. This method will reveal absence or presence of growth.
S. B. & Co. has handled underwrit-

In general, this underwriter feels
that firms relying entirely on military -derived income will not be as
sound as firms balancing their activities with commercial markets.
One of the complicating factors
for electronics underwriters can be
a lack of technical knowledge by
their financial expert. To overcome
this, several Wall Street houses
now include engineers in their organizations. In some cases, underwriters hire consultants to aid them
in their evaluations.

Pioneer

IV's

instrument package.

Two

Geiger -Mueller tubes (top) reported radiation levels. Tube on left was shielded to
eliminate all but high-level radiation in
its report. Below tubes is electronic circuitry associated with them. Radio transmitter was enclosed in wide central band
of batteries. Bottom: lens of photoelectric
scanning device

gives. Later financing may be made
in a form other than common stock.
Preferred stock, convertible debentures, long-term bonds or some
other financing may be picked.
The purchaser of securities runs

less risk on his investment if the
firm has sound financial advice to
guide it, says Berry. In addition,

the underwriter points out that if
the financial value of a company is
to grow,

the management team

must also grow.
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SINGLE -GUN

COLOR TUBE

RETROFITS!
We've been hearing comments that have the ring of praise

critical in operation. And the operating voltages are such as

about them. They have been comments on the simplicity of our
Lawrence -type color display tube, 5CGP29. We build other
color and monochrome cathode ray tubes, e.g., for applications

not to produce what the low -temperature lab men call "thermal
chaos."

requiring high definition of a hush-hush nature, or for fine
character writing and many other applications. But let us
discourse on the 5CGP29.
First of all it adapts to a great many equipments now limited

by monochrome. It adapts with the same yoke you are now
using and without the need to build a six-foot voltage -control
console. The 5CGP29 does not have fussy requirements.
Post -Deflection Focusing is incorporated in the design. The
electron beam paths are directed through an array of grid
wires to an aluminum -backed phosphor screen on the face of
the tube. Switching voltages on adjacent grid wires change the
impact point of the focused beam. None of this is particularly

There is very likely nothing more dramatic in the world of
electronics than the face of a 5CGP29 discriminating between
different classes of information in extra dimensions with bold
colors. Military people appreciate it when, again with different
colors, the 5CGP29 promptly discriminates in radar between
hazardous.and non -hazardous objects, or between friendly and
unfriendly targets, for example.
A number of commercially available phosphors, with differing responsive qualities, afford wide variations in persistence
and colors. There are dozens of uses for the tube in science,
industry, and the military service. Let us tell you about them.
Electronic Display Laboratory, Litton Industries Electron Tube
Division, Office El1, 960 Industrial Road, San Carlos, Calif.
Visit our Booths at the IRE Show

LITTON INDUSTRIES
MAGNETRONS
KLYSTRONS

GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
CARCINOTRONS
TRAVELING WAVE TUBES
BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS
NOISE SOURCES
DISPLAY TUBES

CAPABILITY
THAT CAN CHANGE
YOUR

PLANNING

Electron Tube Division

Your Design is better

Your Product performs better

rijEr7.1.1

with this

iq

full line of

:1

1

1

DIODES
ilTIFILT1

Germanium GLASS DIODES
Working
TYPE

Forward
Current

Voltage

1N55B
1N66A
1N67A
1N68A
1N95
1N126
1N127

Reverse

Current

at+1 volt

(max.)

Type

mA

µA at v

150
60

5

500 at -150

5

50at-10

80

4

100
60
60
100

3

50 at -50
625 at -100
800 at -50
50 at -10
25 at -10

10
5
3

Working
Voltage

Forward
Current

(max.)

at -}-I volt

Reverse

Current

µA at v

mA

1N128
1N191
1N198
1N294A
1N297A
1N298A

40
90
80
60
80
70

'at+2 If

10 at -10

3

25at-10

5

75t at -10
10 at -10
100 at -50
250 at -40

St
5

3.5
30*

tat 75°C

Germanium VIDEO DETECTOR Diodes
for TV video and portable radio application;
low capacity video detection; efficiency controlled at 50 Mc

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION GLASS RECTIFIERS
TYPE

Peak Operating
Voltage

-65°C 19+150°C

1N645
1N646
1N647
1N648

Ave. Rectified
Current

Reverse Current (Max.)
in pA at Specified Voltage
150°C

Volts

25°C
mA

mR

Volts

25°C

100°C

225
300
400
500

400
400
400
400

150
150
150
150

225
300
400
500

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

15
15

20
20

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION RECTIFIERS
WIRE IN TYPES
Peak Operating
Voltage

TYPE

-65°C to +165°C

1N536
1N537
1N538
1N539

íN540
íN1095
1N547ú

STUD TYPES

Ave. Rectified

Reverse Current

C rrent

(Max.) at
Specified PIV, 150°C

25°C

150°C

Volts

mA

mA

mA

50
100
200
300
400
500
600

750
750
750
750
750
750
750

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

0.40
0.40
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.35

t Same as IN1096

All illustrations actual size.

Peak Operating
Voltage

TYPE

Ave. Rectified
Cur ent

Reverse Current

(Max.) at
Specified PIV, 25°C

-65°C to -1-165°C

25°C

150°C

Volts

Amps.

Amps.

µA

95*
190*
380*
570*
100
200
300

1.0*
0.4*
0.4*
0.95 0.2*
3.5
1.0
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5

10
10

1N253

iN254
1N255
1N256
CK846
CK847
CK848
CK849
CK850
CK851

400
500
600

Ratings at 25'C unless otherwise indicated.

3.0
1.5
1.5

10

20
2

2
2

2

2

2

*to +135°C

Types in red available to MIL Specifications.

RAYTHEoN

SEMICONDUCTOR
DIVISION
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.
SILICON AND GERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS
New York, Plaza 9-3900
Chicago, NAtional 5.4000
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Boston, HIllcrest 4-6700
Baltimore, SOuthfcld 1-1237
Cleveland, Winton 1-7005
Kansas City, Plaza 3-5330
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SILICON RECTIFIERS
Los Angeles, NOrmandy 5-4221
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EIA Opposes Unified
Electronic Industries Association says central pur-

chasing of electron tubes for all armed services
will cut out small manufacturers

HOW TO USE
REGOHM

THE Electronic Industries Association this week airs in detail its opposition to centralized military procurement of electron tubes.
The Pentagon proposes that one

the plug-in device that
regulates input voltage
down to ±0.05%

Defense Department. Final decision is due on April 15.
EIA believes that single procure-

Wherever system performance
requires precision regulation of
input voltage, REGOHM earns
a place. And wherever circuitry

includes vacuum tubes,
REGOHM

will substantially ex-

tend tube life. The

REGOHM

is a voltage regulator of great
sensitivity and stability, pro-

viding stepless continuous

service buy tubes for the entire

ment for all services is not in the
best interests of the government.
Furthermore, the association says,
such a consolidation will:
Eliminate competition and raise
costs to the Government.

Cut down available personnel

control over a wide frequency
range. Light in weight, low in
cost, its applications are almost

and facilities.
Weaken defense structure
through loss of production capabili-

applications:

ties.

unlimited. Here are typical

General Electric Co.-for
Halogen Leak Detectors

Eliminate small manufacturing.

Empire Devices Products
Corp.-for Noise & Field
Intensity Meters

Consolidated Electro-

dynamics - for Diatron
Mass Spectrometers

Stoddard Aircraft Radio

-for Power Supplies
Hevi-Duty Electric Company-for Airport Lighting Brightness Control

How you may use REGOHM in
your own applications will become clear to you from design

data, performance specs and

case histories, available to
you on request.

Explains Stand
Spelling out its reasons, EIA
says:
1. The effect of the plan will be to
eliminate competition by establishing a single source of supply. This

ultimately will result in increased

4. Its effect will be to eliminate
the small manufacturer from the
tube industry, since he could not
produce in quantities sufficient to
meet combined requirements of all
military services.
Pentagon's Views

On the other hand, the Pentagon
feels that a single procurement
office would make it easier for suppliers to do business with the Defense Department. Also, scheduled
procurement would result in an
orderly impact on total production
capacity.

If the plan goes through, USAF
stands a good chance of getting the
purchasing assignment. It now
buys $42 million worth of the Defense Department's $63 million annual bill for tubes. Navy spends $18
million for tubes, Army $3 million.
The centralized buying plan has

been under study by the Army Navy -Air Force Ad Hoc Committee

Guides Spaceman

costs to the Government.

2. The complex scientific technologies required for the development and manufacture of electron
tubes is such as to require continuity of both technical personnel and
facilities. If single source supply
is established, other sources will be
forced to discontinue production.
Once discontinued, long-time intervals and high costs will be incurred

in order to re-establish such per-

sonnel and facilities, as well as
quality and reliability in their
product.

REGOHM
ELECTRIC REGULATOR CORPORATION
CONNECTICUT
NORWALK
CIRCLE 32 READERS SERVICE CARD
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3. The elimination of multiple
sources of supply will weaken the

entire defense structure through
loss of production capability of the
single source as a result of strikes,
fire, floods, storms, and other conditions beyond the contractor's control.

Heart of inertial system to guide nation's
space is examined by an
engineer and (right) President Carl A.
Frische of Sperry Gyroscope, which de-

first man in

veloped system. This stable platform uses

miniature gyros and accelerometers which

feed data to computers and instruments
needed to guide space vehicles

March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

Buying
for Procurement of Electron Tubes
since late 1957.
The electron tube proposal is

part of the Defense Department's
program to set up single managers
or single buyers for common -use
commodities bought by the military
in large quantity.

MOLDED
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
BY

AIRPAX

THE MOST RUGGED, ACTIVE CIRCUIT ELEMENT YET DEVISED!

System Pinpoints
Missile Ships
INSTALLATION

is being completed

this month on a new positioning
network for missile launching snips
otf Cape Canaveral.
Plans for the project, caned
Lorac Long Range Accuracy) are

expected to play a major rule

in

new phases of U. S. guided missile
programming.

The Lorac system consists of
three transmitters wnicn Broadcast
continuous signals. These signals

establish two hyperbolic patterns
which form a grid. By phase comparison,

receivers

convert

the

broadcast signals into positioning
information. The network will pro-

vide accuracies of the order of 10
to 200 feet at distances of 10 to 200
miles. It consists of three transmitters and one reference station
and will measure 120 miles from

FASTER RESPONSE, WIDER DYNAMIC RANGE

end to end.
Specific role of Lorac will be to
pinpoint the location of missile
launching ships immediately prior
to firing. Lack of knowledge of the

Life

exact point of launching creates
difficulties in control and tracking
during the missile's flight.
Transmitters for the network
were

supplied by Seismograph
Service Corp., Tulsa, Okla., system

developers, who have also com-

pleted testing of the first of the

144 -ft antenna masts to be erected
at Canaveral.
Eight other networks have been
made for the Navy by SSC, consist-

Unlimited!

This smaller,
lighter, molded unit
offers the systems engi-

neer a component which is
nearly indestructible both electrically
and mechanically. Complete common
mode rejection is an inherent feature. In this
new line of FERRAC amplifiers, the conventional plug-in
arrangement has been replaced by a bolt -down

unit with a low center of gravity eliminating the need for a mounting clamp.

ÁI R PAx

ing of 24 transmitters and 40 re-

ELECTRONICS

ceivers.

Lorac was also used by the Navy
in laying the submarine cable
which links tracking stations along
the Canaveral range.
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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SEMINOLE DIVISION

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.
SM15
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-80
-500

Wide-Vue: 21/2",
31/2", 41/2"; AC and DC

Meter Relays: 2"
and 3"; AC and DC

These are

Rectangular: 4", 41/2", 51/2",

AC or DC, RF; 7" and 9",
DC or RF

Front Adjust Relay: 21/2", 31/2",
41/2"; DC. Rectangular also.

engineered and built to
;

¡

1

60

oP`VOLTS

n

Elapsed Time:
31/2"; 60 -cycle AC

Fan Shape: 41/2",

AC or DC

Modernistic: 21/2", 31/2",
41/2", 51/2"; AC, DC, RF

available from stock or
44
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SMp,m

?6,

IIIIAMPERES

Rectangular: 21/2", 31"; AC
and DC, RF and Wattmeter

Rectangular:
41/2", DC

Round: 21/2", 31/2"; AC and DC,
RF and Wattmeter

panel instruments...

Threaded Ring:
1'/2", 21/2", 3"; DC

Edgewise:

Sealed or Sealed &

Horizontal, DC

Ruggedized: 13/4", DC

stay accurate...

Illuminated:
rectangular 21/2", 31/2", 4", 41/2';
round 21/2", 3'/2 "; AC, DC, RF

custom-built

METERS FOR EVERY NEED

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

5203 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill.
Phone: EStebrook 9-1121
1n Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario
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READY
FOR THE
NEXT STEP...

SIZE 8
ACTUAL SIZE

LOOK TO CPPC FOR SYNCHRO PROGRESS

Tell us your environmental problem.
We areconstantly working on
solutions to the new problems
of the Space Age - temperature,
vibration, acceleration, radiation,
and above all, RELIABILITY.

CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., INC.

Clifton Heights, Pa.

How to Find Technical Articles
Here are nine ideas for engineers who want to
write about the electronics industry
AMPEX MAGNETIC TAPE

THERE ARE HUNDREDS of technical

articles waiting to be written in the
electronics industry. Finding them
is the problem.
Nine solutions are offered by
Tyler Hicks in his new book, "Suc-

cessful Technical Writing," to be
published next month by McGrawHill.

field. Certain key words will suggest article ideas.
Look for photo and sketch sub-

your job and plant for picture

stories. Look for any step-by-step
operation that's important to your
business. Before taking the pic-

Ask your associates what their tures, however, check your idea
technical problems are, and how with some editors.
they solve them. If the answer inWatch for graphical ways to
volves a solution different in one
or more aspects from usual pro- solve problems. Many firms precedures, you probably have an pare charts, slide rules, schedule
boards and other devices to make
article idea.
routine jobs easier. Make a list
Study the articles and ads in of the graphical solutions availthe magazines in your field. Some able. Some of these are excellent

articles you read may tell

only

part of a story that you know well.
If so, check with the editor about

doing another piece from a dif-

ferent viewpoint. Almost every

advertised product interests the

reader. The more ads about a

given type of product, the greater
the interest.

subjects for graphical -solution
articles or short departmental features.

Ask your associates what subjects they think need dicussion in
articles. This scheme has the advantage of timeliness. The ideas

you're given are those that are
important at the moment. And

Expand your know-how of a very good business -paper editors
subject. Courses and research, are always interested in these.
coupled with your previous educa- They help him give better and
tion and experience, can give you a
valuable knowledge of your field.

hotter news to his readers.

Editors spot shallow articles immediately. Get a good, solid background of information before you
sit down to write.

*41111100>

jects. With a good camera, or an
industrial photographer, search

King -Size Radome

why AMPEX
squares the
hysteresis loop
Ampex Instrumentation Tape in-

herits the same versatility and

quality which make Ampex first
in magnetic tape instrumentation.

Coercivity and retentivity are
carefully balanced to square the
hysteresis loop for uniformly

higher output over the entire frequency spectrum. This optimized
B -H curve spits Ampex tape to
any recording mode: direct, FM carrier, PDM or NRZ-digital.
The exclusive Ferro -Sheen process makes Ampex the smoothest
of magnetic tapes. Improved head
contact means consistently higher output and less noise from the
very first run, unlike other tapes
which get "hotter" as they wear
smooth.

Smoothness means uniformity of

output, too, within a range of

0.25 db on each reel for low frequencies, a 1.5 db range for the

highs. And regardless of base

type or thickness, Ampex tapes

are interchangeable without

equalization or bias adjustment.
Ampex Instrumentation Tapes are
available on hubs, NAB -type or
die-cast magnesium -alloy Preci-

sion Reels. Widths of

1/a", 1/z"

and 1" are standard on either
Mylar* or acetate base, in the fol-

lowing lengths, reel diameters,

Survey a field, and summarize
its literature. Review the major
statistics of a field you're interested in, the firms doing business in it, the literature available,
the outstanding personnel and its
history. A survey should give you
many article ideas.

Check with your firm's public
relations director or agency. He
may have so many article ideas
he'll keep you busy for years.

Study the handbooks in your

and base thicknesses:

AMPEX STANDARD TAPE LENGTHS (feet)
REEL
DIAMETER

7"
1031"
14"

BASE THICKNESS (mils)
1.0
1.5
1800
3600
7200

1250
2500
5000

"OU PONT TRADE.RM

For complete specifications or
additional tape literature, write
Seven stories high and 68 ft in diameter
is fiberglass radome designed, built by
Goodyear Aircraft. Firm says it is world's
largest such unit, is air transportable and
can be erected by six -man crew in about
80 hours

AMPEX
MAGNETIC TAPE
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALI F.

CIRCLE 117 READERS SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 36 READERS SERVICE CARD
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MEETINGS AHEAD

50 ohm
Coaxial Line

Mar. 23-26: Institute of Radio Engineers, IRE National Convention,
Coliseum & Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

LOAD
RESISTORS
BIRD "Termaline" Load Resistors are
designed to provide a constant impedance of 50 ohm from DC through the
useful coaxial frequency range. Each

Resistor is intended to simulate an
infinite length of 50 -ohm line, thus
providing an almost reflectionless termination. Low
VSWR and freedom from

radiation makes the Bird

Loads extremely useful dur-

ing adjustment and testing.
Measurements of power are

Watts

sistors. For specifications

on standard models see

chart below. For other

1500 Watts
Intermittent Duty

requirements please

2 to 3 KW

phone or write. Our long

Duty with
forced air cooling
Input connections ore
available to terminate
most coaxial lines.

80-F
80 -CM
80 -CF

80-BNCM
80-BNCF

80-A
81

81-B

82-A
82 -AU

82-C

experience in this field
may assist you in the so-

lution of your problem.
Max. VSWR*

Input Connector

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

Type "N" male
Type "N" female
Type "C" male
Type "C" female

20 W
50 W
80 W
500 W

0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-1000 MC
0-4 KMC
0-4 KMC
0-3.3 KMC

1.1

Type "N" female
Type "N" female
Type "N" female

500 W

0-3.3 KMC

1.2

Coplanar. Adapter toUG-21B/U
supplied
"LC" Jack mates with UG-154/U

0-3.3 KMC

1.2

Coplanar. Fittings and cable

Max. Power

Freq. Range

5W
5W
5W
5W
5W
5W

2500 W`"

Type BNC male
Type BNC female

1.2
1.2
1.2

plug on RG-17/U table

assemblies for flexible and rigid
coax lines available

Apr. 6-7: Astronautics Symposium,

Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

don.

Apr. 6-10: Instrument Show, International, 4 Tilney St., Park Lane,
London.

Apr. 8-10: Atomic Energy in Industry,

Annual Conf., EJC, ANS, StatlerHilton Hotel, Cleveland.

Apr. 12-19: Aircraft and Space Com-

Ill
'41

Coaxial

"Termaline"

Coaxial

RF Absorption

RF Filters

of

Apr. 13-15: Protective Relay Conf.,
A & M College of Texas, College
Station, Tex.

Apr. 14-15: Industrial Instrumentation
& Control Conf., PGIE of IRE,
Armour Research Foundation, Illinois Inst. of Tech., Chicago.

Apr. 15-17: Information and Decision
Processes, Dept. of Engineering,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.

Apr. 16-18: Southwestern IRE Conf.
and Electronics Show, SWIRECO,
Dallas Memorial
Hotel, Dallas.

Other Bird Instruments

RF Wattmeters

sored by over 25 major engineering
and scientific societies, Public Auditorium, Cleveland.

Flight, EIA, Las Vegas, Nev.

*VSWR on all models is 1.1 max. from DC to 1000 MC.

Directional

Apr. 5-10: Nuclear Congress, spon-

munications, World Congress

"Water cooled

"Thruline"

Sessions, IRE, John Hancock Hall,

Boston.

Apr. 6-9: British Radio and Electronic
Components Show, Great Hall,
Grosvenor House, Park Lane, Lon-

Continuous
Duty

Model
80-M

Apr. 1 -May 6: Transistor Circuits
Workshop, Six Weekly Evening

meters. Accuracy in RF resistance, rugged ability to absorb

power and absence of any
need for adjustments has
long characterized the Bird
"Termaline" Load Re-

1200

Brooklyn, USAF, ONR, IRE, USA
Signal Research, Engineering Societies Bldg., N.Y.C.

search, Sheraton -Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

tions for the appropriate Bird
"Thruline" Directional Watt-

888

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Millimeter Waves
Symposium, Polytechnic Inst. of

sistors are used as termina-

also possible when these Re-

MODEL

New York City.

RF Switches

Aud. & Baker

Apr. 20-21: Analog & Digital Recording & Controlling Instrumentation,

AIEE, PGIE & PGI of IRE, Bellevue -Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia.
Instrument Society of
America, Southeastern Conf. & Exhibit, Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Apr. 20-22:

Wattmeters

B

ELECTRONIC CORP.
EXpress 1-3535
1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Western Representative:

There's more news in ON the

MARKET, PLANTS and PEOPLE and other departments beginning on p 88.

VAN GROOS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif.
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DID YOU SAY

PRINTED
CIRCUITS

A-A-MP Molded Edge Connector affords

a solderless, reliable multi -circuit connection on printed circuit board edges.

-AMPin split tip firmly holds pin

in

board during solder dipping, assures
good capillary flow. AMPin attaches to
your leads with high speed A -MP tooling.

"-AMP -edge fits edge slotted boards
giving high conductivity without scoring
paths. Low cost board edge connections.

)-A -MP Component Tips crimp to com-

ponent leads for firm mounting during
solder dip. Permit stacking of units, protect semi -conductor leads from heat.

-AMP-lok-economical multiple quick
connect/disconnect of harness to board.

-A -MP Printed Circuit Connector, for
gruelling aircraft environments, is sealed

against moisture and arcing, attaches

with right angle pins to circuit board
edge. Dual leads for each contact.

No matter how you approach printed circuit problems-with single or
multiple connector units, with board -edge or face attachments, with or without

solder dipping, with or without eyeletting-AMP has just the product you'll
need for low-cost top reliability.
Production and assembly speeds are miles ahead of most other techniques.
Versatility is unbeatable, permitting A -MP products to be used on different
applications and in combination with each other.
For complete information on electrical characteristics, application methods
and other specifications, send for our new Printed Circuit Applications Catalog.

AMP INCORPORATED

GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
A -MP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Canada

ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

England
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France

Holland

Japan
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Sound..

NEW MATCHED TANDEM
CONTROLS FOR STEREC
Mallory "first." Single -knob
-a
control of two amplifiers ... with

perfect tracking across the entire
control range ... can be obtained
with these new Mallory carbon

controls. Special Mallory processing methods produce tapers which
match within - 5% tolerance. Balance is maintained by pre-set me-

chanical alignment as control is
. no uncertainty of
adjusted
"matching by ear." A variety of dual

controls and concentric quad units
. with or without line switch .. .
is available. Shown here is a ganged

quad control, with single tap on
sections 2 and 4. A feature of this

line is the Mallory element, unequalled for low noise, long life,
excellent stability and high wattage ... without premium cost.

50
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..True to Life
Mallory precision -made controls put extra performance in your high fidelity sound systems
and offer special performance for high -

The listening public, attracted to hi-fi by its
realness, and to stereo by its uniqueness, will
now settle for nothing less than the best in

quality entertainment equipment. All have

built into them the long engineering experience

quality of sound reproduction. And the extensive line of Mallory controls can help you solve
the more complex circuit problems now confronting you.

and skilled craftsmanship which are the hallmarks of Mallory components.
Some typical Mallory controls which you will
find valuable in your designs are shown here.

Several of these controls are completely new
developments for stereo and hi-fi. Others have
been extensively applied in commercial sound
systems and in laboratory -grade equipment

qualified to produce special custom tapers for
special audio effects. For a consultation with a
Mallory control specialist, or for engineering

In addition to standard models, we're well

data, just write or call us.

!MALLORY
P. R. MALLORY 8 CO Inc.

P.

R. MALLORY & CO.. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

lm,

TYPE M WIRE -WOUND
ideal for impedance matching attenuators and balance controls for stereo and other multiple speaker
systems. Wire -wound pads are rated 4 watts continuous at 40°C ambient, can handle 15 watt audio.

TYPE R WIRE -WOUND L -PADS
These are rated at 2 watts continuous, at 40°C ambi-

ent. 1h" in diameter, with insulated contact arm.
Audio and reverse audio tapers, standard and special,
are available. Many combinations of attached switch,

tandems and dual concentric arrangements can be

Linear and special tapers, tandem L -pads, bridged or
single section L -pads, and H -pad units are available.
High wattage pads available on request. Above is a
typical T -pad tandem control.

supplied. Shown is a 2 -section L -pad.

ECONOMY CARBON CONTROL TYPE EC

ECONOMY WIRE -WOUND L -PAD, TYPE C

Recommended for circuit balance control, preamp
input channels and other uses where only occasional
adjustment is needed. Uses the same high quality

2 -watt grounded slider unit, 1,G" in diameter, widely
used as a single section potentiometer or dual contact
arm L -pad for balance or fader control on small extension speakers. Variety of tapers is available.

element as all Mallory carbon controls, but is stripped
down to basic essentials for low price. Single, dual and
triple units, strip mounted, are available.

ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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PHILCO Transistors operate

5,G4,343
SERVICE HOURS`

in High -Speed Computer Circuits

with only 8 FailuresE
Carefully documented reports now reveal that
Total Transistor
__ Service Hou
`-

.

Total

,-

Total
-

ailu

.

<'

Repo

To Date
ELECTRONICS,

1,068,111

99

0

Oct. 1, 1957,

pg. 167
ELECTRONICS,

5,460,000

600

1

Oct. 1, 1957,
pg. 167

1,250,000

125

0

REPORT,

PHILCO

Feb. 10, 1959

MCC

16,000,000

10,192

2

PHILCO

8,000

2

operation in six computers under actual field
conditions. Here is proof of the outstanding
performance and reliability that electronics
engineers and designers have come to expect

from Transistor Center, U.S.A. Of course,
these transistors are still operating in their
original high speed computer switching circuits ... extending service life data on these
transistors beyond the limits of any previously
published information.

REPORT,

Feb. 1957

8,640,000

Philco electro -chemical transistors have
amassed more than fifty -million hours of

REPORT,

When you think of transistors, think first
of Philco. Make Philco your prime source
for all transistor information.

Feb. 12, 1959
PHILCO

19,196,232

18,601

3

REPORT,

Write to Lansdale Tube Company, Division of
Philco Corporation, Lansdale, Pa., Dept. E-359

Nov. 19, 1958

:Failures due to all causes including human error.
'Documented service hours in these six computers only. Total
transistors hours in similar circuits are many times this amount.

PHILCO. CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION
LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA

electraIn ics
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GREAT

SALT
LAKE

WENDOVER

AFB

NEVADA

BONNEVILLE
SALT
FLATS

SALT
LANE

CITY

FIG. I-X15 High Range extends 340 miles

RENO

from Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards

LAKE

AFB to terminal substation at Ely, Nev., thence

TAHOE

by radar to launch point at Wendover AFB
UTAH

At Edwards AFB, nerve center of the High
Range, this

flight -test

telemetering

console

shows everything from X15 skin temperature
to its pilot's pulse

CALIFORNIA

EDWARDS o

AFB.

0

MOJAVE DESERT

"
MUROC
ORYLAKE

LOS

ANGELES

PACIFIC
OCEAN

0o
a

o

ó

Flight Testing Spacecraft
High Range is new flight -test facility in the West for checking out rocket X15
research vehicle. It's half missile range, half flight range-and all dealing with
research on the fringes of space
By ROGER SCHOCK and R. F. LANDER, Electronic Engineering Co. of California, Santa Ana, Calif.

SPACE-AGE development is keyed to the feasibility
of man's being able to function in the space
environment. The research aimed at finding out

if he can relies on a carefully controlled and instrumented test environment.
North American Aviation's X15 research aircraft
is the test vehicle for one series in the current
experiments investigating the fringes of space. The
rocket X15 is designed to fly at altitudes in excess
of 100 miles and at speeds above 3,600 mph (Mach
5 plus).
Air Force trials of the X15, and National Aeronautics & Space Administration's project Mercury,

will both carry man into an environment about
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

which his current information is at best only a
challenge.

The X15 program is a cooperative venture of
the Air Force, NASA and the Navy. Its goal is
to explore the outer reaches of the earth's protective envelope of atmosphere, and to find out what
problems need solving before man can put his foot
on the next step in the exploration of space.
Test range for the X15, called High Range, is an
amalgam of flight -test ranges and missile -test
ranges. It begins where the former leave off in
the volume of data collected on the craft's space
position and performance, and the pilot's condition
and behavior. Unlike missile ranges, it provides
53

RADAR TRACKING-To determine space position
of the X15, the range uses radars identical to those

used on the Atlantic Missile Test Range, desig-

nated the AFMTC Mod. II. These are extensively
modernized SCR 584 systems. Working with them
are boresight cameras to provide optical calibration; an Electronic Associates PACE system consisting of computers to translate coordinates from
polar form to rectilinear form and vice versa, plus
velocity computers; and Leeds & Northrup velocity data recorders. EECo data receivers and transmitters and data -selection system complete the
radar data system shown in Fig. 3.

At the NASA station at Edwards, radar data is
supplied to a master plotting board to draw the
flight path of the craft over the entire range. Local

plotting boards at each station present the flight
path of the vehicle as tracked by local radars.
Plotting boards as well as coordinate converters are
Electronic Associates equipment.
Radar azimuth, elevation and range information
Boresight camera on AFMTC Mod II radar minimizes tracking errors

by pa:mitting calibration through comparison of optical and radar
information

for safety of both the range and the missile-for
the X15 is in reality a manned missile. The range
cannot avail itself, for example, of a command
destruct system; such a system might protect range
property but have unfortunate consequences for
the pilot.
High Range was developed by Electronic Engineering Co. of California under prime contract
from USAF's Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB,
Calif. It is now undergoing final checkout preparatory to the long-awaited start of the X15 trials.
THE RANGE-High Range reaches, in effect, from
Wendover AFB in Utah, release point for the X15,
to the master station at Edwards AFB in California
(see map, Fig. 1). It extends some 400 miles over

is sampled in digital form and transmitted from
one station to another to serve as target acquisition data and weld the radar chain together.
The Mod II radar presents angular and range
data as three varying d -c voltages; these are sampled 10 times a second and converted into an 11 digit binary code. Transmitting the data in digital
form prevents amplitude or phase distortion, or
noise errors, from affecting the accuracy of the
data. Accuracy is approximately ±0.035 percent.

Besides the three data channels, velocity data
may be transmitted on an 8 -bit channel, and two
channels of yes -no information are transmitted and
sampled 10 times/ sec.

TELEMETERING-Flight-test data is normally the

essential aim of a test range. The High Range,
testing the reaction of a pilot in the extreme environment posed by the high-performance X15, has

a series of dry lakes which provide emergency
landing facilities.
Midway station is at Beatty, Nev. The station at

Ely, Nev., is the anchor of the three-point data collection network, but its 400 -mile radar radius
extends range coverage to the pickup point at
Wendover.

As with a missile range, the primary activity at
High Range is the collection of data, principally
space -position data. The range provides a master
plot of space position at Edwards; a telemetering
system which serves as a dynamic monitor of flight -

test conditions; precision recording facilities for
both telemetered and radar -acquired data; and constant air -ground communications (see Fig. 2).
Information is processed at a central data-proc-

esssing facility at Edwards which uses an IBM
704. Data from a flight can be processed on a quick look basis within minutes after arrival at the Flight

Test Center. Time for complete processing of all
data from a flight will be about 30 hours.
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Telemetering systems share eight -turn Bendix antenna
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FIG 3-Block diagram of High Range tracking station shows coordination communications and data processing

the additional responsibility of acquiring data

about the pilot, as well as his test vehicle.
The X15 carries over 1,300 pounds of instrumentation involving approximately 600 temperature
pickups and 140 pressure pickups. Aboard also is
equipment to measure control positions, air vehicle
response, and pilot reaction on the controls. The

sensing system also provides for strain gages at

strategic locations to measure structural and aerodynamic loads of specific surface areas.

The telemetering system ground station is a
pulse -duration -modulated receiver made by Applied

Science Corp. of Princeton (N. J.). Its antenna is
a Bendix TYA-4 with a TYD-1 positioning system.
Sharing the antenna is an 8 -channel f -m/f -m NASA

research telemeter. An ASCOP multicoupler cou-

ples the r -f signal from the antenna to both the
pdm and the NASA telemeter.
A monitor console permits engineers on the
ground to look at data from the test vehicle as it
is received. Two 17 -in. oscilloscopes present data
in vertical bar form. Forty panel meters calibrated
in actual values of test parameters under measurement provide quick -look surveillance. North American Aviation's flight -test engineers will be able,
for example, to look at X15 skin temperatures to
determine whether or not the vehicle is reentering
too fast.
The ASCOP ground station (see Fig. 4) detects
the telemetry signal, decommutates the pulse -duration modulation, and converts the commutated signals into analog voltages. Commutation formats of
30 x 30, 45 x 20 or 90 x 10 may be used. Any 12
of a maximum of 45 data channels may be routed
through a patch panel to two 6 -channel strip
recorders.
DATA-RECORDING-An Ampex FR -114 tape re-

Console of Mod II radar. The set is an updated SCR 584, presents
polar coordinates in both analog and digital form
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corder is used to pick up additional channels of
telemetered data. The recorder is equipped with
the necessary circuits to handle pdm data. Any
55

verted to 16 -digit Gray code and then reconverted
fo binary code.
The binary-coded data are then recorded on magnetic tape, displayed on and photographed from a

data panel and visually displayed on a monitor
panel with neon lamps. Synchro-operated dials also
display shaft position on the photo panels.
Range encoder is an etched -disk brush -contact

Master plot of X15 flight is kept at Edwards AFB

channels may be played into the ASCOP ground
station and decommutated for recording on the
strip -chart recorders. Three channels of direct
record circuits permit time and communications
signals to be recorded on other tracks of magnetic
tape.

Precision radar -data recording system was de-

signed and developed by EECo for AFFTC to

operate in conjunction with the Mod II radar. The
system converts angular data to digital numbers
with a precision of 0.1 mil, range data to precision
of 7.8 yards.
Angular data is derived from the Mod II in terms
of angular displacement of azimuth and elevation
in

tion of the range unit gear shaft. These are translated into digital signals by encoders mechanically
coupled to the shafts. The signals are first con -

unit made by G. M. Giannini Co. Encoder output
is applied to a group of gates. On receipt of gate
pulse, the coded data is transferred to a flip-flop
storage register, and thence is converted from Gray
to binary code.
Azimuth and elevation encoders are optical units
made by Baldwin Piano Co. They employ a photoengraved code disk, behind which is a pulsed light
source. Photodiodes located at the opposite sur-

face of the disk collect the light transmitted by

the transparent portions of the disk. Digital output
from the diodes is amplified and shaped before
being supplied to a flip-flop storage register and
the Gray -to -binary converters.

Gray code is used as an initial stage to prevent
ambiguities in readings. Misalignment of code -

wheel slits and readout brushes could cause a

miscount if binary code were used. In Gray code,
one and only one digit changes when proceeding

from one number to the next.
This establishes a clearly defined relationship

between the two systems. In a 4 -place code (ade10), this
has the least significant bit the same for two counts

and the opposite for two; the second place digit
the same for four counts and the opposite for four;
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the third place the same for eight and then reversing, and the most significant bit the same

simultaneously with a series of pulses. The number

throughout.
Registers made up of bistable trigger pairs, con-

digits in the register, but is always an odd number.
This method takes advantage of the fact that shiftregister flip-flops are characteristically slow in
changing state to eliminate the delay elements.
For the 16 -digit register used in this system, 15
conversion pulses are used. These are supplied at
a 50-kc rate, and the entire conversion is completed
in 300 microseconds.
Novel circuits developed by EECo for the Gray -

nected by coincidence gates, are used to translate
from one number system to the other. Since the
more significant position affects the sense of the
less, the circuits that pass the interrogation pulse
from one storage element to another contain delay
elements.

For a large register, many delay elements and
amplifiers to compensate for decay of the transfer
pulse are required.

of pulses is always dependent on the number of

to -binary converters eliminates delay stages between conversion flip-flops, taking advantage of the

to -binary converters eliminates delay stages and

fact that these circuits are characteristically slow
to change state.

compensating amplifiers. In essence, the EECo system simply involves pulsing all stages of a register

displayed on the monitor and photo panels and read

Novel circuitry developed by EECo for the Gray -

After conversion to binary code, the data are
out in serial form onto magnetic tape. All three
data channels are recorded on one track of the
tape as time-shared multiplexed data. Time of day
is recorded on a separate track of the tape.
COMMUNICATIONS-The air -ground communications system provides not only communications be-

tween the ground installations and both test vehicle and mother ship, but also communications
between and within the three stations. Link from
ground to air is a uhf system which enables men
at any one of the three tracking stations to carry
on two-way conversation with either the B52
mother ship or the X15. It is made up of Collins
Radio AN/GRC-27 transmitter and receiver sets,
plus a uhf communications control panel, uhf relay, amplifier and mixing panel.

Transmitters at all three stations are keyed to
transmit simultaneously when any one is placed
in operation. If a receiver at one ground station
gets information from the air, the information is
also fed to the other two. Regardless of the craft's
position over the range, two-way communications
from ground to air are always possible.
The other two subsystems enable men in one
ASCOP telemeter at the
seen in foreground

Ely

station.

Strip -chart recorders can be
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station to communicate with other men in the
same station or in either of the other two.
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Recognition system scans nuclear emulsion strips coated on glass, using image

orthicon tube sighting through microscope. Tracks in emulsion caused by
nuclear particles are recognized and counted by electronic circuits. Device

greatly reduces labor, increases volume of data available from cyclotron
By PAUL V. C. HOUGH, J. A. KOENIG and W. WILLIAMS,
Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project and Randall Laboratory of Physics, U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Scanner Recognizes
SILVER - BROMIDE - rich

measures the proton's energy. If

are
widely used as particle detectors.
Nuclear emulsions are simple, rec-

the number of proton tracks in 0.5 mm swaths across the 1 -in. dimension of the emulsion is counted, an

PECIAL

photographic

emulsions

ord continuously in many energy
channels simultaneously and have
low background. But these advantages have been nearly vitiated by
the need for slow and expensive
microscopic scanning by human ob-

servers. This scanning problem is
met

by

a

recognition

machine,

equivalent to 15 human observers,
which has been developed to read

energy spectrum is obtained. The
position and intensity of each peak
gives information about a partic-

ular state of motion of neutrons
and protons produced under bombardment by the cyclotron.
The machine recognition problem
is complex because real tracks enter
the emulsion over a range of angles
and are often curved. Also, a great

are the objectives of research.
Recognition System

In the recognition system, a

standard microscope is arranged to

project an image of an emulsion
scene onto the photo surface of a
5820 image orthicon camera tube
used as pickup in a television system. The nuclear emulsion, coated

on glass, rests in a channel under
the microscope objective. Figure lA

shows an emulsion scene photographed from a television receiver
wired to the camera. The diagonal
stripe is introduced by the motion

emulsions.

variety of background patterns in

are deflected by an analyzer magnet
and brought to a focus on 1 -in. by
10 -in. by 0.004 -in. emulsion strips.

Detection of the faint tracks of

of the focal plane shutter of the

high-energy particles and machine

camera taking the photograph. The
scene shows the background grains
present in all nuclear emulsion and
a proton track. The microscopic

Protons from nuclear reactions

The relative position of a proton
track from one end of the emulsion

the emulsion must be rejected.

recognition of events such as nuclear explosions occurring in the
emulsion are not yet possible but

Typical strip of nuclear emulsion on glass
backing used in cyclotron

Nuclear particle tracks are clearly visible
on tv screen at left as emulsion scene is
scanned by tv camera through microscope

at right
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FIG. 1-Emulsion scenes photographed from tv receiver. (A) shows typical scene with background grains and proton track in center. In (B) pulses
obtained from screening circuit are mixed with video. In (C) four tracks are clearly delineated by marks obtained =rom counters

Atomic Particle Tracks
depth of field is less than the thickness of the emulsion and the track
can be seen to come into and go out
of focus. The television scan lines

are horizontal in the picture.
Track recognition proceeds in
three steps : first, a unit pulse is
generated when the television scanning spot crosses an opacity narrow
enough to be part of a track. Large area opacities are ignored. The result of the screening process is

shown in Fig. 1B. In the background is an emulsion scene with
background grains, a track, and a
blob of silver-a common background element in emulsions. Mixed

with the video signal are the unit
pulses just mentioned which show

white in Fig. 1B. The track and
background grains are clearly
marked but the blob is screened out.
Binary Scaler

Second, a combination of a fast
binary scaler and four ultrasonic
delay lines is used to count up successive passes across a track. The

circuit performs the count at all
lateral positions in the field of view,
counts up several tracks in the field
simultaneously and tests clumps of

background grains continually for
track possibilities.
Third, only one count is obtained

for each track. The situation is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1C. A scene is

shown with four tracks (dark verti-

cal lines), the maximum number
normally encountered per field. The

white marks to the right of each
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

Microscope projects image of emulsion scene enlarged 200 times onto photosurface of
image orthicon

track are obtained from the counting circuits at the 32nd, 40th, 48th,
etc., successful pass across each
track. Because of fluctuations in
dip angle and quality of development, the various tracks show different total counts. What is needed
is a summing of whatever number

of white marks may occur for a
given track; however, summing is
complicated by the fact that pulses
from different tracks occur interleaved in time.
The solution to the summing
problem can be seen at the bottom

of Fig. 1C. An auxiliary oscilloscope is swept in synchronism with

the horizontal scanning beam of
the television camera. The oscilloscope trace is brightened when
each of the counting markers of
Fig. 1C occurs; therefore one spot

per track appears on the oscilloscope. To make use of the excellent

light -integrating properties of the
image orthicon tube, the spots are

projected onto the bottom of the
television camera field of view.
Finally a single television scan line

through the spots is selected for
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readout and the number of spots is
recorded by a counter.
The summing technique just described is limited to tracks deviat-

ing by less than about ±20 deg

from the vertical. Steps 1 and 2
successfully for tracks in-
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other stage V. The output of the

damped

a quartz ultrasonic delay line' as
40-mc

oscillations

each

difference amplifier represents the
difference in light level at two
points along a scan line separated
by half the width of a track.
The negative output of delay line
driver V, which occurs as the television scanning spot eaters the
track, is delayed 0.5 -µsec to coincide with the negative output from
delay line driver V, as the scanning
spot leaves the track. The two coincident negative pulses are applied

about 0.1 µsec long. The damped
oscillation generator of Fig. 3 has
proved to be satisfactory.
The EFP60 secondary emission
pentode V, drives pentode V_ to
cutoff in a few milliµsecs. Cutoff
time must be a quarter period or

to the grids of a Garwin coincidence
circuit`, V, and V whose output
drives a 0.5 -µsec monostable multi -
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FIG. 3-Circuit diagram of the 40-mc damped oscillation generator

rectly to the grid of one stage of a
difference amplifier V, and after a
0.4 -µsec delay, to the grid of the

vibrator which generates the white
unit pulses of Fig. 1B. Any opacity

100

t

GENERATOR
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VI

clined at angles up to about 45 deg.

is accomplished in the circuit of
Fig. 2. The video signal from the
television camera is presented di-

0.1

M

4450V.

get a large -amplitude
damped oscillation in the tuned cirless

to

cuit in the cathode. On extraction

from the delay line the damped
oscillations are amplified by two
broadband amplifiers

and detected at a level of about
1 v.
The overall ultrasonic delay time

is 63 µsec as compared with a time
between successive television scan
lines of 63.5 µsec. Extracted pulses
are used to close a gate on the first

delay line and open a gate on a

second line, both for 1 µsec. If a
second pass across a track occurs
within the 1 -µsec period ,a pulse is
inserted in the second line. Figure
4 is a bock diagram of the system.
Delay Lines

A total of 4 delay lines is used.
At any stage of the counting, the

number of track passes N is inserted in the 4 lines as a binary
number (N G 15). At the next
count, N + 1 is formed in a fast
binary scaler, gating the four lines
in binary representation of N + 1.
The gate time of 1 µsec allowed for
receipt of the (N + 1) th successful
track pass permits tracks at angles
up to ±-45 deg to be counted.
Moderately curved tracks are
counted as well as straight tracks.

Ordinarily, counting goes on at
several lateral positions in the field
at once, since clumps of background
March 27, 1959- ELECTRONICS

grains are continually tested for
track qualification.
A

Readout Line
commercial synchronizing

generator provides the master tim-

ing for the television system. In
this circuit the field repetition rate
is obtained by a binary countdown

from the line repetition rate. Associated with each line of the television raster is a particular pattern

of on and off for the countdown
binaries. A standard multidiode coincidence gate' senses any desired
pattern and selects any line of the
raster. A cathode follower direct -

connected to the proper plate on
each binary drives each diode of
the gate without loading the binary.
Final readout of recognition system is energy spectrum chart shown being examined by

Pulsed Light Source

analyst.

New fields of view are presented
by the microscope stage drive each
1/60th sec. Under steady illumination the picture blurs, so illumina-

tion is provided in short bursts at
the end of each television field.
A 0.3-µf capacitor charged to 3,000

v is discharged through a xenon
by a 5C22 hydrogen

thyratron on command of the television vertical drive pulse.

The

light pulse lasts about 10 µsec.

The total number of tracks encountered in a 0.5 -mm by 1 -in.
swath representing four passes

across the emulsion is printed on a
tape and plotted on a chart recorder.
Scales of 0-100 and 0-1,000 tracks
are provided. The number of tracks
n is plotted with its standard error
±\/n. The error magn&.tude is derived from a square root potentiometer mounted on the same shaft as
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hence

about a dozen tracks are required
in a real proton group for reliable
detection.

The machine saturates at about
2,500 tracks per 0.5 -mm by 1 -in.
swath. Over its useful intensity
range of say 10 to 1,500, it is accurate to within ±5 percent which
is sufficient for most nuclear reaction studies.
Development of the scanner has
been supported by the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission and the Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project.
G. R. Garrison, Director, and F. M.
Remley, Jr., Technical Director of
the University television station
provided support and technical as-

sistance at critical stages of the
research. The work of B. Cosby on
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FIG. 4-Block diagram of counting circuits which convert number of track passes to binary
number inserted into four delay lines
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O.

Winder on problems of logical design is gratefully acknowledged.
L.

Garwin, Rev Sci lest,

24,

p 018, 1953 and 21, p 569, 1950.
(2) Supplied by Andersen Laboratories,
West Hartford, Conn.

(3) J. Millman and H. Taub, "Pulse and
Digital Circuits", Sec 13-3, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1956.
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A -C Computing Resolvers:
This roundup of size 15 resolvers fol-

11Tfr., Model No.

Size Diem Length Test
(in)
(in)
f (cps)

V;

(v)

lows the tabulation in the previous issue

of ELECTRONICS, which listed sizes 8,

10 and 11. The next issue will list sizes

18,23 and 25
By FRANKLIN G. FINK,
Senior Development Engineer,
Loral Electronics Corp., New York, N.
SINCE

Y.

RESOLVER manufacturers do not present data in

a standardized way, the following tabulation can only

serve as a general guide to electrical resolvers. For
example, some manufacturers obtain performance
data from typical current -production resolvers and
some manufacturers obtain their data from their best
resolvers.
When the tuned input impedance, Z,,, is not listed,

it may be computed from Z,, the input impedance
measured when the secondary is open. The input cur-

rent and power can then be calculated from Z and
the input voltage.

The stator is the input winding unless the notes
column specifies the rotor. The transformation ratio,

TR, is the ratio of the output to the input voltage
(rotor to stator for stator input and stator to rotor
for rotor input).
When either of the two compensator winding
ratios, TR,, or TR, is given, the other can be calculated from the relation TR = TR,, x TRH.,.

AE, 1R151V1-124
AE, 1R1511 I 12",
AE, 1R1511-1 -126
AE, 1R1511 I 132
AE, R15 -3500A
AE, R15 -3500B
AE, R40739
Bendix, AY910A1
Bendix, AY220S5
Bendix, AY221S25
Bendix, AY221S27
Bendix, AY220S38
Bendix, AY221S51B
Bendix, AY240S5
Bendix, AY251S21
Bendix, AY251S39
CPP, CZC15JS2
CPP, CZC15JS3
CPP, CZC15JS4
CPP, CZC15JS5
CPP, CZC15JS6
CPP, CZC15JS7
CPP, CZC15JS9
CPP, CZC15JS01
CPP, CS15D1
CPP, CS15D4
Edison, S215RX20
Ford, 76-161
Ford, 76-162
Ford, 76-163
Ford, 76-164
Ford, 76-165
Ford, 76-166

Kear., T980-51
M, F15C6-A/1
M, F15M6-A/1
NK, 105D2C

15

15
15

15
15

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1.437 1.916
1.137 2.5625

1.137 1.954
1.137 2.0
1.137 2.356
1.137 2.356

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437

15
15

15

15
15
15

15
15
15

2.5
2.027
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.886
1.640
1.610
1.631
1.631
1.631

1.631
1.631
1.631
1.631
3.565

400
26
400
60
400
60
500
5
3,500
60
3,500
60
400
70
26
400
400
26
400
26
400
26
400
26
400
26
400
26
70,000
2
70,000
2
500 115
1,600 115
400
60
400
60
1,000
30
23
1,000
400 100
400
60
400
26
26
400
11.8
400
24
400
400
24
400
24
400
24
24
400
400
24
400
26
400
40
40
400
400
26

(15RS4L)

An x in a tabulation space indicates the column
head does not apply. A blank space indicates the
information was unavailable or that it can be calcu-

NK, 105D2D
NK, 105D2E
NK, 105D2A2

15
15
15

1.437
1.437
1.437

400
400
400

26
26
90

lated.

NK, 105D2K 1

15
15
15
15

1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437

400
400
400
1,000

26
26
26
30

NK, 105D2Z
NK, 105D9E
NK, 105D2F
Oster, 15-1011-02
Oster, 15-1015-01
Oster, 15-1013-02
Oster, 15-1012-06
Reeves, 11150-102
Reeves, 11150I1-102

15
15
15

Rene 1,s, 11150HH-102

15

1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437
1.437

26
400
500
50
400
26
400
11.8
18
400
400
26
11.8
400
12
400
30
400
10
400
400
60
400
60
400
30
30
1,000
400
20
400 100

NK, 105D2K2
NK, 105D2K3
NK, 105D8D
KEY
AE
CPP

Kear
M
NK
V,
z,

Z
Acc.
Axis
TR

TR,,

TR,,
8
Comp.
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American Electronics
Clifton Precision Products
Kearfott
Muirhead
Norden Ketay
maximum input voltage
Input Z, secondary open

tuned input Z
accuracy in % of function deviation or minutes
of spread
interaxis error
transformation ratio, output/input voltage
TR, stator/compensator y
TR, compensator/rotor v
phase shift
compensator winding

Reels,

11151-102

Reeivs, 11151S-IO2
Reeves, 1115111-102
Reeves, 111511111-102
Reeves. 111511-1M-102

Reeves, R151L-102

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
1.923
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Size 15 Tabulation
Z;
(ohms)

Z;,
(ohms)

480 + /2,500
210 + 11,000
475 + j2,760
50 + j220
1,060 + j3,080

Acc.

Axis

(% or

error
(min)

TR

5
5
5

0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
1.0
1.0

min)

13,500 0.1%

4,400 0.1%
17,000 0.1%
1,020 0.1%

5

10,000 0.1%

2,520 +j8,15028,800 0.1%
3,500 + /10,500 35,000 0.1%
400 + j2.000
400 + j120
108 + j110
108 + /125

5
5

10

15'
20'
12'
12'
12'

510 +12, 500
83 + j415
240 + j130

0.0185%

605 +13,320 19,000
3,000 + 19,100 33,000
500 +12,830 14,000
370 + j2,880 19,000
69 +1245
925
32 +1113
424
1,325 +15,655 22,000
256 + j2,794 23,000

3

20'
60'
30'

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

5
5
5

5
5
5

0.1%a

0.1%
0.1%

5
5

110 + j520
180 + j6,300
25 + 1100
550 ¿78°
550 ¿ 78°
550 ¿ 78°
550 ¿ 78°
550 ¿78°

0.10%

5
5

550 ¿ 78°

0.15%
0.25 %

5

10'
10'
12'
5
5
5

0.15 %

0.15%
0.25 %

220 + jl,000

0.1%a
0.1%a

TR

TR,,

Low High Res
Res
Res
Null f
f Stator Rotor Comp.
(deg) (mv) (cps) (kc) (ohms) (ohms) (ohms)
O

8.5
8.0
6.0
3.5

1 .0

x

x

x

x
x

0.5

0.990

5

x

0.350
0.662
0.455
0.455
0.693
0.455
0.693
0.68
0.65
0.98
1.08
0.98
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.99
0.30

x
x
x

0.4.55

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

6

x
x

x

8.7
6.3

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

80
60 300
60 15

2.8 500
420

11.5
12.5

40

160

11.5

55

1

x
x
x

0.455
x
1.75
x
0.12
x
0.12
x
0.24
x
0.24
x
1.02
x
1.02
x
0.98 0.950

7

x

0.98
1.00
1.00
0.244

30

80 390

175

4.5

x

5

60
60
70

60
60
60
60

10

x

0.97
x

26
60
60

6.0
2.75
4
3
7

2.5
8.5
8.5

180

20
20
75
70
60

60
30
23
100
60
26
26

51
18

28
35
40
35
210
475
30
175

Compensated
Compensated
Compensated
Compensated

320
130
200
15

x
x

4,000

x

22
400

420
x
x

50
53
375
50

x

x

x

239

1.6
1.65
35
35
41
18
63
45

x

4.2

x

4

x

247
240
296
122

440
530
243
243

x
x

16

13

5.6

290
x
32

1.7 10.8

682
128

575

682
44

13

74
314
50

x

53
12

x

x

24

x
x

9
9

x
x

x

9

x

9

24
24
24
24

x
x

8

Compensated

x

20'

10

x

x

25

x

?,000 ¿72.5°

40'
20'

10

x

x

x

x

50
50

x

5
5

0.2%

165 ¿ 61.3°
3, 280 ¿82.1°

0.1%

740 ¿80°
72 + j197
331 +12,381
17 + j194

5
5
5

40'
15,000 0.15%

20

1

5
5

1

[39 +/1,134
163 +j2,750
)5 + j780

10 +082

i60 +12, 750
i60 + 12,750
52

+0, 250

0.10%

1

45'

1.01

1

1

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

6.8

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

7.28
4.56
2.3

20,000
7,000
1,100
16,000
16,000
1,300

0.1 %

0.1%

5

0.955
0.955
x
0.955
x
0.980 0.985
0.980 1.000
0.950 0.955

1,200
2,500

0.1%
0.1%

5
5

0.985
0.980

5

0.980 0.985

0.1 %

,100 + j5,500 27, 500 0.1%
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5

5
5

Comp.; Null
10 mv at 10 v
Compensated
Compensated
Compensated

1

0.99

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

x

1

20'
20'
5
5

x

1

5

0.14%

x

1

0.1%
0.15%
0.20%
0.20%

190 ¿ 78°
190 ¿ 78°
890 ¿78°

)50 ¿ 82°

1

x

50
40
40

Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input

55
375
22

11

295
295
90

190
190

60

Compensated
Compensated
Compensated

45

16
60

12
40

Compensated
Compensated

40

550

425

Compensated

24
24
24
42

18
,

x
x
x
x

14
160
206
175
170
47

12

1.000
0.990

Sweep
Resolver

x

x

x
x
x

Compensated
Compensated
Compensated
Compensated
Rotor input

x

385 ¿ 81°

x

Compensated

x

24

x
x

1

Compensated
Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input
Rotor input

x

9
9

8.5

Notes

x

70
190

x
x

60

x

15

x
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SPECTROMETER

-r

AMPL

ATTEN

DRIFT
CORRECT-

CRO

ION

SELENIUM
PHOTOCELL

i
MAGNETIC
PULSE

ENGINE

GEN

AND

AMPL TUDE

CIRCUIT

DISCRIM

RATEMETER

FIG.

FIG. 1-Block diag am of combustion analyzer system

2-Method of

drift compensation

Gated amplitude ratio indicator accurately measures cylinder gas tempera-

ture as a function of engine -cycle phase angle.

Gas temperature

is

determined by synchronous sampling combined with infrared spectroscopy.
System drift is compensated by photocell mounted on oscilloscope
By ROBERT R. BOCKEMUEHL, General Motors Research Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan

Gated Ratio Indicator
AN ACCURATE METHOD

for meas-

uring the temperature of engine cylinder gas as a function of
phase angle of the engine cycle
is provided by the gated amplitude ratio indicator. This instru-

ment indicates the ratio of two

infrared radiation intensities emit-

sired value. The pulse generator
is electromechanical and uses a
commercial magnetic proximity
pickup.

After amplification, the radiation

signal is applied to an amplitude
discriminator. The discriminator
output state

is

determined by

at two known

whether or not the instantaneous
wavelengths. The relationship be- signal amplitude is greater than
tween temperature and radiation the discriminator threshold. If, at
intensity of a radiating medium is the instant the sampling pulse is
generated, the radiation signal is
derived from Planck's law.
The system block diagram is greater than the threshold, a coshown in Fig. 1. A commercial incidence pulse is produced by the
infrared spectrometer determines AND circuit. The average coincithe wavelength of the radiation dence pulse rate is indicated by a
which is diffracted to an associated ratemeter calibrated in percent. A
lead sulfide detector and subse- 100 -percent indication results when,
quently converted to an analog during the averaging time of the
voltage signal. The infrared radi- ratemeter, a coincidence pulse ocation is transmitted to the spec- curs each time the sampling pulse
trometer through a quartz window is generated.
ted

by the

gas

in the engine cylinder wall.
Sampling Pulse

The synchronous sampling pulse

is produced by a magnetic pulse
generator connected to the engine
cam shaft. This pulse occurs once
each engine cycle at a phase angle

which can be adjusted to any de64

Threshold

To measure the amplitude ratio,
the spectrometer is adjusted to the
wavelength yielding the smaller of
the two signals. The amplified signal is coupled to the amplitude discriminator without attenuation by
the calibrated attenuator. The dis-

criminator threshold is adjusted
to the median value of the sampled
signal amplitude (50 percent coincidence rate). The spectrometer

is then set to the second wavelength. The calibrated attenuator

is adjusted so that the ratemeter
indicates that the median value
of the attenuated signal amplitude
is equal to the, previously set discriminator threshold. The median
ratio of the sampled amplitudes

is indicated by the calibrated attenuator dial. Repeating this operation at other sampling phase
angles yields the amplitude ratio
versus phase angle relationship.
Drift Compensation

Frequency components of the ra-

diation signal are such that direct
coupling is

required throughout

the system. Large d -c drifts must
be compensated, especially in the
lead sulfide detector. The method
used is shown in Fig. 2. A differential photocell is mounted on the
face of the oscilloscope so that it

sees a portion of the radiation

waveform which is constant and
independent of the spectrometer
wavelength setting. The differenMarch 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

INPUT FROM
DEFT PLATE

¿10V

FROM

210V

MAGNETIC
PULSE
GENERATOR

NE2

22K

33.(

MULTI VIBRATOR IS
EECO Z8318

47K

147K
NE2

O.I

47K

300

Z

p,µF
V3

NE2

AMPL

so
220K

Z100K

AMPL

NEZ

NE2

105V

* AMPLIFIERS ARE
EECO 28762

ONE-SHOT*
MULTIVIBRATOR

6456
33K

NE2

NE2

MEG

100

470K

c25

0
15K

15K

(A)

GATE

K=X 1,000

-65V

FROM

IOOK

AMPL TUDE
DISCRIMINATOR

120K

-65V
-125V

<1.5K

AND

120K

-10V

(B)

FIG. 3-Schematic diagram of (A) amplitude discriminator and (B) AND gate and ratemeter circuit.
(A) provides coarse, medium and fine threshold adjustment

-40V
K=X 1,000

Three -control voltage -divider network in

Aids Engine Research
tial photocell generates a voltage
proportional to the displacement of
the oscilloscope trace from the
horizontal centerline of the photocell. This error voltage is amplified
by a servo amplifier which drives
a servo motor. The servo motor
drives a potentiometer whose position determines the amplitude and
polarity of a correction voltage
added to the radiation signal.
Thus, the correction voltage is controlled to a, value which clamps

the radiation waveform at a constant vertical position on the oscilloscope. Therefore the deflection
plate voltage waveform is clamped
to a fixed d -c level.
The differential photocell is made

by scribing a narrow groove along
the centerline of the sensitive surface of a commercial selenium
barrier -layer cell. The two semi-

circular sections which result are
connected in series opposition.
Amplitude Discriminator
The direct -coupled amplitude dis-

criminator circuit of Fig. 3A, uses
slicing techniques rather than
trigger discrimination, because of
the hysteresis inherent in the latter
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

method.

Discrimination is accomplished by amplifying a 0.1 -percent

slice of the radiation signal to a
value which is sufficient to reliably
actuate the AND gate following the
discriminator.

Total gain of the two direct coupled 6BN6 gated -beam amplifiers V, and V.: is about 250. A
50-mv change in the instantaneous
signal amplitude produces a 12.5=v
change in the plate voltage of V.:.
This value is more than sufficient

to actuate subsequent gating circuits. A 4-v change in grid voltage
is sufficient to drive a 6BN6 from
cut-off to saturation. The resulting
clipping action limits the dynamic
range over which the neon coupling
networks must operate.
The quiescent voltage upon which

the radiation signal is superimposed at the grid of V, is deter-

mined by the voltage divider which
is connected across two of the five

ratemeter circuits are shown in
Fig. 3B. The proximity pickup in
the magnetic pulse generator produces a signal proportional to the
flux rate of change resulting when a
thin blade is rotated past the
pickup. The resulting derivative
signal overdrives the two amplifier
stages providing positive and negative clipping. The amplifier output
is differentiated, yielding a narrow

positive pulse which occurs when

the rotating blade is directly beneath the magnetic proximity
pickup. This pulse is applied to
the suppressor grid of conventional
gate V,. If the amplitude dis-

criminator output signal is simultaneously present at grid no. 1, a
coincidence pulse is produced at
the plate of V8.
The coincidence pulses are shaped
by a one-shot multivibrator whose

output drives the ratemeter cir-

cuit. This ratemeter circuit conneon bulbs in the input network. sists of cathode follower V4 whose
Thus, circuit threshold is adjust- average plate current flows through
able over a nominal 120-v range. a 300 -pa meter. The meter is cali-

A three -control voltage -divider net-

work provides coarse, medium and
fine threshold adjustment.
The AND gate and coincidence

brated in percent coincidence.
The indicator is expected to yield
a better understanding of the combustion process.
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Underwater Telemeter
Telemeter determines the exact depth of trawl net under the water, making

it easy to intercept schools of fish that travel at various depths. Continuous
depth information is available down to 1,200 feet. Temperature information
is impressed on a modulated f -m carrier as an a -m tone

By FRANK H. STEPHENS, JR., President, F. Hastings Stephens Laboratories, Miami, Florida

MIDWATER TRAWL method of

catching great quantities of
fish at one haul intercepts fish
which travel at intermediate depths
of the ocean. Fish in schools usually

travel at various depth levels and,
unless definite information is available concerning net position, a

miss is more probable than a successful haul.

The telemeter system described
here supplies accurate information
on trawl -net depth and water
temperature. In midwater trawl-

ing, a definite target is seen on
the electronic depth sounder. Navigation is then established to adjust

the towed trawl net to the proper
depth required to intercept the fish
spotted on the sonar. The net may
be at the end of a 3,000 to 5,000 ft steel cable. The actual position

of the net below the surface is a
function of such factors as vessel
speed, rigging, adjustment, various
current directions and net content.
A successful intercept results in

a valuable catch, since it consists
of food fish of one kind, and contains few undesirable fish.

The telemeter provides continuous

depth information over a

range of zero to 200 fathoms-to
1,200 feet-with a resolution accurate within one percent. Reliable
transmission is obtained up to 5,000
feet, barring extreme hydrographic
conditions. Temperature is sensed

mately as the temperature.
Readout of depth and temperature at the receiving end is accomplished by comparing carrier and
tone frequencies against a calibration chart.

to an interface of 0.5 C, which is
sufficient for this operation.
The telemetering system transmits information as modulation of
a high -frequency sonic carrier. The
transmitter, powered by self-contained batteries good for 15 hours,
is affixed to the trawl net rigging,

Transmitter

The transmitter, Fig. 2, generates a carrier between 21 and 36
kc at one to two watts. The oscillator is extremely stable to power
supply fluctuations. Negative feed-

so that its directional transducer
is aimed towards the towing ves-

back and a variable mu pentode
for amplitude control practically
eliminate frequency shift due to

sel.

At the receiving end, a similar
transducer, suspended over the side

supply voltage changes.
The completed unit has an oper-

of the towing vessel below the

ating efficiency approximately equal
to 1\/27rRC, where R and C are
effective resistance and capacitance

water line, is aimed towards the
trawl net. Figure 1 shows the
trawl attached to the fishing vessel.
To obtain high resolution, an
f -m system uses exceptionally large
frequency deviations to express
depth. The variable frequency

range of the carrier allows an

instability of ±150 cps as a one percent error. Temperature information is impressed on the modulated f -m carrier as an a -m tone
whose frequency varies approxi-

of the arms of the Wien bridge
circuit. Variation of frequency is

linear with respect to changes in
or C. Rough measurements of
oscillator linearity indicate a value
R

of better than 3 percent over the
entire range.
In the phase -shifting network,
which is mounted on one end cap
of the instrument, R, and C, are
high -frequency and low -frequency
adjustments respectively. Diode

D, functions as the age rectifier
and supplies the control bias for
SHIP'S WAKE
DIRECTIONAL
RECEIVING

TRANSDUCER

TRAWL CABLE

TELEMETER
SIGNAL CONE

DIRECTIONAL
TRANSMITTING
TRANSDUCER

FIG. 1-Diagram of the depth -temperature telemeter shows trawling position
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MIDWATER
NET

TRANSMITTER

the variable -mu amplifier V,. Positive feedback, adjusted at R_, sets
the oscillation level. This adjustment, made at the lowest operating
frequency, provides -5-v d -c at
point A.
Modulator tube V. mixes the

depth and temperature signals so
they may be transmitted together.
The plate circuit of V. contains a
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

For Trawl Fishing

Telemeter hydrophone is being adjusted

in preparation for a midwater trawl

Telemeter assembly showing transmitter,
receiving hydrophone, power supply, preamplifier and conventional radio receiver

single -section,

constant -K,

high-

especially designed for this appli- This makes the tone at the receiver
more easily identified and provides
The modulating signal is sup- efficient modulation within the
plied by V,. The temperature - bandpass of the receiver. The modsensing element, a thermistor, is ulation percentage varies inversely

pass T filter which has a low - cation.
frequency cutoff of about 10 kc.
It prevents the modulating signal,
about 200-800 cps, from appearing
at the grid of V,. The carrier level,

encased in a special oil -filled brass

adjusted independently of modulation level by R,, is set while observing- the output waveform at
the secondary of T, when it is
properly loaded.

housing which is screwed to the
end cap of the instrument. Hightemperature and low -temperature

adjustments are provided by

Tube V, supplies

R4

and R; respectively. The sawtooth

the energy to drive the grids of output from V; is shaped by an
V4.
R -C network and D, to provide
Output transformers T2 and Ti

and the filter reactor

DRIVER

-4.5V
I00K

114

150K
0.1

V2

s.0000K

a^
ZDi

50K3 V4 Á
0.25

A MEG

3V4

160
{c,u F
o

150K

+I5V

R3

+1.5V 7

250K

= IOOK

OBG

60,1412E

1,000
DRIFT 10K
PRESSURE

more

POWER AMPL

-f90V

B
V1

waveform

closely resembling a sine wave.

DEPTH OSC

+135V

modulating

a

L,, were

+135V

+3V

V4

3.

WATER -TIGHT

+90V

1OK

0.02 100K 100K

0.02

-N M
._oo

-q
0o

f

TEMP OSC
FIG. 2-Telemeter transmitter circuit diagram. The modulating signal is supplied by
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is ttieepest.

Other information could be impressed on the carrier by the fairly
linear modulator. Modulation percentage, independently of carrier

level, made at the 1 meg adjust
from V., is made at the low -temperature limit, while observing out-

put waveform at the secondary of
to avoid overload.

Overload

would cause a multiplicity of side bands making it difficult to identify

IJ6GT

TRANSDUCER FEED

R1

in colder water which, in general,

Ti,

12
1.12 HY

II

with modulation frequency at about
12 db per octave, which is not undesirable. Modulation is increased

V5

the carrier on the receiver.
The transducer, affixed to the
telemeter housing, 'allows angular
positioning for its transmitting
direction. The transducer, a Navy
QBG crystal unit, was chosen for
its directional characteristics and
power gain. Its resonant point
lies somewhere around 26 kc when
fed from a 150 -ohm impedance
source. The high efficiency point
is near the proposed optimum
operating depth, 100 fathoms.
The modulated waveform, taken
at point D, Fig. 2, measured 9.5-v
67

transmissions at or near ground -

K=X 1,000
SPEAK

1,000

ER

-12

conditions.

15K
RBA -6I

FHYDRO

20^

vi
6AH6

47K
+

\

0.05

)

11

2

Vg

seriously affect the received signal

12AU7

0.026
0.2696,uH

MI -2

50K

0.623

a HYDRO - 470K 2150

6.4940

PHONE

0.026 E
CATH FOLL

0A5

I

MEG

tief

100

CATH

CASCODEAMPL

FIG. 3-Telemeter receiving preamplifier consists of a cathode
amplifier and a low -noise, high -gain preamplifier

AMPL

Variations in the position of the

transmitting transducer within a
40 deg. horizontal angle did not

PHONE
CABLE

6.4947íH

wave limits. Amplitude excursions
of 20 db were noticed under certain

FOLL OUT

follower transducer isolation

up to one mile. In fact, transmission was obtainable at times with
reflected energy from a large stone
breakwater 100 ft behind the transmitter. At 1,500 ft, overload of

the receiver was experienced and
extremely strong signals were received regardless of the transmitter's direction.
Observations are approximate.

Transducer gain is greater at the
peak -to -peak. Modulated waveform,

taken at point E, showed a compression of modulation due to non -

linearity in V at the 2 -watt level.
Voltage at this point is about 50-v
peak -to -peak. The 21-kc carrier at
point B is 10-v peak -to -peak. Slight
distortion, caused by the agc diode,
had no harmful effects. The depth
oscillator showed a slight tendency
to lock to harmonics of the temperature or modulating waveform
when waveform peaks coincided;
however, pulling was slight.
The modulating waveform taken
at a point above D., measured 3.2-v
peak -to -peak at 520 cps.
Receiver

A USN Model RBA -6, low -frequency, radio receiver, Type CFT
46300 is used in an unaltered condition. Auxiliary equipment con-

sists of a cathode -follower transducer isolation amplifier and a
low -noise, high -gain preamplifier,

fier increases the signal-to-noise

ratio of the receiver and provides
the utmost sensitivity.
The receiving transducer is a
Navy MI -2 hydrophone. It consists

of a salt array about 31 inches in
dia., which, when considered as a
piston, has a useful directivity

pattern over the entire frequency
range. The unit is fitted into a
large flanged pipe, capped at one
end, which contains tube V,. This
assembly rides down the trawl cable

on a trolley until it is just below
the ship's wake, or hangs over the
side on a piece of pipe.

higher frequencies due to the
sharper directivity patterns ex-

pected and the figures may vary
widely.

Application
The depth -temperature telemeter

was used by the Fish and Wildlife
Service in their exploratory fishing
program. Approximately 200 tows
were made, and satisfactory perpercent
formance was obtained
of the time. The maximum depth
obtained was 225 fathoms. Catches

of rockfish and hake were taken
in midwater in quantities up to
During one test, the telemeter 5,000 pounds per 20 minutes.
The depth of the net was detertransmitter was suspended from a
small motor launch at a depth of, mined with sufficient accuracy to
about seven feet. Despite con- operate very close to the bottom
siderable ambient noise, excellent without snagging or damaging the
signals were received out to one trail gear.
mile. Extremely strong signals were
received at 3,000 ft. Tone modu-

lation was readable at all times.

The Gear Research and Develop-

ment Station of the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service, Depart-

Received signal voltages at the
preamplifier input measured be-

ment of the Interior, located at

These levels

Marine Laboratory to develop the

tor cable connecting it to the pre- were at least 20 db above the amamplifier at the receiver. Tube V; bient noise levels at the receiver
output.

system.
Appreciation is expressed for
assistance and information ren-

amplifier combination is 6 db below

Hole

0.09 microvolts at 21 kc, which
shows a great margin of sensitivity
for use in quiet waters.

metering aided materially in the

Fig. 3. Tube V contained in the
receiving transducer housing, is
powered through the multiconducisolates the crystal receiving transducer from the low -impedance cable

connecting it to the preamplifier,
and prevents loading. This tube
also

provides

a

low -impedance

source to drive the band-pass filter
located in the preamplifier.
A 1.5-100-kc band-pass filter at
at the input of V. and V. excludes
undesirable voltages outside the

useful frequency range, and pre-

vents cross modulation and generation of interference. The preampli68

tween 100 and 500 microvolt at
one mile distance.

Self noise of the receiver pre-

Multiple path transmission caused
in
signal
extreme variation

strengths during this test and it
was difficult to establish exact figures for directivity. Fading was
strikingly similar to that affecting
low- or medium -frequency radio

Coral Gables, Florida, contracted
with the University of Miami

dered by Willard Dow of Woods

Oceanographic Institution
whose previous work on depth tele -

determination of operating parameters for this equipment.
Invaluable

help was

received

from M. Frank Shea and Robert
Thornhill, both of the University
of Miami Marine Laboratory.

Reidar Sand administered the
contract.
March 27, 1959
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A -C Rate Generators
Tabulation of commercially available precision induction tachometers for ap-

plication in integration of alternating voltages
By FRANKLIN G. FINK, Senior Development Engineer, Loral Electronics Corp., New York, N. Y.

Table I -Commercially Available Precision A -C Rate Generators
2

3

15 E
.12GM07-1C**,

1.137

2.032

15 IV
11700

1.137

15 K

1.137

1

4

1

5

6

8

7

0

1

0.3% total

-55 to +71 C

R701'

1.937

2.688

3.2
2.75

6

0

16

12

12

9

0.04

10

0.012

11

0.1% of

13

12

1.9

1,000 rpm

0.25%

0.2% of

per deg C

3,600 rpm

5

,

2.1

5.2

2.1

0.05% of
3,600 rpm

5.6

5.9

0.3% from

0.12% of
3,600 rpm

1.9

16

-55 to +85 C

0.055 total
0.01
-55 to +75 C

0.03% of
4,000 rpm

3.5

20

0.25% total

0.05% of
4,000 rpm

3.5

20

0.1% of

7

3,600 rpm

15 K
T703

1.137

15 N
105T2H**a

1.437

15 S
15J1-10

1.437

1

0

1

1

15S

1,437

1

0

1

1

2.677

2.75

1.5

12

7

0.35% total

-54 to +60 C

2.953

1

0

5

2

0.009

0.02

0.1)1

+10 to +70 C

15J2 -1e
18 K.

1.75

2.431

2

0

10

5

2.035

2.469

6

9

50

5

423792-1f
D

FPE 21L 45-5*b

deg C

20 K
Y720`

1.95

3.111

2

0

23 11

2.25

3.22

2

0

FT 2000-1--11'

0.005
0.155 total
-5.1 to +85 C
10

3

0.01

11

0.25% Of
1,000 rpm

5

0.16% of
3,600 rpm

0.9

0.155-'0 of

8

1.05

4.5

0.15

4.5

0.15

4.5

0.15

31

0.02
104

3,600 rpm
2.31

F

0.03% per

0.09% of
3,600 rpm

2.75

6.8

90

0.1% of

100

1372212*

1,800 rpm

F
1372213*,,

2.31

F
051106

2.31

23 O

2.25

3.45
2.75

5

-1.6

90

90

1% total

100

-10 to +55 C

0.1% of
1,800 rpm

0.1% of

100

1,800 rpm

20T(í 6777-0'

3.215

2

0

5

0.15%,of
3,600 rpm

8

1.05

I. ilu(lid frame size. nafg and model 2. Diane (in.) 3. L'ngth (in.) 4. Sensitivity (v/1000 rpm) 5. Phase shit (deg)
6. Zero speed v tilts (nn) 7. Zero speed in phase volts (rev) 8. Temperature coefficient (%/C) 9. Voltage coefficient
('.; change
change in excitation '.olts) 10. Frequency coefficient (r%, change in output volts/cycle change input volts)
II. Linearity ('; deviation below rated speed) 12. Input power (w) 13. Rotor inertia (gm -cm')
111 units are 100 cps a tla 115 v excitation except those marked with asterisks.
** 24 v excitation
* 60 cps
R--Rendis
1) -Diehl F -Eastern ,fir Devices F -Ford
K-Kearfott N-Norden Ketay 0 -Oster S -Servomechanisms
external resistor required
° temperature compensated
maintained at 100 C by heater a maintained at
115 C by heater
thernaistor compensated
f maintained at 105 C by heater
n magnetic amplifier controlled heater
v
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PREAMPL

AMPL
CLIP

PREAMPL

AMPL
CLIP

DATA

SAMPLER
REFERENCE

SAMPLER

CALIB OSC

AMPL
CLIP

PREAMPL

PREAMPL

PREAMPL

I-

DATA

SAMPLER

AMPL

DATA

CLIP

SAMPLER

AMPL
CLIP

DATA
SAMPLER

L FOUR CHANNEL PEN RECORDER

Fo

I-

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the playback
system

Complete playback system. The right-hand

rack contains calibration oscillators and
associated test equipment. The center rack

mounts the recorder and power supplies.
The left rack mounts the primary playback
electronic equipment

Sampling Discriminators
New method for discrimination of f -m signals from magnetic tape uses the
outputs of two types of discriminators combined in a wideband system to compensate wow and flutter. The equipment features fast unfiltered response and

minimum circuit complexity
By PHILLIP S. BENGSTON*, U. S. Naval Ordnance Lab., Silver Spring, Md.

of f -m signals
from magnetic tape has been

about 200 to 500 cps. The tape play-

the bias voltage with C2 holding the

back speed is 0.5 ips. The record
speed is about 60 ips. Record fre-

criminator that performs with the
fastest possible response to wide -

quencies ran from 25 to 60 kc. The

highest positive value C, had previously attained. If at any time it
is desired to sample the voltage at
C, conduction through tube V, to

DISCRIMINATION

improved by a new type of disdeviation frequency -modulated tran-

sients. A constant reference frequency is recorded on one of the
channels. When the output voltage

playback was designed to feed a
four channel pen recorder. The
characteristics of the data samplera
are sufficiently uniform to permit
optimum compensation for each

of the playback is made proportional to the quotient of the data

channel to occur simultaneously

frequency and reference frequency,
the output becomes independent of
tape speed. Wow and flutter components introduced in the recorder
are cancelled in playback.

reference sampler.

with a single adjustment of the
Sampler

The basic sampler circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. The voltage across

C, can never exceed the voltage

equalize the voltage between C, and
C2 may be completed by pulsing the

grid of V, positively. Since C, < <
C1, the voltage EC.: falls to the voltage EC,. The pulse duration is many

times the product of the effective
conduction resistance of the tube
and the capacitance of C_. The voltage across C, is directly coupled to
cathode follower V2.
Reference Sampler

The complete playback is shown

across C2 due to conduction through
the semiconductor diode. Assuming

The diagram for the reference
sampler is shown in Fig. 3. The

in block diagram form in Fig. 1.
The system has a bandwidth from

a negative bias at terminal A, the
voltage at C, may drop to nearly

Now with Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company

Complete Playback
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SAMPLER OUTPUT

BASIC SCALER FREQUENCY 10,000 CPS

SAMPLER OUTPUT

500 CPSy

500 CPS

n

BEGINNING
2ND SWEEP

,

F.- CURVE

MILLISEC PIPS
SWEEP

(A)

SEGMENTS

( D)

f
I

SAMPLER

s rut ^{lr

OUTPUT

250 CPS

(E)
(C

I MILLSEC PIPS 10.01 SECOND PIPS
0.1 SECOND PIP

SAMPLER OUTPUT

500 CPS

(8)
r
STEP
FUNCTION
INPUT

SAMPLER OUTPUT

250 CPS

SAMPLER OUTPUT

1\R}i

BEGINNING
1ST SWEEP

Rfi711P

0.01 SECOND PIPS"'" -0.1 SECOND PIPS

250 CPS
A shows data sampler output with linear frequency change from 250 to 500 cps.
Sweep rate is 500 millisecs per div.
Waveform B shows step function frequency change from 250 to 500 cps at sweep rate of 2 millisecs per div. Waveform C shows data
sampler output with step function from 250 to 500 cps followed by linear change back to base line. Waveforms D, E and F show compensated output of complex tape recorded signal from the playback system

Waveform

For Data Reduction
square -wave output from the channel amplifier -clipper is applied to

the input terminal. The amplitude

Tube V,4 is normally cut off by

effect.

biased trigger stage V,A. The output winding of pulse transformer
Ti is polarized so that the initial
output pulse will be positive. This

sufficiently to prevent another positive excursion. Capacitor C, discharges almost completely through

cathode of V, and the grid of V_,,,
the sampler stage. The voltage on

cycle repeats itself.
voltage across sampled
pacitor C, is a sawtooth with linear

positive pulse to its cathode has no

should be at least 15 v. The positive
differentiated pulse triggers the

pulse is directly coupled to the

until

the -28-v bias so
The

excursion

pulse

rise time as shown in Fig. 4. The

is

damped by resistor R but only voltage across sampling capacitor
C.: is always the peak voltage that

triggered by the

sampled capacitor C, reached before
discharge. This peak voltage is
held until sampled capacitor C, volt-

negative pulse excursion.
Sampled capacitor C, is continu-

age rises above it or until a new
sampling pulse arrives. Actually,

V,,, when it

is

ally charging at a constant rate
C, is sampled at that instant and through V,.,. After discharge
appears across the sampling ca- through V,,,, there is no load
pacitor C, and the input to cathode and the voltage across capacitor
follower V,.,.

the

C,

increases

sampling capacitor C_ voltage does
change somewhat during the period

depending on whether the grid of
cathode follower V,_{ emits or re-

linearly with time

ceives electrons within tube. With

+325
+150

180

K = X 1,000
0.1

T

5687

6.8

I N93

MEG

VIA

0.0015

5687

12AV7

V2A

B

V86

V3A,

V2 B

INPUT -1(
=

B-

o,

o

T1

óTY

FIG. 2-Basic sampler circuit

OUTPUT

RI

5.6 K

470

ó

C1

180

PULSER
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T0.471

SAMPLED

I

ILINEARCHARGE'
CAPACITOR VOLTAGE GENT
I
I DISCHARGER,
I

FIG. 3-Schematic of the reference sampler

)

0,047

28

C2-

560
1LLt

SAMPLER

--INTER-

14K

CEPT
ADJUST
120K
-150,

CATHODE
FOLLOWERS

71

components with a filter. When

SAMPLER UNIT INPUT

E, = maximum positive amplitude,

E. = maximum negative amplitude, t, = duration of square wave,

and td = time for one cycle, then

TRIGGER INPUT

output voltage E4 is:

EdTT

t¢

q¡TRANSFORMER

Suppose E, = E, from the reference sampler. This may be accom-

4

U

CAPACITOR C2 VOLTAGE
i

/

iI

/

I

AI
i

I

I,//I,//

(E1 - E2)11

OUTPUT

//
i/

I

k--

/

/i i

I

I

'

plished by clipping the one-shot
multivibrator output voltage with
the sampler output voltage. When
E. and t, are constant

CAPACITOR CI VOLTAGE

Ed = I

(fr

- ElttSa

+ E0)

FIG. 4-Reference sampler waveforms

most tubes, and a fairly high cathode impedance, the sampling volt-

age is constant during the time
period associated with this unit.

a reference dis-

The result
criminator that at any instant provides a voltage output proportional
is

to the period of the preceeding
cycle.

The reference sampler voltage
output is E, = m,T, + E,,; where
m, is the slope or gain factor, T, is
the period of the reference carrier,
and E. is the voltage intercept. The
usual data instrumentation discriminator provides an output proportional to frequency by averaging
the block area of a one shot multi -

When E. is set equal to E.,, f.
equals 1/t and fd equals 1/t,,: that
is, if the intercepts of the two discriminators are set equal, the condition for perfect compensation is
derived. The equation E,, = m,t, f 4/ f,

indicates that compensation is in-

dependent of the gain of either
discriminator or the carrier frequency for either channel. Instead
of E t, may be made the variable
controlled by the reference sampler
with similar results.
These simplified equations ignore
delays introduced in the electronics
such as the one period delay of the
sampler. Other factors such as head
alignment tend to reduce the effec-

vibrator and removing the carrier

CATHODE

ONE SHOT

+330

OUTPUT
CATHODE

I

I SAMPLER IFOLLOWERI

FOLLOWER

MU LT IVIBRATOR

PULSER

+ Bold - E2t1{d

Ed =

L

REFER- i

+150

INPUT

0.1i

120K

I

14K

T0.0068

IN459

I2AV7

=

1.2 MEG

VIA

V3A

5687

V3B

0.0015

N

5.6K

:39K

N

i0.0047

560

1.8K:
1.2 K

L.I

3.3 K

To.o1

NETWORK

OUTPUT

µaF

com

HYPERBOLA GENERATOR

K. X 1,000
FIG, 5-Schematic of data sampler showing hyperbola generator network
72

7.5K

H

1.2 K

-28

0.01

0.0047

Data Sampler

The diagram of a data discriminator that incorporates the sampling technique is shown in Fig. 5.
The first stage, ViA, of the data
sampler and the reference sampler
are identical. The positive pulse
operates sampling stage Vsd. Because sampling is done on a decaying voltage waveform, the position

of the sampled and sampling capacitors are reversed with respect
to the sampling tube elements. As
the smaller capacitor is now in the
cathode it is necessary to introduce
a resistance in series with the grid
pulsing line to limit grid current.

If this is not done, the sampling
capacitor voltage waveform is distorted.

Tubes V,8 and V , constitute a

one-shot multivibrator. It is fired
by the negative excursion from V,,,.

The output of the multivibrator is
clipped by the reference sampler
output. Tube V.,. is a cathode follower with an unusual network for
the cathode impedance. The purpose of the network is to actually

given blockwidth. The blockwidth
used here is about 1.4 milliseconds.

The equation for the curve is a

changed abruptly at voltage ratios
determined by the cathode resist-

ALL DIODES IN457

1.2K

values.

hyperbola.
The curve is pieced together with
normal exponential decay rates

r
I.8 K

and flutter can be reduced by a
factor of 5:1 up to much higher

create the curve for the average
area of the voltage block at any
time during the data period for a

ENCE
180

tive compensation, particularly at
higher frequencies. The degree of
compensation is dependent on the
discriminator linearity, the output
filter characteristics, and the wow
and flutter amplitude already present. Both systems have been built
and perform as predicted although
the system varying t, is somewhat
more complex. Noise due to wow

ance divider. The voltage across the
effective capacitance of the network

is sampled at the end of the data
period. The sampler output voltage

47K

is supplied to output cathode follower V,,B. The cathode load resistor

is tapped to furnish an output voltage near zero for data carriers encountered in the playback.
March

27, 1959 -
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Report from IBM

Yorktown Research Center, New York

OPTIMUM COMPUTER DESIGN FROM SYMBOLIC LOGIC
Symbolic logic sets up special languages in which prob-

lems of inference and definition are dealt with rigorously. At the Poughkeepsie Laboratory of the IBM

Yorktown Research Center, a group of research workers
is making a general study of the application of symbolic
logic to computer design. This work is yielding important results of both practical and theoretical interests.
Let us assume that computers are made up of many

input-output devices hooked together in various

se-

quences. Because these devices can be neatly correlated
with a special class of logical functions, they may be
thought of as logical boxes. Two chief problems have

been posed by the IBM research group: (1) Which

selections of logical boxes will best serve the needs of
design, and (2) How are the boxes to be put together
most effectively in given cases? An impressive body of

answers is being gathered to each question. These are
often possible just because an engineering problem has
been reduced to a logical one. This reduction provides
new design techniques in which computers are used as
more effective aids. For example, suppose we wish to
know which five -input, one -output device is lgically most
efficient. There are billions of alternatives, but a directed

computer search can be set up so that the answer is obtained in a short time merely by scanning a small pan of
these.

The application of symbolic logic to machine design
poses many challenging questions, some of great theoretical interest, others more specific within important
practical consequences. Logic has had a marked effect
upon the design of electronic computers but should play
an even greater role in the future.

IBM RESEARCH
Investigate the many career opportunities available in exciting new fields at IBM.
International Business Machines Corporation, Dept. 554C1, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
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Yoke Performance Chart
Nomograph aids precision deflection yoke design by predicting performance in terms of sensitivity and settling or response time if values of tube
accelerating voltage and coil inductance are known
By W. W. H. CLARKE and T. A. RILEY, Cossor (Canada) Ltd., Halifax, Nova ócotia, Canada
HE CLASSICAL

DEFLECTION -

yoke formula is based on a

0.t-I.2µSEC

model deflection field bounded by

2-

two planes perpendicular to the

- 30

- 0.006
- 0.008

- 25

- 0.01

tube axis, between which parallel
magnetic fields X and Y may be

20

excited in proportion to applied
currents. The deflection for the

1--4

(sin-' C2 ii), where x is the deflection and C, and C, are con-

2--5 <
-6
3-- 7 z

flat-faeed tube is x = C, tan
stants.
This nonlinear. characteristic
for the two axes leads to the wellknown pincushion effect. The

basis of yoke design methods
used by the authors is mainly

- 0.02
á

-

4 -8

<1,51

W
0

8-10

w
U

o+

110-

o,

O

w

0z 2-

center planes and the effects on
geometry of small perturbations
of the winding distribution. Core

2--50
-6011
3-70J
,_

described in (ELECTRONICS, p 59,

Mar. 20, 1959).

eti100

#

- 10

-9
-8

,//

-7

a

-6

i;-...// - 0.3
-

-0.4

W

-5

L.,'- 0.5 ó

co1

5r80w
6r

materials are similar to those

-0.1

-4.2

100"..40?

/

- 0.08

w

-

-

- 0.05
- 0.06

-

empirical, using a knowledge
of the degree of pincushion
effect usually encountered in
yokes with parallel fields in their

- 15

- 0.04

ó

3r20ó
8130

- 0.03

-1

1

is

relationships which
specify performance in terms of

based on

response time and sensitivity.
This is given by O = K,IVL/EQ
KAVL, where O is the deflection

in deg, I is the whole -axis current in ma, L is the whole axis
inductance in henries, Ea is the
accelerating voltage in kv, K, is
a constant depending on core ma-

FIG.

-4

W4

-3

co

w

- 1.5N

IQ00 -2-120 µSEC

The nomograph of Fig.

ó

1=

1 -Deflection yoke performance nomograph

K2 are shown in Table I.
Yoke performance may be predicted with reasonable accuracy
by use of Fig. 1 which is based
on values for K, and K. of 3 and
120, respectively. Thus, in the
Table I-Values of K, and

example shown, a yoke with an

inductance of 100 mil used in
conjunction with an accelerating
voltage of 20 kv will have a sensi-

tivity of 0.23 deg/ma and a
settling time of 38 µsec.

K2

terial and equal to the time in
µsec to 99.9

percent settling

(critically damped), and K. is
also a constant depending on
core material and yoke capacitance. Typical values of K, and
74

NIumetal
K,

K,

3.12
120

Ferrite
2.88
120

Coscanite
2.63
112

Nonmagnetic
1.93
97
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Tung -Sol moves ahead!

High power transistors
with new cold -weld seal
Improved cold -weld seal
gives new Tung -Sol

high -power transistors

three-way quality boost

True hermetic, copper -to -

copper seal improves transistor
thermal characteristics.
Elimination of heat -damage,
heat -caused moisture and "splash"
increase reliability.
Vacuum -tight, moisture -proof
cold -weld seal lasts even through
"breathing" over long life operation.

Photomicrograph (45X) shows circled area
of cross section of Tung -Sol high -power
germanium transistor cold -weld seal. Note
absence of seam, indicating actual Integra-

tion of copper molecules and a true, hermetic, copper -to -copper seal.

Once again Tung -Sol shows the way. Now, for the
first time, Tung -Sol brings designers high -power
germanium transistors with quality benefits of the
advanced cold -weld seal.
The new Tung -Sol types feature a stud -mounted

package and maximum collector current of 13

Technological advancements such as this keep
Tung -Sol ahead of the field. For full data on the
new high -power switching transistors ... to meet
any need with the latest in transistor design and

efficiency, contact: Semiconductor Division,
Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, New Jersey.

amps. Military environmental tests combine with
the radioactive gas leak detection test to assure
maximum reliability.
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Satellite to Study Ultraviolet
ELECTRONIC techniques play a de-

of

tubes,

The satellite will be as simple as

cisive role in plans disclosed this

Smithsonian scientists decided on

possible. The ground equipment will

week for ultraviolet mapping of the
entire celestial sphere by an astronomical telescope in space.

a new tube, now under develop- be complex, including high -sensiment, with good characteristics of tivity receiver -antenna combina-

vidicon

and

orthicon

both types.

The image tube determines the
resolving power, sensitivity, spectral response, stabilization requireof NASA $100 million program for ments and power requirements of
the satellite system. Spectral relaunching six satellites.
The scientists say a space tele- sponse and sensitivity are ultimate
The project conceived by the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass., is part

scope in a one -ton satellite of nearly
spherical configuration will be

launched into an orbit with a mean

altitude of 1,000 miles in two to
three years. A one -million pound

thrust rocket engine now on the
drawing boards will be used. Contracts have been let for shelf items.
Spectral Region

Televising data back to the earth,
the space telescope will open up a
hitherto inaccessible spectral region in the ultraviolet range below
3,000 A. Present spectroscopic
studies of electromagnetic radiation from the sun's surface and surrounding gaseous envelope are lim-

ited to the small fraction of the
emitted spectrum that the earth's

determining factors. The tube must
have zero response at wavelengths
longer than 3,000 A and be able to

tions, and a computation and analy-

center. Two ground stations
be used, one on each U. S.
coast, at sites with clear horizons
sis
will

and low r -f interference levels.
Control Room
In

the control room, incoming

information will be displayed on tv
monitors, scopes and meters. Sig-

detect a star that delivers as little nals from the station will control
as 10-" watts of power to a photo- orientation of the satellite tele-

sensitive surface.
The tv picture channel will be the
primary telemetry channel, and several secondary channels will inform
the ground station of operation of
satellite components. The shortest
frame time that can be tolerated is
one sec. The telemetry system will
require bandwidth of 250 kc if ultimate resolving power of the image
tube is to be realized. Radiated

power will be about 0.5 watt. Most
satellite functions will be controlable from the ground, so exposure

scope, positioning of a filter wheel

and mirror cover, and mode of
operation of tv camera and transmitter.

The ground station will receive
data that includes outputs of the
sun sensor and sun seekers, positions of various moving parts in the

telescope and the tv signal. Tape
recorders will keep complete records for later automatic analysis.
Image tube scanning will be con-

trolled from the ground, so the

operator will be able to adjust syn-

time can be increased and band-

chronization and will not be re-

atmosphere allows to pass.
A rather conventional optical system will be used, and the tv image
tube will be placed at prime focus.

width decreased if necessary.

quired to rely on proper operation
of automatic synchronizing circuits.

After exploring the best features

Solar energy can not be relied
upon completely for power. More
than half the energy must be obtained from batteries.

Fast WWV Check of
Frequency Standard

Machine Translates to Japanese

By JOSEPH F. BRUMBACH,

Principal Electronics Engineer,
Union Thermoelectric Corp., Evanston, Ill.

ACCURATE check of a local frequency standarc'. can be made

quickly and easily. The arrangement provides a direct r -f beat for
comparison with WWV.

Usual method for making such
checks is to observe a clock run

by a standard and check against
WWV. For accuracy of one part in
10', the clock must run continuously

for two months. In practice, the
clock often stops. Also, short-term
variations of several
parts in 10' are not observable.
Attempts were made to compare
frequency
Prototype translating machine with memory capacity of 2,000 words translates simple
English sentences to Japanese. Capacity of 10,000 words is planned by the end of this
year. System, developed by Electric Technological Laboratory in Japan, uses tape
reader, logic circuits, memory unit and printer
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local frequency standards.
However, discrepancy between the

two
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FalLtitRaithipm...
"SOLAR" BLIND

MULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBES
from

PHOTOSENSITIVE
DEVICES
Several
DEPARTMENT
photocathodes p
the need for
have been
presence
ultraviolet
to fill
response
in a series white light
and
the
arenow available
of multiplier
phototubes-

CATHODE-RAY
HIGH RESOLUTION
from

TUBES

TUBE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
to operate,
tubes, practical
of
cathode-ray
produce
a spot
A family
able to
consistently
price
and
low in
.001" are now available
size of less than
diameter tubes.
in 3-, 5- and 7 -inch
CATHODE-RAY

RUGGEDIZED

DIRECT

VIEW STORAGE TUBE

°m

TUBE ENGINEERING
A compact,
DEPARTMENT
pact, 4 -inch
A
direct view
o.ipict
storage
and designed
tube
foggediZed
for
is ready
for new maximum storage Lary applications
time
equipment

desin.

ULTRA -FINE GRAIN SCREEN
from
ENGINEERING
PHOSPHOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
grain phosphor screen capable

An extremely fine
minimum conical dispersion,
of resolving a .001" spot with
created to take
and electrically stable has been
design.
advantage of new Du Mont electron gun
Du Mont developments.,
...These are just a few of many new
Tell us your specific tube requirements...

DU MONTe PreCISO
INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES, ALLEN B.

DU MONT

PHOTOELECTRONICS

LABORATORIES, INC., 750 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, New Jersey, U.S.A.

two reached several parts in

108,

and it was impossible to determine
which standard was correct.
Circuit Arrangement

The arrangement shown in Fig.

requires that two receivers be
connected to one antenna. With a
meter connected between the sec1

ond detectors, no change in indication results from fading.

Q

LOCAL STANDARD
AT ZERO DEGREES

RECEIVER 1
DETECTOR
LOAD

Z

RECORDING VOLTMETER
LOCAL STANDARD
AT 180 DEGREES
RECEIVER 2
DETECTOR

LOAD

WkQht&Yw xáce .PaveQ

vita ...

Microwave Associates - developers of the famous low noise
"E" series silicon diodes - now brings you

FIG.

1-Using two

receivers

to

receive

WWV from the same antenna and infecting the standard frequency in opposite
phase to each receiver provides indications

not affected by fading

A local standard loosely coupled

COAXIAL DIODES

into one of the receivers at point

with noise figure improvement of:

out of phase with point A, the beat
indication is doubled in amplitude.
The same result may be obtained
with one receiver, as shown in Fig.

1.5 db at 16 KMC with the IN 78B
3 db at 25 KMC with the IN 25A
3 db at 35 KMC with the IN 53B

A will result in a beat note. By
coupling the standard to point B

Essential requirements are a
source of the standard frequency

2.

Simple substitution of these new coaxial
diodes for existing types should improve
your overall receiver noise figures as
shown. No holder or IF amplifier redesign
is required to realize system improvements
with these improved versions of the
standard coaxial mixer diodes.
Microwave Associates is now delivering
these diodes as well as the new tripolar
types. Typical of these breadboard types is
the IN630 which covers the frequency
range of 1 KMC to 12.4 KMC.

Our factory or the sales representative
nearest you will gladly handle your specific
requests by wire, phone, or mail.
I isit Us nt Booths 2301-2303
The Radio Engineering ,Show

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC.
BURLINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS BRowning 2-3000
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at zero and 180 degrees and storage
capacitors C, and C2, across which

the meter

is connected.

Also, a

switch (12AU7) is needed to connect alternately the zero -degree sig-

nal to the antenna simultaneously
with detector output to C, and the
180 -degree signal to the antenna
simultaneously with detector output

to C,. The tube acts as two grid controlled diodes, and

switching

voltage is obtained from a 60 -cps
transformer.
Doppler error is minimized by an
averaging process whereby hourly
3 -minute readings are ave:aged for
an 8 -hour period. Typical hourly
and daily averages range between
0.54 and 3.18 parts in 10", with an
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

'r

MARCONI'S

average of 1.51 x
Low morning readings and high

evening readings are typical and

SPEED SSB CHECKS

reflect the movement of the Heaviside layer with sunrise and sunset.
All data was collected while receiving WWV on 15 mc. To main-

HF SPECTRUM ANALYZER

tain an accurate check on a frequency standard, it is recommended

Type OA 1094

that the standard be offset about
2 parts in 10" (18 beats per minute
at 15 mc). All beat frequencies
monitored should be on one side of
the WWV frequency to avoid error.

The Marconi OA 1094 Analyzer
gives an immediate panoramic dis-

IMC AND

TIMER

HARMONICS

play of the frequency spectra of
signals in the band 3 to 30 mc. It

FROM
FREQUENCY

STANDARD

RECORDER

r-

brings speed and convenience to the

alignment of SSB communication
transmitters and drives. Intermod-

ulation distortion, hum level and
0.001

carrier compression, the bandwidth

IOK

of FSK and on/off keyed signalsthese can all be seen at a glance and

0.001

evaluated directly against the CRT
graticule. A crystal -controlled first

local oscillator insures a drift -free

display at sweep widths as low as
SECOND
DETECTOR

100 cps. Highly -selective IF crystal

filters provide 60 db discrimination

between components as little as
FIG. 2-Timer operates recorder for three
minutes of each hour to check frequency
standard against WWV

60 cps apart. Please send for leaflet
B85 R/A.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION

I MINUTE -01

Basic Frequency Range :

3 to 30 me : optional LF

Extension Unit for 0 to 3 mc.
Sweep Width : Continuously variable up to 30 kc.
Sweep Duration : 0.1 to 30 sec in 6 steps.

Amplitude Measurement Range : 0 to -30 db and
-30 to -60 db relative to reference signal.
IF Bandwidths : 6, 30, and 150 cps.
CRT : 6 -inch diameter with long -persistence phosphor.

and developed by
communication engineers of the
Designed

British General Post Office for
use at their HF point-to-point
transmitter stations, the OA 1094
is manufactured by Marconi
Instruments under GPO authority.

F G. 3-Sample ecordings of WWV beet
against local frequency standard

We monitor only during daylight, as the most unstable Doppler
shifts occur at night. When setting
a frequency standard, the beat note
obtained between 11 AM and 1 PM
will be the most accurate.
This work was done under U. S.
Army Signal Supply Agency contract DA36-039-sc-71061.

III CEDAR LANE

MARCONI

ENGLEW00D
NEW JERSEY

INSTRUMENTS

Tel: LOwell 7-0607

Canada : Canadian

Marconi Co. Marconi Building, 2442 Trenton Ave. Montreal 16.

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

ST. ALBANS

HERTFORDSHIRE

ENGLAND
TC85R
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS

Dual Input Rotary Computing Element
three-dimensional

spect to either end of the reference

equations is possible with a new,
single component known as the

signal.
Mathematical, chemical and electrical efforts have been combined to

of

SOLUTION

Rodiac-a rotary dual input analog computing element. Developed
by and available from Trio Laboratories, Inc., the new unit is intended
for use in analog computers solving

the equation: z = f (x, y).
Construction

Two shafts protrude from the
housing of the Rodiac. These are
the inputs to the unit and may be
controlled

completely

independ-

ently. Electrical output may be any

develop the technique of distributing the potential field and enable
the pickoff to transmit the output
voltage accurately and reliably.
Basically, the potential field is

established by a series of equipotential lines properly spaced and
aligned to obtain maximum accuracy and compatability with the
pickoff element motion. These lines
are connected electrically by resis-

trical output and x and y are the
independent mechanical inputs.

SYNCNRO TRANSMITTER

Heart of the element is a potential cylinder the flat surface of
which contains the potential plane
a

pickoff

ANGLE OF ATTACK I
REPEATER SERVO

element

travels. Either an a -c or d -c reference voltage is applied to the two
end terminals. The device then distributes this applied potential over
the plane surface in a manner
determined by the given function.
The two mechanical inputs serve
to position the brush relative to the
potential surface. They thereby
provide a voltage at the pickoff that
is a function of the two independent
variables. This voltage is made

INDICATED
ANGLE OF

1

ATTACK

CONTROL TRANSFORMER
TRUE

ANGLE

MACH NO. COMPUTER'TRANSDUCER

1s

o

t
I

RODI AC

OF

ATTACK

J
L......-_ _1 MACH
NO.

FIG. 1-Rodiac as a true -angle -of -attack
computer

available directly at the third terits fixed voltage by a chain of
miniature
precision
resistors
soldered on a printed -circuit board
and cast in epoxy compound to as-

sure maximum stability and reliability.

The potential cylinder is housed
in a standard potentiometer case.
Servo -type mounting is provided al-

though other methods are possible.
Previous Techniques

Usual techniques call for solving

brought out from either or both sides of
the housing
80

Applications

A potential cylinder can be designed which will store the information representing the magnetic variation of the earth's field.
The two shaft inputs are positioned

for latitude and longitude respectively. By rotating the center shaft
to an angle representing longitude
and the outside shaft to the latitude
position of the point in question on
the earth's surface, the voltage output represents the value of the magnetic variations.
As a true -angle -of -attack com-

puter, the Rodiac can be useful.

minal. It may be measured with re -

Unit shown has 3 -in. diam and is 1 -7/16 in. deep. Weight is less than 7 oz and
each shaft is I/8 -in. diam and can be

can be expressed in a rapidly -converging mathematical series of
terms added together to obtain the
value of z. If the series does not
converge rapidly enough, required
accuracy cannot be obtained with
reasonable package sizes.

The new unit is useful, as stated
previously, in any computer operation in which a single -valued electrical output must be obtained as a
predetermined function of two inputs. As an example, consider the
case of a navigational computer.

mentioned previously, z is the elec-

which

the arbitrary function of x and y

tive coatings. Each line is held at

arbitrary function of the two mechanical inputs. In the equation

over

This method has the limitations of
excess size and weight, decreased
accuracy in regions of high slope
and complex mechanical design.
The second approach involves
use of a series of potentiometers.
This method is applicable only if

the equation z = f (x, y) in one of
two ways. First, a mechanical
three-dimensional cam plus its follower arm, linkages and electrical
transducer or synchro may be used.

Angular positions of angle -of -attack vanes deviate from their true
positions in an empirical relationship

functionally

dependent

on

Mach number. When this data has

been determined for a particular
aircraft model, information is fixed
by a potential cylinder. If one shaft
is positioned by the angle -of -attack

vane and the second shaft rotated
by the Mach number computer, the

electrical output will be propor-

tional to true angle of attack as
shown in Fig. 1.
Excitation voltage applied to the

end terminals may be

used to

modify the output level in accordance with any desired function resulting in solution of the equation
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

GENERAL INSTRUMENT SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
111

Radio Receptor
Goóº Germanium

DIODES

will fill every
circuit requirement
a full range of
well as
standard EIA types as

e

Q

special DR types

HIGH TEMPERATURE TYPES
1N198

1N277

HIGH CONDUCTANCE TYPES
1N270

1N281

They're designed for long life and extreme reliability
- and manufactured under Radio Receptor's unique
gold bonding process which assures dependable high forward
conductance without sacrificing desirable low reverse

COMPUTER TYPES
1N276°

1N191

1N192

GENERAL PURPOSE TYPES

leakage.

The listed diodes are only a fraction of the line.

1N67A

1N97A

1N117A

1N68Á

1N98A

1N1I8A

1N89

1N99A

1N90

1N100A

1N95

1N116A

1N126A
1N127A
1N128

Radio Receptor DR types as developed by General Instrument
Corporation have in most cases characteristics far in
excess of any of the standard types. And all these
germanium diodes are available in volume quantities for

1N198

immediate delivery. Write us for full information.

1N96

*JAN types

Semiconductor Division

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
65 Gouverneur Street, Newark 4, N. J.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION INCLUDES F W SICKLES DIVISION.
AUTOMATIC 'MANUFACTURING DIVISION. RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY. INC.
AND MICAMOLD ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION ISUBSIDIARIESI

Electronic Supply Los Angeles Valley
GENERAL INSTRUMENT DISTRIBUTORS: Baltimore: 1) & H Distributing Co. Chicago: Merquip Co. Cleveland: Pioneer
Television Corp.. Sun Radio & Electronic Co. Phila:lelphia:
Electronics Supply Co.. Burbank Milwaukee: Radio Parts Co.. Inc. New York City: Hudson Raeio & Seattle:
Seattle
Radio
Supply
Tulsa: Oil Capitol Electronics
Ilerharh .k Wideman. Inc. San Diego: Shanks .s Wright Inc. San Francisco: Pacific R'holesate Co.
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You

jt

z - v f (x, y) where y is the excitation voltage.
Advantages

better
performance

In airborne applications, application of the Rodiac gives savings in
size and weight. It is possible for
two entire servo .loops including a
separate package for a three-dimensional cam to he eliminated completely since many packaging techniques demand repeated systems to

position each ea» element. Also,
the new unit is a eamnical because
of its basically siici!le design.

I_ 0 SATEST COST

Servo -Setting

Potentiometer Module

i
MANUAL ADJUSTMENT of ten -turn

Avoid excessive relay costs

... reduce

needless relay space requirements ... simplify installation and get better performance with relays by Comar, custom-made to your specifications. All
types are available with any combination of switches, contact materials, coils,
leads and mountings required. Complete engineering, manufacturing and
sealing facilities are all combined in one large, modern plant to reduce your
costs and speed delivery. Write for complete information today.

Write for your new free Corvar catalog

potentiometers for coefficient entry
into analog computer setups is time
consuming, costly and often a
source of error. Servo systems have
been developed to speed up the process of coefficient entry but, without
exception, the systems have suffered
from mechanical inaccuracies introduced by clutches or other forms

of mechanical switching. Also, the
mass of ponderous mechanical systems made it difficult if not impos-

sible to produce a tight, accurate
servo loop. Pushbutton switches
used to establish voltages in the
reference divider and address
matrix, proved cumbersome and tiring for the operator.
To overcome these deficiencies,

Colorado Research Corp. has designed a unique system for servo setting potentiometers. Each po-

tentiometer is driven by its own

ELECTRIC COMPANY
3349 ADDISON ST., CHICAGO 18, ILL.
RELAYS

82

SOLENOIDS

COILS

SWITCHES
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HERMETIC SEALING

individual d -c motor. Coupling of
the motor to the potentiometer shaft
is through a reliable friction drive
that eliminates clutching problems
entirely.
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

The motors are high -precision
ball -bearing units. Because there
are no mechanical coupling elements
to drive, the torque requirements of

the system are low, resulting in a
servo loop that is fast and accurate.

Five potentiometers with their
drive motors are assembled in a
module that rack mounts as a frontaccess plug-in unit. The pot
modules have been engineered and
designed to provide complete accessibility to motor, drive and pot.
Visual inspection of the entire unit

can be made by withdrawing the
module; maintenance is speeded up.
Further convenience is provided by

placing the protective potentiometer arm fuses on the front panel
of each module.
Potentiometer

addresses

and

values are selected through two
separate keyboards of ten keys
each. The keys operate fast -acting
miniature switches and thus have
very short travel and an extremely

I -le knows that the answer

light touch.

isin the wire!

Silicon Duo -Diode Has
High Photosensitivity
MADE UP AS an npn double -diode,
a new photosensitive unit developed

He uses Hickory Brand
MW Hookup Wire
exclusively

by Texas Instrument Inc. passes up
to 1,200 µamp when exposed to 1,200

ft -candles of light. In darkness, it
passes less than 0.5 /lamp. Dissipation of the 1N2175 diode is 250 mw
at 25 C. Any biasing voltage up to
50 v will operate it.

HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
FLEXIBLE AT LOW TEMPERATURES
STABLE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

New Adhesive for
Circuit Boards

Use Hickory Brand MW Hookup Wire for elec-

DIP SOLDERING of XXXP-36 printed -

power rectifiers.

tronic devices, aircraft instruments, radio and
radar transmitters, receivers, and lighting and
Thermoplastic insulation type MW 1000 volt 80°C, military specifications Mil -W -76A. In 30
color combinations. Fungus -proof. Resistant to
acids, alkalis, oil, flame and moisture.
All Hickory Brand Electronic Wires and Cables
are quality -engineered and precision -manufactured to meet the most exacting requirements.

circuit boards can now be done
safely at 500 F rather than 450 F
without affecting blister time because of a new adhesive system developed by Formica Corp.

According to St. John Bain of
Formica, the new system incorporates a new adhesive formulation
and a special surface treatment
process of the copper foil.
Other improved properties are
satisfactory resistance to all normal plating solutions including
cyanide baths and improved copper
bond strength at elevated temperatures.
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

Write for complete information on the full line of

HICKORY BRAND

Electronic Wires and Cables
Manufactured by

307

SUPERIOR CABLE CORPORATION, Hickory, North Carolina
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Revolving Disks Color Code Wire
By WILBUR L. HOFF,

Western Electric Co., Hawthorne Works, Chicago, Ill.

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE insulated wire

used in the Bell Telephone System
is color coded with dots and dashes.
Development of a high speed cod-

ing machine and special inks has
played a large part in the successful use of cables with all -plastic in-

sulation and hundreds of readily
identifiable wires.
The machine codes the wire as it
emerges from the extruder at
speeds of 2,500 feet per minute and

higher. It can be reset to produce

a wide variety of dot and dash

codes. The dots and dashes extend
almost all around the wires so the
code is seen from any angle.
There is no contact of the device
and the wire, avoiding depressions
in the thin, hot plastic coating and
electrical breakdown. Adjustments
may be made and ink and thinner
added while the wire is in motion.

Operator corrects code registration as wire is coded at 2,500 fpm, or 4,000 spots a second.
Left to right are wire preheat shive, insulation extruder, color coder, electrical drying
furnace and control panels

Disks Spray Dots

Ink is applied through 2 revolving disks, typically at 2,400 RPM
rotating speed. Each has a retaining rim which is V-shaped on the
inside and flat on the outside. Holes,

0.018 inch in diameter, are drilled
in the rim at the apex of the V. The
distance between the holes determines the spacing between dots and

dashes. The wire is run through
the machine parallel to the drive
shaft of the disks (Fig. 1).
As the ink sprays out the tiny

Timing device as it appears on the wire
coder

holes onto the moving wire, dots

to be varied to suit the disk and

are made. When the dots are placed

wire extrusion speed. A 100 mesh
filter in the bottom of the ink tank

close together, they merge into a

NEEDLE
VALVES
COLOR CODEE
WIRE

GLOBE
VALVE

TANK

t PRESSURE
GAGE

MOTOR DRIVEN
GEAR PUMP

FIG.

100 MESH
FILTER

1 -Schematic drawing of plumbing

and essential parts of color coder
84

INK

Machine is rolled away on casters for rim
and ink changes

dash before drying.
Each disk, 3R inch diameter and
ii inch deep, puts dots on one side

strains out particles too large to

of the wire. Dots are lined up by
coordinating the disks with the

motor.

timing belt shown in Figure 2. Adjustments during full speed operation are made with a stroboscopic
light where the wire emerges from
the machine's hood. To synchronize
the disks with line speed the color
coder may be driven by either a line
shaft from the capstan or a power
selsyn drive.

The plumbing and valves shown

in Fig. 1 enable the ink pressure

pass through the spray holes. The

gear pump is run by a separate
Splashes Trapped

Excess ink in the spray is trapped

in the hood, returns to the reservoir and mixes with fresh ink. The
hood is sharply angled so that ex-

cess ink splashes away from the
wire. Splashing is further reduced
by partitions and baffles.
Vellum gaskets are used under all

screw heads in the ink system and
between the coding rims and their
March 27, 1959
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2N519Á

New "Custom Quality" Family By

GENEIVA.L TR.AILNSiSTOR
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES APPROACH IDEALIZED TRANSISTOR RELIABILITY
A bright new chapter in transistor history is being recorded at GT's

New process controls highlighted by high sensitivity hermetic seal
testing, pre -tinning of internal parts, automatic welding of the hermetic
seal case and individual handling of units in process insure improved
reliability, uniformity of electrical properties, high mechanical strength
and superior hermetic seal. All transistors are pre -aged for 100 hours
at 100°C.

research laboratories, resulting in progressive transistor design of
unprecedented reliability, performance and stability. Advanced pro-

duction control techniques have made possible the New "A -Types"
with specification refinements providing...
TIGHTER PARAMETER CONTROL

HIGHER SWITCHING SPEEDS

HIGHER OPERATING VOLTAGES

WIDER APPLICATION RANGES

See us at Booths 2205 and 2207
IRE Show.

SPECIFICATIONS: POWER DISSIPATION: 150MW @ 25°C STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -65°C TO +100°C
TRANSISTOR
TYPE

POLARITY

CONDUCTINGSTATE
(SATURATED)

CUT-OFF STATE

(EIA)

Collector-

Oper. Volt

Base

D.C. Current Gain

VCER min.

ICMAz = 10a
VB. = 1.5V

Rating
BVCBO

Conditions

hFE

PNP

25V
30V
30V
30V

PNP
NPN
NPN

UNDER CURRENT GAIN

Storage + Fall Time

Delay +

f ab
MC

t, -(- t i

Rise Time

to + t r

µSEC

Typical

0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9

20
12

µSEC

Rea = 62K

2N317A
2N316A
2N358A
2N357A

ALPHA
CUT-OFF

TYFICAL SWITU111176 I,RAR LFU TS[TVS

WITH CIRCUIT GAIN OF 20 AT Ic LISTED

18V

20 - 60 Ic = 400ma, VCE = .25V
20 - 50 le = 200ma, VCE = .2V

20V
25V

25- 75
25- 75

12V

Ic = 300ma, VCE = .25V
IC = 200ma,VCE = .25V

0.3

0.4
0.4
0.5

9

6

Minimum
2N523A
2N522A
2N521A
2N447A
2N446A
2N445A

PNP
PNP
PNP
NPN

20V
25V
25V
30V

NPN

30V

NPN

30V

10V
12V
15V
15V
18V
20V

100 - 400

80 -300
60 - 250
80 - 300
60 - 250

40 -150

IC = 20ma, VCE = .25V
Ic = 20ma,VCE = .25V
Ic = 20ma, VCE = .25V
IC = 20ma, VCE = .25V
Ic = 20ma, VcE = .25V
Ic = 20ma, VcE = .25V

WRITE FOR BROCHURES G -140A AND G -150A

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.7
1.0

0.6
0.8
0.9
0.7
1.0

21

1.3

2

15
8
9
5

Popular compu er types 2N311, 2N312, 2N404, 2N426, 2N427, 2N428,
2N439 and 2N440 are also available.

You grow fastest with the products that serve you

eN

110

best.

Prove

yourself today with GT.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR
0
T
A

C
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Ink jets emerging from a double -dot rim

DRIVEN

pSx

SPRING

oRJvnG
PULLEY

FIG. 2-Disk timing device

baseplates to check false sprays.
Most small holes outside of the hood
become plugged by dried ink.

To change from one code to an-

other, the rims are changed. To
change colors, if only one machine

STUB
SHORTEST
MS CONNECTOR
Meeting or exceeding the environmental resistance requirements of the latest issue of MIL -C-5015, AMPHENOL Stub E

connectors provide three bonus advantages that make them
the finest standard "E" connectors now available.

1. Short Length-shorter than MS maximum and all
competitive MS connectors in comparable shell sizes.

2. Unitized Grommet-grommet, compression nut and
ring form a single unit for easier assembly and disassembly.

3. New Grommet Material-improved over standard
resilient material to provide more "slip" of wires during assembly.
Silver-plated contacts have pre -filled solder pockets for
easier soldering; tamper -proof socket contacts resist test
prod damage per MIL Specifications.
Stub E connectors are available in 3100, 3101, 3102 and
3106 shell styles. Insert configurations per AND drawings
range from 8S-1 to 36-10. Full cataloging of AMPHENOL'S su-

perior Stub E connectors is yours for the asking!

is used, the inks are rotated from
white to yellow to red to black or
other intermediate colors as required. To go from a darker to a

lighter color, the system is first
flushed with cleaner and then a
small amount of white ink.
Vigorous removal of the ink va-

pors is imperative for health and
safety of the operators. Exhaust
ducts are provided for top and bottom levels of the machine. The exhausts are tied into the controls so
that the machine cannot be started
until the exhaust fans are, on. While
ink is being changed or rinsed, the
machine is rolled into an adequately
equipped utility room.
Casters enable the machine to be
rolled about and lined up with the
shaft from the capstan and the extruder. Once aligned, the machine.
is fastened in place with taper pins
to adjustable brackets in the floor.

If a selsyn drive is used the color
coder is lined up with the wire
emerging from the extruder.
The inks are PVC color concen-

trates mixed with tetrahydrofuran
and methyl ethyl ketone. It sets al-

connector division
Af1PHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Chicago 50, illinois

most instantly on the hot plastic
and will not be washed off or become sticky when the wire passes

through a cooling water trough.
Pigments do not centrifuge out inside the code disks if the ink pig-

ments are properly colloidalized.

Approximately 300 grams of PVC
color concentrates are dissolved in
a mixture of 1,500 cubic centimeters
of methyl ethyl ketone and 1,500 cc
of tetrahydrofuran. Pure tetrahydrofuran is faster drying but

FREE ANALYSIS
OF YOUR SMALL METAL PARTS
JOINING PROBLEMS

marks are not as well defined and
heavier ink pigments tend to centrifuge out between the holes in the
rims. Depending somewhat on color
intensity desired, less than 300
grams of black and red concentrates
are used while more than 300
grams are required for good yellow
and white marks.

The pressure in the system is
kept as low as possible consistent
with

good

marking.

At

2,500

F.P.M. 1 psi or less is used. If the
line is stopped, the pressure rises
to 3 pounds.

WELDING TIME CUT IN HALF!
Typical dot -dash codes on wire

PROBLEM: join an aluminum tab to the inside, and a tinned copper lead
to the outside of this aluminum capacitor can. SOLUTION: A Raytheon
Welding Analyst suggested making both welds at once; helped select the
proper welding equipment and set-up for the job. RESULT: welding time
cut in half.

HOW YOU CAN BENEFIT If you have a small metal parts joining problem,
see your Raytheon Welding Analyst. He will be
happy to help you find a solution-without cost or
obligation. Mail the coupon below for full details.
Excelleice in Electronics

r
I

MAIL THIS
End view of color coder with hood plate
removed

1

TO RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT DIVISION
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DEPT. EP -3
WALTHAM 54, MASS.

Please send me literature on Raytheon Welding
Systems.

COUPON
FOR FREE

Please have a Raytheon Welding Analyst contact me.
My problem is: (describe metals, thicknesses, type of
part, etc.)

ANALYSIS

-without
Once the system is started, the
ink circulating pumps are not shut
off until the end of the run. Because
of the quick drying qualities of the
ink, the tiny holes in the rims would
clog after a while, even in the hood
of the machine.
ELECTRONICS- March 27. 1959

cost or
obligation.

NAMF
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ON THE MARKET

100 K ohms. The following toler-

Wire Wound Resistor

ances are available: 10 ohms to

microminiature
THE DAVEN Co., Livingston, N. J.

Type 1282 precision wire wound
resistor measures ñ in. (±--«', in.)
in diameter and .; in. (±h in.) in
length. Minimum resistance is
10

Tiny Tape Recorder
weighs 24 oz
LEACH CORP., 18435 Susana Rd.,
Compton, Calif., announces a completely ruggedized airborne tape
recorder. It has been tested under

actual operating conditions for vi-

ohms ;

maximum resistance,

100 ohms, 0.5 percent; 100 ohms
to 10 K ohms, 0.25 percent; and
10 K ohms to 100 K ohms, 0.1 per-

cent. Maximum voltage is 100 v.
Wattage rating is 0.05 w at 125 C
derated to zero at 145 C. Circle 200
on Reader Service Card.

bration of 15 times gravity without

shock mounting (5 to 2,000 cps)
and impact of 2,000 g (X, Y and Z
planes). Tape speeds are 0.25, 0.5,
1.0, 1.875, 3.75, 7.5, 15 ips. Wow and

flutter (under static conditions) are
less than 1 percent. Circle 201 on
Reader Service Card.

Precision Pot
3 -turn unit

ance of ± 0.3 percent. Linearity

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS CORP., San

diameter, unit features precision
ball or sleeve bearing mounts at

tolerance of ± 0.1 percent is available on special order. Only in. in

Gabriel, Calif. Model 550, a 3 -turn
precision wire wound potentiometer,
is offered

both shaft ends, aluminum lids for
bushing or servo mounting. Circle
202 on Reader Service Card.

in ranges from 10 to

75,000 ohms with a linearity toler-

ated and held stable to better than

Frequency Generator
high stability

1 part in 10' per day by the new

INC., 375
Fairfield Ave., Stamford, Conn.
Frequencies in the range from
1.095 kmc to 1.405 kmc are generMANSON LABORATORIES,

Megohmmeter
portable unit
MID -EASTERN ELECTRONICS, INC., 32

Commerce St., Springfield, N. J.,
announces the model 710 Megatrometer for the measurement of
resistance values to 5,000 million
megohms. Accuracy in the upper

half scale is ± 3.0 percent. Unit
incorporates its own transistorized
power supply for test potentials to
1,000 v d -c, continuously variable.
Mercury cells provide voltage stability with less than 0.0005 percent
change per hr at 1,000 v. Price
is $865. Circle 204 on Reader Service Card.

Paper Capacitor
subminiature
ASTRON CORP., 255 Grand Ave., East

Newark, N. J. A 50-v hermetically
88

model RD -175. Output is tunable
over the range in steps of 10 mc,
and the unit delivers a minimum
of 50 mw power to a 50 -ohm load.
Circle 203 on Reader Service Card.

sealed subminiature type AQF

;....

E! --

paper capacitor made in conformance with MIL -C -25A specs is announced. Offering superior per CIRCLE 53 READERS SERVICE CARD

CERAMICS and METAL -CERAMICS for MISSILES
AlSiMag high -alumina ceramic; offer unusual reliability.
High temperature resistance, superior insulating characteristics, great mechanical stength, resistance to abrasion,
corrosion and chemical attack are .among the advantages
particularly important when maximum performance and
reliability must be packed into minimum space.
Both soft solder and hard solder terminals are available.

A new technique is producing strong high temperature
metal -ceramic hermetic seals

Precision tolerances can be mrintained. Custom designs
are made in an unusually brcad range including ultra -thin
or miniature components of unusual complexity.
AlSiMag special purpose compositions based on alumina,

steatite, zircon, Forsterite, corcierite, titania, aluminum
silicate, magnesium silicate, s.licon carbide and other materials may answer special requirements. The AlSiMag
family of ceramic compositions .s the largest in the indus-

try ... and it is backed by more than half a century of
specialized experience over the widest area of design and
production in the technical ceramic field. Your inquiries
will have prompt and interenee attention.

A Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company

Multiple pin heaters for use in electron tubes and
other demanding applfcations are made in AlSiMag
with pins hermeticolly sealed. The AlSiMag ceramic

may be safely wed :n working temperatures up to
2800° F. The limning factors are the me -al components. The parts shown have tantalum pins with
nickel braze alloy combined with the ceramic in a
strong hermetic seal for operating tempera"ores in
the 1000° F. range. The materials have been carefully selected for ruggedness and for their law vapor
pressure characteristics. This base and envelope allow higher bake -out temperatures during assembly.

St AMERICAN LAVA

WICORPORATION

CHATTANOOGA 5. TENN.
57TH YEAR OF ZfRAM C LEADEBSHI?

For service, contact American lava 'representatives in Offices of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. in these cities (fee your local
telephone directory): Boston: Newton Center, Mass. Chicago: Bedford Park, Ill. Cleveland, O. Dallas, Texas e -os Angeles, Cal'.
Ph ladelphia, Pa.
St. Paul, Minn.
So. San (Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.
New York: Ridgefield, N. J.
St. Louis, Mo.
All other export: Minnesota ?Mining & Manufacturing Co., International Division, 99 Pam. Ave., New York; N. Y.

/

RELIABILITY...
THE SOLUTION

TO YOUR
ELECTRONIC

formance in low voltage transistorized applications, it operates at
temperatures from -65 C to +125
C without derating, has a capac-

itance variation of less than ±3
percent over the entire operating
temperature range. The compact

THIS IS

ZIPPERTUBING
...a method of making custom
electronic cab/es in seconds..
at a fraction of the cost!

light -weight units are available in
ratings from 0.027 µf to 2.0 µf. Circle 205 on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENT
PROBLEMS

MEETS

Designing reliability into
electronic components and
instrumentation is Borg
Equipment Division's business.
Borg's reliable engineering,
research and production
facilities are at your service
for commercial or military
projects. Bring your component
reliability problems to Borg.
enjoy working with
our cooperative, creative
engineering staff. The result
will be a sound, practical
and reliable solution at
a considerable saving of time

and money. Here are just
a few of the products
manufactured by Borg .. .

MIL

Photoconductive Cells
cadmium sulphide
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTORS

SPECS.

LTD.,

Montreal 26, Quebec, Canada. New

cadmium sulphide photoconducfeature several new
physical shapes designed to meet
the most common mounting problems. The unsealed types with or
tive cells

without pigtails are rated at 0.5
w. The head-on type, hermetically
sealed by a glass -to -metal seal, is
rated at 1.0 w dissipation, and when

mounted on a suitable heat sink,

Now available in Vinyl, New Stretch
Vinyl, Teflon, Nylon, Mylar, Neoprene.

Major Advantages
1.

Cables are made by you, on the spot,

as needed, without machinery. Production delays eliminated.

2. New stretch compound provides
tighter jacketing.

may dissipate up to 3.0 w for short
periods. The tubular hermetically

3. Highly abrasion -resistant. Tempera-

sealed variety has a power rating
of 0.15 w. Circle 206 on Reader

4. Eliminates expensive lacing or tying
of conductors.

Service Card.

5. Provides re -accessibility to conduc-

ture range, -90°F to 450°F.

tors, or can be permanently
FREQUENCY STANDARDS

sealed.

method permits cable termination with any type of connector.

6. New

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

7. Sizes from 1/4" ID-continuous

POTENTIOMETERS

8. New metal laminations for shielded

lengths to 1000 ft.
;..`

or co -axial cable construction.
9.

MULTI -TURN COUNTING DIALS

Important

FRACTIONAL H. P. MOTORS

SPECIAL DESIGNS
WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA

BORG

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
CIRCLE 54 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Perforated type or molded "Ys" and
"Ts" simplify branchouts.

Test Oscillators
two models
FXR, INc., 26-12 Borough Place,
Woodside 77, N. Y. New signal
sources, models C772A and X772A
are test oscillators with frequency ranges from 3,950 to 8,000
mc and 7,000 to 11,000 mc, respec-

tively. Power output is from 10 to
100 mw. Other features include an

If you design or work with electronic
cables, it will pay you to try ZIPPER -

TUBING. Field representatives are
nearby-or send for free sample and
technical literature.

Offices & Warehouses in All Principal Cities

THE ZIPPERTUBING CO.
752 So. San Pedro St. Los Angeles 14, Calif.
TWX LA

840

CIRCLE 55 READERS SERVICE CARD
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COMPONENT

SIAM

S

205 SERIES, 10 -TURN
MICROPOTS

990 SERIES TRIMMING MICROPOTS

SIZE: 1%" dia.; 21/1" long;
shaft extension 7/8" or special
to order.

15,1i11%

LINEARITY ACCURACY:

±0.1% and 0.05% (independent or zero based).
RESISTANCES: 50 ohms to
100,000 ohms, tolerance ±5%.
POWER DISSIPATION: 5 watts
at 40° C.

SIZE: 11/4" x 5/i6" x 17/;4,
RESISTANCES: 10 to 30,000 ohms
standard. Other values on special
order.

Tolerances - ±5% 100 ohms and
over

±10% below 100
ohms

FAT MANY

SPECIAL

TERMINALS: Printed circuit,

DESIGN NEEDS
standard Borg

MOO SERIES, 10 -TURN

MICROPOTS

SIZE: 17/s" dia.; 21/1" long; shaft
extension 7/8" or special to order.

LINEARITY ACCURACY: 0.5%

to 0.1% (independent linearity).
RESISTANCES: 50 to 100,000 ohms,
tolerance ± 5%.

POWER DISSIPATION: 3 watts at
40° C.

ADJUSTMENT: Screw driver slot
provides adjustment of complete
range in 40 turns.

Design flexibility of eliminates the
often Tally designed
components
specially line of
de
need for expensive,
offers a
turn Borg
units.
potentiometers,
horseprecision p and fractional
n these
counting dials

Many
are
power
power
Borg components
in missile
standard
currently platforms and firing
launchingstations, radar and
control
computers
equipment,
appadsonar ey
electronic
similar
and
of
assures
ratus. Production
Borg components partial
this
quick delivery.
is
shown
selection
complete
Write forgomponents.

soldered lug, insulated wire leads.

PRECISION INSTRUMENT
MOTORS
Borg -Motors offer you fractional

horsepower motors in synchronous or induction models with or
without gear -trains in 2 -pole or
4 -pole models for your precision
equipment. Borg -Motors are totally
enclosed, using precision machined

die cast alloys for end bells and
gear train cases. Die cast rotors,

mounted on two ball bearings,
assure long life, continued accuracy.

on

Ák for cataalog BED -A90.
900 SERIES MICROPOTS
Borg 900 Series Micropots are available

in single -turn, 3 -turn and 10 -turn models.

SIZE: Single -turn - 2" dia.; 1%4" long
3 -Turn - 2" dia.; 1%" long
10 -Turn - 2" dia.; 2%6" long
Shafts -1/4" dia.
Bushing Mount -7A3" long
Servo Mount - %" long
LINEARITY ACCURACY: Single -turn - ±.5%
(independent)
3 -Turn - ±0.1% (independent, zero based, or absolute reference).
10 -Turn - .05% (independent, zero based, or absolute reference).
RESISTANCES: Single -Turn - 50 to 50,000 ohms
3 -Turn - 15 to 60,000 ohms
10 -Turn - 50 to 300,000 ohms

TEMPERATURE LIMITS: Tested to 350° F.

DIRECT READING MICRODIALS
Borg Direct -Reading Microdials provide the highest accuracy of perception when forced -fast -reading and setting is
required because of their inline digital presentation. Borg
Direct -Reading Microdials are available in 3 -digit 10 -turn
models, 4 -digit 100 -turn models and 5 -digit
1,000 turn models. Also available are Borg
Concentric Scale Microdials which indicate
the position of any multi -turn device of 10
turns or less.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA ON ALL
BORG COMPONENTS-CATALOG BED A90

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation

BORG

JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
ELECTRONICS

- March 27, 1959
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MICRODIALS
MOTORS
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TERMINALS and CONNECTORS FOR
HIGH PRODUCTION APPLICATIONS

Save

Wiring

Time

integral power supply and modulator, a 40 db r -f attenuator; single
knob, direct reading frequency
obtained by automatic tracking of
the reflector voltage. Circle 207
on Reader Service Card.

Speed
Production

Cut Assembly
Costs
MINIATURE TUBULAR
TERMINALS-Save time and

labor in printed circuit
assembly. Snap in
instantly and hold firmly
until permanently soldered.

Motor Generator
2.75 -oz unit

RECEPTACLES AND

DAYSTROM TRANSICOIL, Worcester,

CONNECTORS-Fit quickly
and firmly. For use with

Montgomery County, Pa. A new

Maleo Tubular Terminals
and for similar quick
connect and disconnect
applications.

size 10 motor generator is designed

for operation directly from transistor servo amplifiers, and will
develop a stall torque of 0.3 oz in.
Free speed is 6,500 rpnt, and viscous damping is 31.1 dyne -cm/

WRAP -A -WIRE

TERMINALS-Quickly

inserted. Exclusive staked
clinch -type feature locks
terminal firmly until
permanently soldered.

radian/sec. Generator output is
0.16 v per 1,000 rpm at 10 v input,

and 0.41 v per 1,000 rpm at 26 If
input. Maximum generator null is
35 mv and 91 mv at inputs of 10
and 26 v respectively. Circle 208

SOLDER LUGS AND
INTERLOCK CONNECTORS-

Especially designed for
production line assembly
operations. Interlocks
are ideal for interlocking
printed circuits or
flybacks, as speaker lead
connectors or as
transformer mounting lugs.

on Reader Service Card.

SPECIAL TERMINALS AND
CONTACTS-Malco Tool and

Manufacturing Company
has complete facilities
to furnish practically any
design or construction to fit
individual requirements.

MALCOMATIC* MACHINES

-Designed for high
volume production, these
machines automatically
insert, crimp or stake.
They pay for themselves
in time and labor costs,
greatly speed assembly.

Dummy Load Device
versatile unit
BARKER & WILLIAMSON, INC., Bris-

*Request Bulletin 581. Send
b/p or specs and annual
requirements for quote.

tol, Pa. By means of a versatile instrument called the Matchmaster,

transmitters may be tested with-

*Registered Trade Name

ill

CL

out putting signals on the air.
TOOL and MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

4023 WEST LAKE STREET

Unit consists of dummy load with
direct reading r -f wattmeter and
swr bridge. It is useful in electronic lab or factory maintenance
shop for measuring the swr in an -

-
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HERE'S WHY

SO MANY
ENGINEERS

SPECIFY

P&B's
MH RELAY`

Shown with printed
circuit terminals

*AND VARIATIONS OF THIS BASIC STRUCTURE SHCWN BELOW

ENGINEERING DATA/MH RELAY

VERSATILITY and adaptability

Insulation: Laminated phenolic.
Insulation Resistance: 100 meg-

I- 4M0.11

ohms minimum.

Breakdown Voltage: 500 volts

why designers have made
the MH a P&B best seller. This relay series,
are }crime reasons

RMS between all elements.

-;

for example, does yeoman duty in such diverse

Shock: Up to 30g.
Vibration: Up to 109 from 55 to

_úz

applications as jet aircraft, street lighting
equipment, computers and missile ground

3

?
2.

_

controls.
When multiple switching is required ...when
size, weight, long life and reliability are critical

500 cps.; .065' max. excursions from 10 to 55 cps.

:11E0N151101a

,

CLEtRUnCE HOLE

+125`C. on special order).
Weight: 21/2 oz. max. (open relay)

...our MH relay can usually fill the bill. It's
RIGHT for countless jobs, often at countable
savings.
Let us send you complete information about

this miniature telephone -type relay and the
variations we've evolved for special applications. Write or call today.

Ambient Temperature: -45°C.
to +85°C. -(65°C. to

VI'

9YlA-F
-

I

t<

"--

I
I

F OR DC

REIMS
OR EC

--- RE,erS

Pull -In: Approx. 75% of nominal
voltage.
Pull -In Speed: Approx. 15 ms.
Drop -Out Speed: Approx. 10 ms.

Terminals: Pierced solder lugs;
special lugs for printed circuits,
taper tob (AMP #78).

CONTACTS:

Arrangements: Up to 9 springs
per stack.

Material: n/a' silver; also Palladium or gold alloy.

Load: Dry circuits to 5 amps
@115V AC resistive.
COILS:

Resistance: 22,000 ohms max.

Power: 100 milliwatts per mov-

able minimum to 4 watts at
25°C. max. (200 mw. min,. to

meet max. shock/vibration
spec.)

Duty: DC: Continuous. AC: Intermittent (2 pole relay max.)
Voltages: DC: Up to 110 volts.
AC: Up to 230 v. 60 cycles.
Current: 2.5 ma to 10 amps DC.

P813. STANDARD RELAYS AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

MC FOR RF SWITCHING
For RF switching where intercontact
capacitance losses must be minimized.
Ceramic contact spacers.

P044

MA LATCHING
Electrical latch; mechanical reset. Small,

versatile and offered with selection of
contact arrangements.

MB CONTACTOR

Contacts rated 60 amp. 28 volts DC
non -inductive. Will carry 1 50 amp. surge

for a duration of 0.3 seconds.

B

MH SEAL -TEMP
Features sealed coil to minimize contact
contamination. Available as hermetically

sealed relay only.

PRINCETON, INDIANA SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY

tenna feed lines, adjustment of
radio transmitter power output
before going on the air and many
other applications. Circle 209 on
Reader Service Card.

SCIENTISTS

are

people...

Toggle Switch
general purpose
SARGENT ELECTRIC CORP., 630 Mer-

rick Road, Lynbrook, N. Y., announces a new series of general
precision built toggle
switches. Designed specifically for
fractional h -p motors and electronic
circuits, it features quick make,
quick break, wiping contacts. Small
and compact, it is rated at 3 amperes
250 v, 6 amperes 125 v. It is available in spst, in two bushing lengths,
purpose,

.

... and scientists and their families enjoy the combination of creative work and
stimulating living that Los Alamos offers.
There is exciting adventure here in de-

with either wire leads, screw terminals, solder lugs or quick discon-

nect tabs. Circle 210 on Reader
Service Card.

veloping the sources and uses of nuclear energy in the age of space explora-

tion. Here too is an uncrowded community, a healthful climate, cool summers and mild winters, in a high mountain forest setting of spectacular beauty.
Employment inquiries are invited
from highly qualified people in the physical sciences and engineering. Write to:

Power Meter
stable, accurate
NARDA MICROWAVE CORP., 118-160

Director of Personnel
Division 59-23

loss;,alamos
scientific laboratory
OF M( IMP/L.51TV Of CALIFO.NIA

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO

Herricks Rd., Mineola, N. Y., anfully -transistorized
a
microwave power meter, self -balancing to provide accurate, automatic direct -reading measurements of c -w or pulsed power. It
nounces

may be used with all 100 or 200
ohm bolometers or thermistorspositive or negative temperature
coefficient-requiring any bias
current up to 18 ma, in any frequency range for which there are
bolometers or thermistor mounts.
Meter provides wide power meas -
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FOR FAST AND

ACCURATE

COUNTING

PRESENT

SUBSCRIBERS

- Please Note!

cold -cathode glow
transfer counting

+n -

TUBES

This subscription coupon is for NEW subscrib-

up to 20,000

is not intended as a renewal notice. If
you are already personally subscribing, we
shall appreciate your passing the form to one

counts/ sec

ers. It

DELTA ENGINEERING CORP.,
When developing this high-speed
Counting

Machine,

evaluated

Automatic
preset

many

of your associates. Thank you.

counters. Delta decided on an electronic count
control using Baird -Atomic Dekatron counting

Mail Reply to: McGraw-Hill Pub. Co., Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

tubes. The machine can tally up to 5 -million
manufactured parts an hour with an accuracy
of 1/10 of 1% - an application requiring the
extreme reliability and performance gained by
Dekatron's more than 10 years of service.
For full details on Dekatron glow -transfer tubes
and patented drive circuits, write to ... .

Baird -Atomic, Inc.
33 UNIVERSITY RD. CAMBRIDGE 38. MASS.

7!!'tiLf(/IlQnR lc Ra~1

É

uo
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Wound to

Meet Your

a,

LSM

Prototype
_

and

o

á

2060

N

Production

2082

2350

u

Needs
C kMBION®

LS -3

Shown /2 actual size

standard wound coils are available in types and

sizes covering requirements in the broadest range of fre-

quencies. Wound on ceramic or phenolic forms - vertical for
conventional circuits and vertical and horizontal for printed
circuits - many feature the I'erma-Torq'e tensioning device,
which allows locking of tuning cores while still tunable.
Special windings on shielded forms available to 'meet your
needs.

Most prototype specifications can be filled from the broad
coil line. Unusual requirements can be handled by

CAMBION

the widely -known CAMBION 0-8 Laboratory Coil -Development

Department. And for .your regular production, count on the
same quality in any quantity. Another excellent aid for prototypes or lab experimenting is the CAMBION Coil Kit, containing 10 coil forms wound in overlapping inductance ranges from

v
o

2

in

J

to 80 µh. For complete details, write to Cambridge

Thermionic Corporation, 437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38,
Massachusetts.
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COMBINE LIGHT WEIGHT
WITH NIGH PERFORMANCE

uring range, with 0.001 to 0.01 mw

and 0.003 to 0.03 mw scales, in
addition to the five standard scales
up to 10 mw. Circle 211 on Reader
Service Card.

... Bendix Radar Antenna Pedestals
specified for "Hawk" missile system

Power Supply
transient free
PERKIN

ENGINEERING CORP.,

345

Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif.. has
developed a 6-36 v d -c at 15 am-

To locate, track and destroy low -flying, high-speed attacking aircraft is the mission of the Army's "Hawk" missile system now in

production by Raytheon Manufacturing Company, the prime
contractor. Speed, accuracy and dependability are mandatory.
When Raytheon needed pedestals for the system's illuminator
and acquisition antennae, Bendix had the answer-a proved basic
design that was readily tailored to the application at a great saving of time

peres transistorized transient free
power supply. Model MTR636-15
Is especially designed for testing
transistorized circuits where transistor failure occurs with the constatically regulated
ventional

power supplies due to line and
load transients. For further information write directly to the
company.

and money.

The design combines the reliability, high response and accuracies

(0.5 mil or better) of famed Bendix rotating components with
the ruggedness of Bendix-designed and -cast magnesium housings.
Experienced component packaging coupled with unique construction
save weight and space-ease transportation problems.
THE "HAWK" PEDESTAL 15 JUST ONE EXAMPLE from E -P's family of

radar antenna devices developed for a variety of airborne and
ground applications, including mortar and meteorological tracking,
missile seeker and countermeasure types. Write for information.

:3'

Eclipse -Pioneer Division
Teterboro, N. J.

District Offices: Burbank and San Francisco, Calif.;
Seattle,

AVIATION CORPORATION

Wash.; Dayton, Ohio; and Washington,

D. C. Export Sales & Service: Bendix International
Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Instrument Rectifiers
rugged, stabilized
EDAL INDUSTRIES, INC., 64 Frank-

Y

I

"TRY THESE
PRECIS/ON COMPONENTS
FEATURED AT THE

BEND/X
SUPERMARKET

lin St., New Haven 11, Conn. Copper oxide instrument rectifiers are
completely enclosed in a phenolic
housing for high moisture, humidity and salt spray resistivity. The
internal construction utilizes helical springs to insure minimum
change of characteristics with

temperature. An eyelet through
center of the unit clears No. 2
screw for mounting. Leads are
flexible 3 in. long stranded wire,
high temperature vinyl insulation,

colored for identification. Circle
212 on Reader Service Card.
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terials such as Kel-F, Teflon epoxy,
etc. Available in single or mul-

P.S. and don't forget these
other quality products at the

tiple layers, this flexible printed
circuit gives lower manufacturing
cost, lighter weight, space saving,
increases reliability, lowers assembly errors, and gives uniform
production. Circle 215 on Reader
Service Card.

Multiplexer
accurate, flexible
THE GEOTECHNICAL

CORP.,

Core Handler

may be plugged into the multi-

RESE ENGINEERING, INC., 731 Arch

for 80 mil types
St., Philadelphia 6, Pa., announces
model 4012 automatic memory core
handler for fully automatic or

manual rate feeding of standard,
0.080 in. o -d,

ferrite cores to a

testing point, in pilot line or full
scale production line testing. Operating at a maximum handling

rate of 3,600 cores per hr, the

4012 provides for the separation
of the tested cores in 5 different

grades. Circle 216 on Reader Service Card.

Klystron Transmitter

have become the "supermarket"
of the industry. We feature fast
delivery and mass -production

Control Transformers Differentials Receivers Resolvers
Transmitters

long distances. From 1 to 8 adjustable and serviceable voltage -con-

compact system

components listed below, we

(Frame sizes: 8, 10, 11, 15, 22)

voice -frequency telephone, radio,

ice Card.

greater volume of the precision

400 -CYCLE SYNCHROS

made practical by coupling the
multiplexer directly to a single

plexer. Circle 213 on Reader .Serv-

With our greater variety and

cision quality.

Shiloh Road, Garland, Texas. Remote real-time recording, computing, simulating, or control are

trolled f -m subcarrier oscillators

"SUPERMARKET"

economy-plus the highest pre-

3401

or microwave circuit to transmit
several channels of analog data

BENDIX

GYROS

Directional, Free, Rate, Roll
and Vertical Gyro Transmitters

Stable Platforms
MOTORS AND GENERATORS

Gear Head Motors and Motor
Generators Low -Inertia Servo
Motors Motor Generators Pre-

cision Induction Tachometer
Generators Rate Generators
PACKAGED COMPONENTS

Analog -Digital Converters
Azimuth Counters Cam Compensators Clutched Synchros
Dual -Speed Synchros External
Slip -Ring Synchros Follow -Up

Mechanisms Miniature Dif-

ferential Gear Assemblies
Servo Assemblies

LEVINTHAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,

INC., 760 Stamford Industrial Park,
Palo Alto, Calif. Model 215 klystron

RADAR DEVICES

transmitter is a research unit for

Airborne Radar Antennae

radar, communications, and propa-

gation work. Utilizing an Eimac

YzB\BS

X581Q klystron with a power gain
of 45 db, the unit is capable of pro-

You Can't Beat The Bendix

ducing 50 kw of peak power at a

"Supermarket". Try us.

maximum duty cycle of 0.06. It operates over the band 700 to 900 mc.
The complete system is packaged in
three cabinets. Circle 214 on
Reader Service Card.

Eclipse -Pioneer Division

AVIATION CORPORATION

Teterboro, N. J.

Printed Circuit
flexible type
INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

Co.,

401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8,
Pa., announces a flexible printed
circuit-etched copper patterns
bonded between thin flexible

sheets of plastic insulating ma-

UHF Tv Translator
100 w unit
ADLER ELECTRONICS, INC., One Le -

Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.

TRY THESE
PRECISION COMPONENTS
FEATURED AT THE

BENDIX
SUPERMARKET

Type

RA -7 translator -amplifier
provides 100 w of peak visual out-

put power in 470-890 mc range
CIRCLE 65 READERS SERVICE CARD
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NEW

when driven by a suitable modu-

lated uhf tv signal. This output

SMALLEST 24'2,-2.2tel

power

enables communities

shielded from orginating stations

and beyond the range of 10 w

ROTARY
SELECTOR
SWITCH

translators to receive tv service.
Features include variable bandwidth, and an exclusive method
for adjusting the position of the
feed point along the cathode line
to insure proper drive impedance
and very low vswr. Circle 217 on
Reader Service Card.

Hex Connectors
positive locking ring
U. S. COMPONENTS, INC.,

454 E.

148th St., New York 55, N. Y. Mini-

ature hex connectors with 4 to 10
contacts are now being produced
with the positive locking ring described in U. S. Patent No. 2,848,702. The MH series connectors are

ideal for uniting cables subject to
vibration, pulls, or other in -use
stresses. Circle 218 on Reader
Service Card.

These circuit selectors or stepping relays, model BD2, perform dependable, remote switching jobs such as, stepping

... counting ... programming ... circuit selecting .. .

sequencing ... and homing.

check these features: Small and light ... the four wafer selec-

tor switch is only 111" wide, 22%2" long and weighs only 3hz

oz.... available with 1, 2, 3, or 4 switch wafers ...

12

positions with silver alloy contacts ... 12 position floating
ratchets . . . anti -overthrow latch . . . flange mounting
... a choice of ratings from 3 to 300 volts D.C.... available in hermetically sealed models . . . and designed to
meet all applicable environmental tests of MIL -E -5272B.

immediate delivery from stock of standard model,
part No. S-10019-004...3 pole, 12 throw switching, 12 position, notch homing, self -interrupted, 28
volts D..C., flange mounting
//Ll-&-

.. for engineering and stock model
information

.

.

.

Bulletins 55852 and 558572

123 WEBSTER ST., DAYTON 2, OHIO
IN CANADA Marsland Eng. Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario
IN EUROPE N.S.F. Ltd. 31-32, Alfred Place, London, England

N.S.F. GmbH, Further Strasse 101a, Nurnberg, Germany
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Oscilloscope
dual -beam
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,

INc., 760 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton,
N.

J. A dual -beam oscilloscope

with outstanding sensitivity which
is capable of displaying x -y plots
and' simultaneously displaying

either the x- or y -signal against

time is available. A unique switching arrangement on the front panel
of the type 411 develops nine ma March 27, 1959-ELECTRONICS

another
unique

Be sure to see GRC
at the IRE Show

390

PARTING LINE

Lfi 7ssz13

/

;'/.....

czinc alloy
omponent

Booth 4108

N

r.,,.

GRC CUTS TINY BUSHING
0110 001

COST TO $2.00/M

Die cast by I:I1C in zinc alloy in a single automatic operation, this
triton screw machine Part for a ball point pen, now costs little more
thou $2.00 per thousand in lots of a million. Each bushing Is uniform,
clean and accurate-no cut-off marks, no burrs, no secondary trimming
and no scrap loss. Typical of the production economies and wide design
latitude which GRC's exclusive patented methods have made possible

¿,lU01bbIü

V

on parts "no bigger than your thumbnail."

M

long,

(Maximum size

is

I%"

oz.: no size too small).
Simple or complex, let GRC's unique techniques go to work for
you ... on tiny die east and plastic molded parts made to order

on their wide variety of standard parts available in
stock-die cast wing and round head thumb nuts and screws,
cap nuts, gears and pinions, molded nylon screws, you'll
be glad you did.
Write, wire, phone TODAY

for bulletins, spec sheets
and pwíces. Send prints or apeos

JDo 102530212301)
¢000n® Poalaºo a0000 pvrlv
áaDa9 U`33

1/2

for quotation.

m

CRIESl-119d's
REPRODUCER
CORP
¡'its, r,to.sI I'rodrterr al .'ut11 Die C'astittgs
151 Beechwood Avenue, New Rochelle, N. Y.

NEw Rochelle 3-8600
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A secondary distribution of the securities listed below has been completed by the
undersigned. All of these shares having been sold, this adver-

tisement appears only as a matter of record.
Not a New Issue

12,550 Shares

Airpax Electronics, incorporated
Capital Stock Class A
($5.00 Par)

Men on the Move
Now available
in a new edition ...
with new figures.
This popular booklet points up the

Placement of the securities listed below has been arranged privately
through the undersigned.
New Issue

important sales problem of personnel

10,000 Shares

1,000 key men (over a 12 -month pe-

Airpax Electronics, incorporated

turnover in industry. Out of every
riod) 343 new faces appear . . . 65
change titles ... 157 shift ... and 435
stay put. These figures are based on
average mailing address changes on a
list of over a million paid subscribers
to McGraw-Hill magazines.

Capital Stock Class B
($5.00 Par)

Write us for o free copy

Company Promotion Department

SCHUSTER & CO., INC.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

37 Wall Street

New York 5, N. Y.

330 West 42nd Street,
New York 36, New York
CIRCLE 70 READERS SERVICE CARD
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jor modes of display. By introduc-

Dependable when the going is tough!

ing Z-axis modulation, 27 additional useful display modes are
possible. Circle 219 on Reader
Service Card.

Kellogg
Type M

relay
Applicator/Dispenser
for retaining rings
WALDES

47-16

INC.,

KOHINOOR,

Austel Place, Long Island City 1,
N. Y., has developed a new applicator and dispenser designed for

°¿/c7

faster, more efficient and more economical assembly of Truarc series

Hermetically sealed, miniature

5139 Prong -Lock retaining rings.
The applicator is available in eight

dependability, ruggedness with

shafts ranging in diameter from

relays that combine compactness,

minimum weight. Type M relays
meet all critical military and commercial specifications.
Type M relays bring you all these

sizes to accommodate rings for

0.092 in. to 0.438 in. The dispenser

features:

currently in four sizes
to accommodate size -15, -18,
-25 and -31 rings. Circle 220 on

Heavy Duty Contacts

Reader Service Card.

a-120 V. A.C.-10 amps,
non -inductive

b-28 V. D.C.-5 amps,
inductive
c-28 V. D.C.-10 amps,
non -inductive

Rotary Action

dynamically balanced armature

Special Contacts

for dry circuit applications

Special Mountings available
Wide Variety of header types
Basic Dimensions

x 1" x 1-3/16" dia.
Contacts: 1/2" x i/s" x .047".
Weight: 4 oz.

in"
!1'c_

13/4"

Write for full details. Kellogg will
gladly design relays to meet your
own specifications and operating
conditions.

KELLOGG
CH/CAGO, lLLINO/S
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, 6650 South Cicero Avenue,
Chicago 38, III. Communications division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.

Manufacturers of : Relays Hermetically Sealed Relays Switches
Miscellaneous Telephone Type Components

'

Servo Pot
wire wound
MAUREY INSTRUMENT CORP., 7924

S. Exchange Ave., Chicago 17, Ill.
The 87-M30 is a
in. diameter
servo precision potentiometer.
ri

Resistance range is 25 to 50,000
ohms. Torque is less than 0.10
Independent linearity is
±5 percent above 1,000 ohms. Ex-

oz -in.

cept for the shaft end, the unit is
completely sealed from moisture
and foreign material. It will pass
applicable requirements of MIL R -19A, MIL -E -5272A, 4 mils. Cir-

cle 221 on Reader Service Card.
100
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CUT LAB EQUIPMENT COSTS IN HALF

ELECTRONIC KITS

Rotary Seal
for high vacuum
HIGH VACUUM EQUIPMENT CORP., 2

Churchill Road, Hingham, Mass.,
announces a push-pull rotary seal

for installation in units where a
90 deg translation of motion is required between the vacuum chamber and the operator's position in

Heathkit Model OP -1 Professional

5' DC Oscilloscope is an example of
the top quality test instruments available from Heath at % the price you
would expect to pay. This feature.

front of the system. It is capable

of introducing both rotary and

vertical motion into vacuum systems operating as low as 1 x 10-6
mm Hg. The device is capable of
continuous 360 deg rotation, and
4 in. of vertical motion. Circle 222
on Reader Service Card.

sacked kit

sells complete for only

$179.95.

Heathkits give you twice as much equipment
for every dollar invested.
Stretch your test equipment budget

by using HEATHKIT instruments
in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high quality equip-

ment without paying the usual

premium price by letting engineers
or technicians assemble Heathkits

The Heathkit Model V -7A is the

world's largest selling VTVM.

Precision 1% resistors are used in
the voltage divider circuit for high

accuracy and an etched circuit
board simplifies assembly and
cuts construction time in half.
Price of this outstanding kit is

between rush periods. Comprehensive step-by-step instructions

Only $25.95.

insure minimum construction time.
You'll get more equipment for the
same investment and be able to fill
any requirement by choosing from
more than 100 different electronic
kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the
world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your business. Send
today for the free Heathkit catalog!

Tv Camera
withstands noise
KIN TEL, a division of Cohu Electronics, Inc., 5725 Kearny Villa
Road, San Diego 12, Calif. Model

1986 CN camera is designed for
closed-circuit tv systems where
noise and vibration are severe oper-

ating hazards. It can operate in
noise environments up to
145 db
without an acoustical housing. Immediate application is on rocket or
jet engine test stands. The camera
is essentially free of microphonics.
It features a video -signal amplifier
with subminiature tubes mounted in
a unique heat sink. Result is a
dampening out of sound vibrations,
plus full thermal protection. Circle

223 on Reader Service Card.
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

The Heathkit Model PS.4 Variable
Voltage Rogulatrd Power Supply

Kit is another outstanding example el Heath Company cnai.
neering ingenuity. Truly professional in pr rformnnc.
II a,
appearance yet it cost -r 1, 154 95.

FREE CATALOG

ALL PRICES F.O.B. BENTON HARBOR, MICH. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

HEATH COMPANY
5)a subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.

r..

Benton Harbor 14, Michigan
Please send the latest Free Heathkit Catalog.
NAME

Mail the coupon today
for the latest catalog
describing over 100
easy -to -build, high quality
electronic kits.

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

CIRCLE 72 READERS SERVICE CARD
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NEW BENDIX

Literature of
the Week
MATERIALS

DRIVER

Teflon Tubing. Continental -Dia-

mond Fibre Corp., Newark, Del.,
has available a new bulletin on the

CDF line of flexible thin -wall
paste -extruded tubing and spa-

TRANSISTORS

ghetti extruded Teflon. Circle 250
on Reader Service Card.
Potting and Molding Compound.
Electronic Production & Development, Inc., 138 Nevada St., El

Segundo, Calif., has published a
loose-leaf perforated bulletin on
TC-459 connector potting and junction molding compound. Circle 251

on Reader Service Card.
Ceramic Tooling. Duramic Products, Inc., 262-272 Mott St.,

New York 12, N. Y. Bulletin 117
is a 2 -page technical data sheet
describing Duramic Grade M120F-T
ceramic, a new wear -resistant

high -temperature tooling material
for use in alloying of semiconductor materials. Circle 252 on Reader
Service Card.

COMPONENTS
AUDIO OSCILLATOR POWER SWITCH
TRANSISTOR DRIVER SERVO CONTROL RELAY DRIVER MOTOR CONTROL
AUDIO AMPLIFIER (CLASS A OR B)

Resistance Card. Filmohm Corp.,
48 W. 25th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Slated to be the "workhorse of the transistor industry", this new Bendix series

Eliminating the internal connection between transistor and case allows circuit
isolation. Long life and stable operation
are assured by welded construction and

high -volume production.
Contained in the JEDEC TO -9 pack-

a vacuum -tight seal.

consists of three models-each with a
different voltage rating and each in

age, this tiny transistor dissipates 400
mW of power at 25°C and 67 mW at
75°C. The higher voltage rating and
high current gain are combined with
more linear current gain characteristics
to enable switching applications and
lower distortion output. Featuring low
saturation resistance, the typical values
are 1 ohm measured at 100 MA. The
2N1008 series has a minimum current

gain of 40 and a maximum of 150.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Vice

Vdc
2N1008
2N1008A
2N1008B

-20
-40
-60

lb
lc
Pc
mAdc mW mAdc
300
300
300

400
400
400

30
30
30

T Storage

Tj

°C

°C

-65 to +85
-65 to +85
-65 to +85

85
85
85

Write today for the new Bendix Semiconductor Catalog for more information
on our complete line of power transistors,
power rectifiers, and driver transistors.
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, BENDIX AVIA-

TION CORPORATION, LONG BRANCH, N. J.

West Coast Sales & Service: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, California Midwest Sales Office: 4104 N. Harlem
Ave., Chicago 34, Illinois New England Sales Office: 4 Lloyd Rd., Tewksbury, Mass. Export Sales & Service: Bendix
International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. Canadian Affiliate: Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.,
P.O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario.

_entil % Division
102
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Bulletin P-2 describes the metal
fiberglass plastic resistance
card, a new highly stable microwave attenuator material. Circle
253 on Reader Service Card.
film

Large Waveguide. I -T -E Circuit

Breaker Co., 1900 Hamilton St.,
Philadelphia 30, Pa. A four -page

report reviews a full family of
large waveguide components and
associated test equipment. Circle
254 on Reader Service Card.

Flexible Shafting. F. W. Stewart Corp., 4311-13 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago 13, Ill. A new bulletin explains briefly the advantages

and the simplicity of designing a
flexible shaft into products having
AVIATION CORPORATION

an application which requires con March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

trol from remote places. Circle
255 on Reader Service Card.
Electronic Control System. D. W.

Thomas Engineering Inc., 367 W.
Seventh St., San Pedro, Calif. Bulletin 3079 describes Ra-Trol, a
transistorized subminiature electronic control system. Circle 256
on Reader Service Card.
Resistors/Capacitors.
Ohmite
Mfg. Co., 3670 Howard St., Skokie,
Ill. Bulletin 162 describes three

unusual assortments of precision
resistors and tantalum capacitors
marketed by the company to meet
complex missile age needs. Circle
257 on Reader Service Card.
EQUIPMENT
Industrial Automation Equipment. Radio Corp. of America,

Camden 2, N. J. A new product
information folder contains descriptions and specifications of a
wide variety of building-block
type automation machines for

mechanizing and integrating production and
operations.
Circle 258 on Reader Service Card.

Recorder/Reproducer.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 2049 So.
Barrington Ave., Los Angeles 25,

Calif. A four -page technical brochure describes the new Mincom
7 -track video band magnetic recorder/reproducer. Circle 259 on

test ...test ... test .. .
If you feel you must make your own pots to get exactly what you need,
don't overlook quality control along the way! And this can be a messy

business, what with special, elaborate techniques to quality -check
every production stage! Oh, you'll get involved in maddening bouts
with visual comparitors, ratiometers, environmental testing labs - and
when you've finished - and made a few hundred revisions - you

Reader Service Card.

might have the quality you want!

Liquid Density Instrumentation.
General Communication Co., 677
Beacon St., Boston 15, Mass. Bulletin LD1-58 describes high resolution liquid density instrumentation for process application.

So, before you go fly a kite - consider Ace. We've been all through
this before, and have' what is regarded to be the finest
quality control system in the industry. It enables us to
keep our final costs down, by rejecting sub -standards at
each stage, without waiting for the final inspection. Al-

Circle 260 on Reader Service Card.

though it's more work this way, we can offer a higher
degree of resolution and linearity at a lower price. So,

FACILITIES

for precision -at -price, see your ACErep!

Equipment and Systems. Milgo
Electronic Corp., 7601 Northwest

37th Ave., Miami 47, Fla., has
published a brochure discussing
its personnel, products, and facilities for the design and manufacture of individual pieces of
equipment as well as complex electronic systems. Circle 261 on
Reader Service Card.
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959
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Here's 0.3% linearity in a /2tá pot: the Series 500 ACEPOT®. Single turn,

-55° to 125°C range. As with all Ace components, tested in

every stage of its manufacture!

AELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC.
99 Dover Street, Somerville 44, Mass.
SOmerset 6-5130 TMX SMVL 181 West. Union WUX
Acepo, R)

Acetrim

Aceºetp)

CIRCLE 74 READERS SERVICE CARD
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NEW BOOKS

Here's how
you can

Le Calcul Analogique
Par Courants Continus
By M. DANLOUX-DUMESNILS

Dunod, Paris, France, 1958, 257 p.

MERCHANDISE

THIS introduction to the subject of
analog computers fills an important

YOUR

void, as it is one of the few nonEnglish publications on the subject.
A strong recommendation for the
SEALED
RUGGEDIZED

The -Original"
MIL -M -10304-A

PANEL METERS

instrument

HERMETICALLY SEALED ... GLASS -TO -METAL

MIL 2%" (MR26)

and

MIL

33.2'

(MR36) sizes. Also 1H" Ruggedized
and 4%' Sealed Models. ua, ma,
amp, mv, volt, KV, AC rectifier types
for voltage, decibel and VU measurement. Standard ranges. Bulletin on
Marion Inetrument

request.

Division,

Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator
Company, Manchester, N. H., U. S. A.
Cool Tight © 1958. Marlon

person who is going to use the com-

puter. The author attempts to instill a basic pattern of thought for
the novice to follow in troubleshooting the computer. This approach has been lacking to a certain
extent in American texts on analog
computers.
Contents-The topics covered

are materially the same as those
found in American books but do

meters

send for this

author presents the material lucidly, important points are summarized and at the same time the

Control System
Components

you save 50% on Top-Quaííty

Test Instruments

Ham Gear

KITS AND WIRED
for professional and home use

TEST INSTRUMENTS

H I -F I

battery eliminators
battery testers

stereo and monaural
tuners
preamplifiers
power amplifiers
integrated amplifiers
speaker systems
HAM GEAR

cw transmitter
modulator -driver

grid dip meter

OVER 1Lh MILLION

EICO instruments In
use throughout

volt -ohm -

the world.
mill lammeters
LIFETIME service and calibration guarantee.
IN STOCK at your neighborhood EICO dealer.
Send now for FREE catalog E-3

'7E/CO

7

33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
praised by the experts
as BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONICS

CIRCLE 116 READERS SERVICE CARD
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BRUNNER,

E/CD

Electronics
Catalog

vacuum tube
voltmeters

art. - WALTER

Electronic Associates Inc., Princeton Computation Center, Princeton,
N. J.

EICO

transistor tester

folders

reader is introduced to the parlance

FREE

oscilloscopes
probes
signal and
sweep generators
tube testers

9" by 12"

deed be helpful to the beginner. The

of the

flyback tester

handy

In general, the book should in-

CIRCLE 75 READERS SERVICE CARD

bridges
decade boxes
electronic switch

these

is some weakness.

CS MEETS 7 EYE

Hi -Fi

With

not cover any new additions. It is,
perhaps, in this respect that there

marion
EiECra

ADVERTISING

book is that it is written for the

By J. GIBSON and F. TUTEUR

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York, 1958, 493 p, $12.00.

IN "Control System Components"
the authors have successfully laid
the foundation for bridging the gap
between the more theoretical treatises on control systems engineering and the somewhat shocking,
hard cold facts of equipment design.
The transitional problems

in-

volved in progressing from concept

to the physical realization of con-

trol system hardware are many;

Keep your sales, management and
distribution people informed
on your advertising. Circulate
preprints, reprints, schedules
and other material in these
folders, and make your advertising
dollars work over and over for you.

and their solution requires a fundamental knowledge of components,

Write for illustrated folder and price list

their limitations and some of the
really practical considerations that

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Promotion Dept.... Room 2700
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govern their usage. It is exactly
these areas that Gibson and Tuteur

cover in realistic detail and in a
thoroughly modern and workmanlike, if not imaginative, manner.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The textbook is admirably not
weighted too heavily in favor of the

electronic elements of the servomechanism.

Devoting

approxi-

mately 60 percent of its pages to
electrical

and

electromechanical

components, the remaining 40 per-

cent of the book is reserved for a
good treatment of mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic elements of
the servo system. It is felt this
division of emphasis is roughly in
proportion to the physical design
problems after the initial system.
synthesis has been performed.
To summarize, Control System
Components appears to be a generally useful text, one which should

find application in the schools in
both undergraduate and graduate
classes, as well as in the bookcase
of the practicing engineer, and
which is a worthy and necessary

Miniature TIME DELAY RELAYS
Low-cost for commercial applications
Curtiss-Wright offers a reliable and inexpensive thermal time delay

relay in the "G" and "K" Series - miniature size hermetically
sealed in glass.

complement to the more theoretical,

advanced texts on control system
analysis and synthesis. As such, it
is highly
NASHMAN,

recommended.-A. E.
Executive Engineer,
ITT Laboratories, Nutley, N. J.

SPECIFICATIONS
Time delay
Preset 3 to 60 seconds
Contact arrangement
SPST or SPDT
Heater voltage...6.3, 26.5, 117 AC or DC std.
Weight
Less than one ounce
Base
Miniature 9 pin

T6 I/2 bulb-Max. hgt. 23/4"

Size

New DIGITAL MOTORS
Stepping motors for high reliability ap-

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

plications. Meet the requirements of

Vistas in Astronautics. Edited by M.
Alperin, M. Stern and H. Wooster,
Permagon Press, New York, 1958,
330 p, $15.00. These unclassified
portions of the proceedings of the
Astronautics Symposium sponsored
in 1957 by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research of the Air Research and Development Command
and Convair Division of General
Dynamics Corp. includes articles on

reentry, tracking and communica-

tions,

environment

New ULTRASONIC DELAY LINES
Enables development engineers to employ new concepts in existing and projected applications. Low in cost, small
in size and simple to operate.
SPECIFICATIONS

and measure-

ments, propulsion, orbits, and human factors. Articles in the second,
third and sixth sections should be
of interest to electronics engineers.
The Electrical Production of Music.
By A. Douglas, Philosophical Li-

brary, New York,

assured reliability and long life for aircraft, missile and automation systems.
Positive lock
Dynamically
FEATURES I Bi-directional
balanced Simplicity of design High pulsing rate.

1957,

223 p,

$12.00. Addressed to the reader possessing an elementary knowledge of
both music and electronics, this book

Delay range
Tolerance

5 to 6000 microseconds
± 0.1 microsecond
Signal to noise ratio
Greater than 10:1
Input and output impedance.50 to 2000 ohms
Carrier frequency
100 kc - 1 me
Delay to pulse rise time
Up to 800:1

WRITE FOR COMPLETE COMPONENTS CATALOG 159
ELECTRONICS DIVISION

starts with an introduction to the
physics of musical instruments and
then leads into characteristics and
applications of electronic circuits in

I
CORPORATION

III IIIf

WEST CALDWELL. N.J.

music production.
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE

positions as chief engineer of Pacific Scientific Co.; vice-president,

engineering, G. M. Giannini Co.;
western division manager, Kearfott
Co.; and most recently, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the
electronics division, Byron Jackson
division of Borg-Warner Corp.

Bowmar Growth Continues
BOWMAR INSTRUMENT CORP., producer of precision control and indicating

components, has added more than 6,000 sq ft of floor space to its new Ft.
Wayne, Ind., facility.
The new area is for the company's engineering and sales groups, says
E. A. White, president. New construction has taken the form of a second floor addition at the front end of the present plant.
Layout plans for Bowmar's new 30,000 sq ft facility had scarcely taken
a curl after the Oct., 1957 dedication, when a year later management took
another look to see what it could do to take care of additional demand.
Even in the recession year, Bowmar expanded its personnel and equipment.

Bowmar manufactures a broad line of precision servo gearheads,

Watkins -Johnson
Hires St. John

counting devices and electromechanical packages for control and guidance
systems. The company's components are used widely in U. S. missile arid GRANT E. ST. JOHN has joined the
space exploration systems.
technical staff of Watkins -Johnson
The latest expansion is right on schedule for Bowmar, which each year Co., Palo Alto, Calif. He was forsince its forming in 1951 has had to move or expand to double and even merly with Bell Telephone Laboratriple its space.
tories in the East, which he joined
Bowmar growth, although rapid, is just well underway, according tQ in. 1952 to work on low -noise travelWhite. This year the company expects to complete plans for further ex- ing -wave tubes.
pansion in its laboratory, research and development, and environmental
testing facilities.

Convair-Pomona to be used in con-

junction with the preflight checkout equipment of the Atlas missile.
Prior to joining Epsco, Forrest
was a project engineer for the B. J.
Electronics Corp. of Santa Ana,
Calif.

Harkness Takes
Bendix Post

Forrest Joins
Epsco-West
STANLEY C. FORREST recently joined

Epsco-West, Anaheim, Calif., as
project engineer.
His initial assignment is the de-

THE NEW post of electronics manager at Bendix-Pacific division, No.
Hollywood, Calif., was recently
taken over by John R. Harkness.
Bendix-Pacific's electronics proj-

ects, which he will head, include

telemetry, radar, sonar, and missile
guidance systems.
Harkness' experience in elecsign and development of a switch
timing and monitoring system for tronics, spanning 20 years, includes
108

Elect Truesdell
Board Member
and director of
sales of Zenith Radio Corp., L. C.
Truesdell, has been elected a memVICE-PRESIDENT

ber of the corporation's board of
directors.
Trusdell joined Zenith in 1949 as

vice-president and sales manager
March 27, 1959 - ELECTRONICS

1 elliciency at

operating temperatures
SILICON
POWER

TRANSISTORS
Available Now in production quantities!

The Westinghouse Silicon Power Transistor pictured
above is a highly efficient device which greatly increases
the range of applications for transistors which must operate without high losses in the "true power range." Thanks
to a remarkably low saturation resistance-less than .750
ohms at 2 amperes and .5 ohms at 5 amperes-these transistors possess very low internal dissipation, and can be
efficiently used in applications where they must handle as
much as 1000 watts. For example, as a DC switch, handling
750 watts (150 volts at 5 amps) the internal dissipation is
about 9 watts, with an efficiency of better than 99%.
Additionally, and unlike germanium units which are
limited to approximately 85°C, these transistors can operate in ambient temperatures up to 150°C. Thus, even where
the higher power rating is not required, these units may
be used for their high temperature capabilities.
There are a great many applications for which this new
type of silicon power transistor is ideally suited. It will find

use in inverters or converters (AC to AC; AC to DC;

DC to AC; DC to DC), regulated power supplies, servo
output, and other aircraft circuits, as well as in certain
amplifiers and switching applications.
Westinghouse Silicon Power Transistors are available
ELECTRONICS - March 27, 1959

in 2 and 5 ampere collector ratings. Both of these are
available in 30, 60, 100, and 150 volt ratings in production
quantities for your immediate applications. Sample quan-

tities are available in higher voltage ratings. Call your

Westinghouse representative or write directly to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Semiconductor Department,
Youngwood, Pennsylvania.
3.0

LOW SATURATION RESISTANCE

Important improvements in
silicon purification and
transistor fabrication have
produced a new series of
Westinghouse Power
Transistors of exceptionally
low saturation resistance.

COLLECTOR -EM TIER CHARACTERISTIC FOR 1..600 MA

ó2A

°
V

1.0
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40
60
1e COL ECTOR
URRENT l mV. ..)
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YOU CAN BE SURE-IF 1Tá

Westinghouse
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EXPANDING ACTIVITIES AT RAYTHEON
in charge of radio and television.
He was named director of sales in
1955.

+2.2V DC

R3í5

DOPPLER

AMPLIFIER

C34ls

O

R321

3c4

Y rt
TEtEM1ETG-RIN
111.ANSM ITT E12

--TN.

R 324

Allied Control
Ups Bachorik
ADVANCED TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT for low -noise, wide -band
video application was developed after numerous improvements
were made by Raytheon Maynard Laboratory engineers. Unit -

which measures flight path of missile - is part of system designed and developed in small project groups.

Achievements in navigation and guidance
bring recognition to Maynard engineers

NEW general sales manager of
Allied Control Co., Inc., New York
City, is Edward Bachorik. The
firm manufactures electrical relays, miniature electronic switches
and solenoid valves.
Bachorik joined Allied Control in

1947 and had served as regional
sales manager prior to his recent
promotion.

The diagram above, roughed out by a Raytheon engineer,

represents one of a number of significant steps in the
development of a miss -distance measuring set.

As a key member of one of the small project groups at
the Raytheon Maynard Laboratory, this man and his
associates know what is meant by recognition. Their
accomplishments are a matter of record and they have
been rewarded accordingly.
Do you know advanced circuit design, systems engineering, systems analysis, microwave engineering or
electronic product design?

To learn more about current projects and how your
professional services can be fully utilized, please phone
Maynard, Massachusetts, TWinoaks 7-2945. Ask for Mr.
Fred Prystas. Or, if you prefer, write him for details. He'll
be glad to arrange an appointment at your convenience.

Burnell Names

Walter Bein
CHIEF engineer for Burnell & Co.,

Walter Bein has been elected an
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Government Equipment Division,
P. O. Box 87E, Maynard, Massachusetts

officer of the company and director
of engineering with broad research
and development responsibilities.
He will supervise Burnell's design

program at its main plant in Pelham, N. Y.
Excellence in Electronics
110

Components

manufactured

by
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Burnell are currently in use in computers, telemetering communication
systems and guidance for such
missiles as the Jupiter, Thor,
Polaris, Falcon, Talos, LaCrosse
and Atlas ICBM.

A FULL LINE
OF SERVOSYSTEM ANALYZERS

.

,Ci..
.

CD.

News of Reps

*
fi/

Si

MODEL B

James W. Murray of Cincinnati,
Ohio, is new sales rep for Technical Wire Products, Inc., Springfield, N. J., manufacturer of r -f

e s0

lip

2,8.

44**
... azi,
,

U.

., `

Products Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., manufacturers of a
line of tube testing equipment:

General Ceramics Corp., Keasbey,
N. J., recently appointed three new
sales reps:
Chapin & Associates of Los An-

geles will handle southern California, including San Luis Obispo,

Kern and San Bernardino counties.

Northern California, including
the counties of Monterey, Kings,
Tulare and Ingo will be handled
by Cerruti & Hunter Associates of
Redwood City, Calif.
Fryco, with offices in Scottsdale,

Ariz., will cover the Arizona and
New Mexico sales territory.

,

,..

_

1, -

1#

0I

ILUUS

U. 5

Choose from

5

SERVOSCOPE W

makes preproduction problem -solving on servo systems, equip-

ment, and components accurate-and flexible.
Wide range coverage. Fast direct -setting and read-out. High -

accuracy measuring of phase, transient response, and gain. Plus-rapid
plotting of Nyquist, Bode, or Nichols diagrams.

The result: safe, dependable control system evaluations-in
advance-of ultimate operating behavior patterns.

The SERVOSCOPE servo analyzer is a versatile precision

instrument with a full range of applications ...
for the laboratory-in design and test stages of control systems
on the production line-for system inspection, quality control
and as a teacher-in the university and in industry. A proven training aid in theory
and practice.

SERVOSCOPE-most widely used method for control behavior analysis
-because of features, according to the model selected, like these:

are as follows:
H. S. Bancroft & Co. of Westmont, N. J., for Virginia, eastern

weep or sinusoidally modulated reference
signal.

models.

Frequency calibration accuracy of ±2%;
phase measurement accuracy of ±1%.

Evaluates AC carrier and DC servo -

Accepts any carrier frequency from 50 to
5,000 cps.

Generates sine wave, modulated carrier
wave, and square wave phaseable signals

with respect to either electronic linear

Indicates by means of SERVOSCOPE Indicator or oscillograph recording.

Discover the full benefits of the SERVOSCOPE!
Write for complete specifications and application tips-today!

six New England states; Henry
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Ill))
60
30
*SHOWN WITH ASSOCIATED INDICATOR

covering ranges from .001 to 100 cps.

systems.

Lazor of Rochester, N. Y., for all
New York state, from the Westchester County line north.

M

dependably accurate models

100 cps in the choice of five standard

Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey,

t

:I

0.3

Covers the frequency range from .001 to

Delaware, Maryland and District
of Columbia; Henry Lavin Associates of Meriden, Conn., for all

,.."-Z;

MODEL H
0.00

Three sales reps are named by the
Mansol Ceramics Co., Belleville,

N. J. Reps and their territories

+..
.ss.

s- '' +,

olis,

North

i9

....

M.

Vis -U -All

Florida, Georgia,

1.

--

$P,;

MODEL D

ments have been announced by

Carolina and South Carolina.

.....

MODEL C

The following recent rep appoint-

bama,

'-'
.

shielding equipment. He will cover
southwestern Ohio, southern Indiana and Kentucky.

Edwin A. Schultz of IndianapInd., covering Indiana and
Kentucky; L. J. McTaggart of
Buffalo, N. Y., covering upstate
New York; and L. E. Barnhart of
Jacksonville, Fla., covering Ala-

t

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
2020 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park. L. I., N. Y.

Discover FACTS about
new SERVOBOARDS, too!
Find out about the economy,
flexibility, and space -saving techniques new Servo Corp. "Breadboards" offer design g rou ps. W rite

for new brochure TDS-1100A.
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COMMENT
METAL FILM RESISTORS

SAC Electronics
NEW! This
metal film

precision low noise
resistor meets and

Congratulations on the excellent
series on Strategic Air Command

exceeds requirements with tem-

perature coefficient of plus or
minus 50 ppm/°C indepent of

(p 30, Feb. 13; p 35, Feb. 20; p 35,

resistance value. Standard tol-

erance plus or minus

Feb. 27). You have packed a tremendous amount of information
into a few pages, and it's all crys-

per

1

Type
WHM-1.125"
long x .406" diam.-is
equivalent to MIL Style

cent.

RN 75, maximum voltage
rating 500V. Type WFH.781" long x .250"
diam.-equivalent to
Style
maximum

I am filing the clips ..

70,

RN

MIL

tal clear.
T. J.

voltage

rating 350V.
Enclosed

in

.

BERNARD

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
spe-

pending) to
ent
precision
protect
resistor element.

Microwave Hazards
Your article "Researching Micro-

wave Health Hazards" (p 49, Feb.
20) was indeed timely.
The subject of microwave hazards is a difficult one to treat fairly,
and you have conveyed a more
nearly accurate impression of the
present state of our knowledge in
this field than most of those who
have written about it for news-

RESISTANCE PRODUCTS
COMPANY
Harrisburg, Pa.

914 5. 13 5t.

Specialists in manufacturing qualify

resistors: Precision

t Wire Wound - High Voltage - High Megohm - High
:::; Frequency.

Our

test

equipment

and

THE NEW

CAMDEN, N. J.

cially designed hersealed
metically
plastic casing (pat-

standards

for

c:' checking and calibrating ore matched only by leading
:' laborotories. Write for more information.

papers.
In my opinion, most people read-

ing the statement "Within the last
two years, a massive research program has attempted to enlarge our
understanding of the biological effects of microwave exposure" will
be so conditioned by the adjective
massive that they will overlook the

SIMPLEX
A 3/16" or larger O.D.
Universal Joint featuring:
Minimum Static Torque Rating of 250
inch -ounces

Non-magnetic stainless steel forks
and bronze ball

New simple 3 -part design

Minimum back lash

Newest addition to the Curtis line is the
Simplex, designed to fill the need for a
small -size universal joint with a high Static
Torque Rating. The Simplex is available in
916" and larger outside diameter. Made of

non-magnetic material and incorporating
a new design inherently strong in torque,
the Simplex is particularly well adapted to
electronic instrumentation.

ACTUAL SIZE PHOTO

verb has attempted. I am personally
grateful for every effort being made
HIGH MEGOHM RESISTORS
Type

H.

For

electrometer

circuits,

radiation equipment and as high

re-

standards. Resistance availmillion megohms.
able to
100
Voltage rating to 15,000 volts.

sistance

Low temperature and voltage coefficient. Seven

sizes,

from

3/4"

to 3" long, of which 2 meet requirements
of MIL -R -14293A.
Standard resistance tolerance

10%. Tolerance of 5% and
3% available. Also matched
pairs

with

2%

tolerance.

to enlarge the available data on
biological effects, and trust that the
research program will continue to
be increased until it becomes massive. We in industry have been told

several times to be patient and to
realize that biological experiments
are apt to be time-consuming.

The comparison of irreversible
damage to the eye and to the testis
on p 51 seems to be based on opin-

ion. The work of Drs. C. J. Imig,
J. D. Thomson and H. M. Hines of

SIMPLEX SPECIFICATIONS

Catalog Number
Static Torque
Rating

578

53

5313

57

250

250

200

200

InchOzs.

InchOzs.

Inch-

Inch-

Lbs.

Lbs.

3/16" 3/16" 7/16" 7/16"

O.D.

Bore

Total Length

Max. Angle of
Operation

None 3/32" None
Dia.

7/32"

5/16"

9/16"

Deep

Deep

Dia.

1"

1"

2"

2"

20°

20°

20°

20°

the University of Iowa does not
support that view.
Would it be possible to give Dr.

J. F. Herrick of Mayo credit for
discovering the clearly nonthermal
phenomenon, or, if it was discov-

ered by several independently, to
give each credit?

TRADE

CURTIS

MAURK

UNIVERSAL JOINT CO., INC.
19 Birnie Ave., Springfield, Mass.
As near to you as your telephone

I seriously doubt that there is

CIRCLE 80 READERS SERVICE CARD
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any significant difference between
prescription lenses and plain lenses
with regard to focusing r -f energy

from radars now in use. I agree
that goggles using various kinds of
wire mesh do cause the concentrations expected from the lenses.
One should still monitor at 0.001
w/cm` even if harmonics and unwanted frequencies are eliminated,
because multiple reflections and the

types of signals used cause such
complex fields that not only monitoring at 0.001 w/cm2, but also using several types of indicators and
several types of antennas is necessary to determine the nature of the

SILVER PAINT
AND

SILVER PASTE
Take the "bugs" out of the application of conductive silver coatings. Use Drakenfeld silver

paint and silver paste tailored to meet your
needs. We formulate special compositions for
glass and ceramic bodies and other materials.
Let us know your specific requirements. Sam-

field with a reasonable degree of
certainty. To date, there is no single instrument that may be relied

ples will be supplied to fit them. Your inquiry
will receive prompt attention.

upon to provide complete information with regard to maximum field
strengths. Also, one should expect
to have to monitor both harmonics
and unwanted frequencies to prevent their becoming significant contributors to microwave hazards in
some installations.
The material you have presented

B. F. DRAKENFELD & CO., INC.

on this important subject should
prove to be of considerable value

Box 519, Washington, Pennsylvania

`7! raker%/d
YOUR PARTNER IN SOLVING CONDUCTIVE COATING PROBLEMS

-A
CIRCLE 82 READERS SERVICE CARD
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to those interested in this problem.
HARRY R. MEAHL
GENERAL ELECTRIC

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Our search of the medical and
electromedical literature did not
present any opinion that would
seriously confute this statement,
made by Lt. Cdr. (Dr.) Thomas
Ely of Naval Medical Research
Institute: "Testicular reactions to
heat injury from a radar source
appear to be basically the same as

those due to hyperthermia associated with other conditions. Even
in the most severely exposed tes-

Your Inquiries
to Advertisers

Will Have

Special Value...

ticles in this study, it is unlikely
that the damage is of a permanent

nature. Many of the tubules remained undamaged, while many
more were only slightly damaged."

Dr. Herrick worked on pearl -

chain formation in lymph and

other substances, but her work
stemmed from colloid experiments

dating as far back as 1921.
We might point out, in passing,
that reader Meahl has made substantial contributions to the bio-

-for you- the advertiser-and the publisher, if you
mention this publication.

Advertisers value highly
this evidence of the publication you read. Satisfied

advertisers enable the publisher to secure more advertisers and-more advertisers mean more information on more products or better service-more valueto YOU.

effects program in the area of
high -frequency measurement.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

SOME OF US WERE

WONDERING IF YOU'D
MIND SERVING ON
THE BOARD AT THE
CLUB, JIM. WE'D
SURE LIKE...

WHY JIM! I JUST
DON'T KNOW WHAT TO
SAY!...I WAS SURE
YOU...

-

DADDY! I SIMPLY WON'T
MOVE AWAY FROM PEGGY
AND SALLY! I WON'T! NO!

BUT DAD! NEXT SEASON
I'LL BE ON THE 'A' SQUAD!
AND BESIDES I COULDN'T
LEAVE ALICE!

PERSONNEL MANAGERS
LOOKING FOR

Ulll/////%

Experienced Engineers

Technical Personnel?

Write for a free copy of:

OH DEAR! AND WE JUST
SPENT 595 ON THOSE

YOU TAKE JIM, NOW...
HE WON'T LET NOBODY

NEW DRAPES! AND JIMWHAT WOULD MOTHER

r

BUT ME CUT HIS

SAY IF WE MOVED SO
FAR AWAY?

A

.. .

"How You Can Reach The
Experienced Engineer

HAIR - NO SIR!

.

.

."

personal and (let us hope) encouraging message to an

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER IN A QUANDARY:
When Dame Destiny crooks her finger at you and says,
"Let's go with Bendix in Kansas City, old boy!" you face
a, set of small problems that are well worth solving .. .
There

an

is

excellent possibility

/ that very soon we shall be offering
you the position you've been waiting for. It could be a position at a higher

level than the one you now hold andhave little doubt about this-you'll be
tempted.

You may, during this period of de-

cision, suffer torments like the engineer
we picture above. (We sympathize
with him .
most of us have been
through it ourselves.) We'd like to
.

.

help you then but we know that you
yourself must measure these personal

cataclysms and weigh them against the
advantages of your professional future
here. We can only suggest that Kansas
City abounds with other potential playmates or sweethearts, other teams hope-

fully waiting for a star player, andwho knows?-your new drapes may

need only slight alteration to fit Kansas
City windows.

in some openings a degree in physics

is acceptable. Experience should range
upwards of 5 years.
We welcome design and development engi-

neers qualified in the design and development
of miniaturized airborne electronic equipment,
radar, servo, video, IF amplifiers or vacuum
tube applications.

Automation engineers with a degree EE or
physics would be well-advised to learn about
our current major expansion into fully automated testing of electronic assemblies.

Vacuum tube application engineers will

find us attentive when they speak of their
work in ruggedized sub -miniature tubes, planar
triodes, thyratrons or special purpose microwave tubes.

Reliability engineers (preferably with an
electrical degree and at least 7 years experience, including some statistical work) will
discover that our ever-increasing emphasis on
reliability assures them a place in the sun.

We wish we could present all the

We're supremely confident that some-

facts you'll need to weigh, but we find
we've barely started. There's much more
to say ... how the Bendix environment

ingenuity required to solve these prob-

stimulates professional creativity and
personal progress, how this area provides

how you will find the resolution and
lems if we give you sufficient incen-

tive.

So let's talk about incentive.

Because Bendix, Kansas City, is a
long term prime contractor for the
AEC, we can say little here about our
products except that they are advanced

pleasant, easy-going, economical living,
educational advantages, cultural and
recreational facilities, etc. . but these
can wait. For the moment let us simply
,

,

assure you that-in far less time than
you think-you and your family will
feel at home here.

electronic, electromechanical devices de-

We're ready to ger very specific regarding your financial incentive. We
must first hear from you. May we,

only ten years we have become the city's
largest manufacturer, and we're still expanding. Recently -inaugurated programs
make most likely that we can offer you
a position that will fully utilize your
talents in design, production or super-

soon?

signed and manufactured to extraordinarily high levels of reliability. After

Write Mr.
sonnel,

Missouri.

T.

Bendix,

H.

Tillman, Professional PerBox 303-G.W., Kansas City.
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The booklet tells where to
find the experienced engineer.
It explains how you can make

contact ... channel and concentrate your employment advertising to just the men with
the job qualifications you want.
Included are testimonials from
personnel men who use technical publications successfully ...
sample advertisements that got

results ...helpful hints to consider and pitfalls to avoid when

you prepare your copy and
layout for an Employment Opportunity advertisement.

Write for your free copy to:
Mr. Thomas Bender
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

You should find our salary offer of

than passing interest.
In general, we need electronic engineers with at least a BS degree, although

influence these men is the story
told.

Classified Advertising Division

vision.
snore

The top-flight engineers and
technical personnel you want
are at a premium ... as this
twelve page booklet points
out. How you can reach and

AVIATION CORPORATION

P.A. Box 12
New York 36, New York

KANSAS CITY DIVISION
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

E,ip1o°e Pell' areas

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

at Mil in

to start as
Associate Professor

teaching engineering design and
testing of circuitry and components.
Attractive Opportunity for Advancement

through development of curricula,
lab facilities, and staff, in expand college program with industry emphasis.
Immediate Opening

Classes conducted through summer
term as well as collegiate year,
annually.

Salary open
Send resume to Dean of Engineering
Northrop Institute of Technology
1155 W. Arbor Vitae Street
Inglewood, California

or phone ORegon 8-4171

INTERESTED IN
TEACHING?
Challenging opportunity in
advanced

methods

of

Cleveland developing
teaching electronics and

mathematics by correspondence and writing a new

kind of text for self instruction. Well established.
progressive, accredited school offers pay and benefits comparable to industry. If you have a genuine

interest in education and writing plus a degree or
equivalent in electronics, why not invest a stamp
to get the whole story about what we can offer
you? Send resume to:

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF
RADIO ELECTRONICS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio.

The IBM solid state program ranges from basic research to
product development. In order to develop new laminar

materials for overlaying solids, IBM is studying the behavior of molecules adhering to a surface in an ordered array.
Other projects involve a new ferrite core which will function
normally at 500°C. and a one -million bit magnetic memory

drum weighing only five pounds. Assignments are now
available in such related areas as circuit design, cryogenics,
inertial guidance, logic, magnetics, optics, radar, semiconductors, and transistors.
A career with IBM offers excellent advancement opportuni-

THREE PRODUCTS MANAGERS
SALARY $15,000-t
Planning new products, programming into manufacturing, customer liaison, market planning. Experi-

enced in the fields of semi conductors, vacuum
tubes, power tubes, miniature and sub -miniature
tubes. Company client assumes all employment expenses.

ESQUIRE PERSONNEL INC.
202 South State Street. Chicago 4, Illinois

FILTER DESIGN ENGINEERS

SENIOR & JUNIOR (several)

The electronic chain of pi
ion is no stronger
than its weakest think. It your thinking is strong
on filters, there's a Place for you in the hest equipped
facility devoted exclusively to tnroidn, filters and related networks. Join a top engineering staff
work in a new Westchester city plant. Starting
salaries commensurate with sbility
Write
W. Bein, Burnell & Co.. to Pelham Parkway, Pelham, New York.
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ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box .\b.
Classified .4dn. Diu. of this wadi.; Hon.
Send to office near, st you.
NEW YORK .ºr,: 1'. O. BOX 12
CHICAGO 11:
a .V. Jfieh ietan .ore.
SAN FR .4 Si 1sc0 ¡: 65 Post St.
POSITION WANTED
Sales

Engineer-Graduate E.E. successful
selling Electronics and Plastics to Radio. TV
& other manufacturers in Chicago area. P\\ 1285, Electronics.

ties and rewards. You will enjoy professional freedom.
Comprehensive education programs are available as well as
the assistance of specialists of diverse disciplines. Working
independently or with a small team, your contributions are
quickly recognized. This is a unique opportunity for a career
with a company that has an outstanding growth record.
Qualifications: B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in E.E., M.E., Physics,
Mathematics, or Physical Chemistry-and proven ability to

assume a high degree of technical responsibility in your
sphere of interest.
For details, write,

outlining background and interests, to:

Mr. R. E. Rodgers, Dept. 554C4
IBM Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

SELLING OPPORTUNITIES WANTED

Manufacturers' Representative desires additional lines in Electronic and allied fields for
sales to manufacturers in Chicago area. RA 1289, Electronics.
Importing firm Belgium Introduced all European armies wants American manufacturers
exclusive distributorship. RA -1247, Electronics.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
115

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS - SCIENTISTS
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INFORMATION
About Classified Advertising

Con tact

.Jhe

Office nearest You.
ATLANTA, 3
1301 Rhodes -Haverty Bldg.

JAckson 3-6951
M. H. MILLER

BOSTON, 16

NEW CONCEPTS

IN COMBAT SURVEILLANCE OFFER
YOU A MORE PROMISING CAREER
Over $25 Million in New R&D Contracts for SWALLOW
Awarded Missile Systems Division of Republic Aviation
It has been the dream of every combat commander to possess accurate
information concerning tactical disposition of enemy troops and materiel, before, during and after the battle. One of the telling answers

to this vital problem is the Swallow SD -4. Engineers joining this
program will find challenge in:
...new sensing techniques (infrared, optical, radar and other)
...sophisticated, split second guidance
...optimum aerodynamic solutions for high velocity,
ground -controlled vehicles

The Swallow SD -4, and the SD -3 are two of many expanding
programs-ECM, anti -ICBM and missile guidance-that offer unusual
openings in the following arcas:
MICROWAVE ENGINEERS Design of microwave antennas and compo.
nents for airborne navigation systems

COMPUTER ENGINEERS Digital data transmission, digital and pulse circuitry, and digital computer logic and storage

FLIGHT CONTROL. ENGINEERS Automatic flight control systems, inertial guidance and stable platforms

350 Park Square

HUbbard 2-7160
D.

J. CASSIDY

CHICAGO, 11

520 No. Michigan Ave.
MOhawk 4-5800
W. J. HIGGENS

D. C. JACKMAN

CLEVELAND, 13

1164 Illuminating Bldg.
SUperior 1-7000
W. B. SULLIVAN

DALLAS, 1
1712

T.

H. HUNTER

Commerce St.,

Vaughn Bldg.
Riverside 7-5117
GORDON JONES

F.

E. HOLLAND

DETROIT, 26

856 Penobscot Bldg.
WOodward 2-1793
D. M. WATSON

LOS ANGELES, 17

1125 W. 6 St.
HUntley 2-5450
P. M. BUTTS

NEW YORK, 36
500 Fifth Ave.

OXford 5-5959
H. T. BUCHANAN

R.

P. LAWLESS

PHILADELPHIA, 3
Six Penn Center Plaza
LOcust 8-4330
T. W. McCLURE
H. W. BOZARTH

ST. LOUIS, 8
Send resume in complete confidence to:
Mr. Paul Hartman, Engineering Employment , Dept. 11C-4

®MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION

/7EPl1BL/C A t//A T/O/i/

223 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, Long Island. New York

1 16

3615 Olive St.
JEfferson 5-4867

SAN FRANCISCO, 4

68 Post St.
DOuglas 2-4600
R. C. ALCORN
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

SCIENTISTS / ENGINEERS

Which area of progress
at Electronics Park
interests you most?

To: GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Electronics Park Div. 69-WL
Syracuse, New York
Att.: Technical Personnel Dept.

I am interested in
Advanced Development
Design
Field Service

Technical Writing
Research

With the outlook for the electronics industry in 1959 brighter
than ever, a significant fact for career -conscious engineers is the
breadth of opportunities at Electronics Park. Here General Electric
research, development, design and manufacturing groups are actively
engaged in almost every area of electronics-whether in the industrial,

the field of
Military Radio & Radar
Multiplex Microwave
Semiconductors
Electronic Components
Computers
Missile Guidance
Television Receivers
Industrial Television

military, or entertainment fields.

A cross fertilization of products and talents characteristic of
Electronics Park will help you advance along with the major advances
in the electronics art.

Antennae
Defense Systems
Underwater Warfare

Some of the many areas of research, development, and pro-

duction at Electronics Park are listed to the right. Check your particular
interest and mail the coupon to us today. Requirements for our current

openings include a Bachelor's or Advanced Degree in Electronics,
Physics, Mathematics, or Mechanical Engineering, and/or experience
in electronics. All communications will be held in strict confidence.

NAME
ADDRESS
f

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

DEGREF

CLASSIFIED SEARCHLIGHT S
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Electrical Insulation in Stock

We carry a large stock of most types and grade of
NEMA materials for industrial use. Sheet, Rod
and Tubing, in Glass, Camas, Linen, Paper,

Phenolic, Melamine, Silicone. No quantity too
mall. fart Sheet, Sheets and Circles. We do no

l abrication, just suppliers
Savings.

to the

trade

at big

TOP INDUSTRIAL SALES INC.

345 Canal St.

New York 13, N. Y.

SEARCHLIGHT Equipment

Locating Service

ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

APS-20A
APQ-35B, TPS-1B, SPN-5, SPN-13

RADAR SYSTEMS

This service is aimed at helping you, the reader
of "SEARCHLIGHT", to locate Surplus new and

FROM STOCK

currently advertised. (This service is for USER -

PLEASE! SEND US YOUR INQUIRY
WRITE! FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

used electronic equipment & components not

No charge or obligation.
How to use: Check the dealer ads to see if
what you want is not currently advertised. If
not, send us the specifications of the equipment wanted on the coupon below or on
your own company letterhead to:
BUYERS only).

Searchlight Equioment Locating Service
c/o ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 12

N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Your requirements will be brought promptly to the
attention of the equipment dealers advertising in this
section. You will receive replies directly from them.

Searchlight Equipment Locating Service
c/o ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Please help us locate the following equipment components.

NAME

TITLE
COMPANY
STREET

ELECTRONICS

CITY

3/27/59

- March 27, 1959

RADAR

DIVISION

RAMAGE & MILLER ENTERPRISES

3221 Florida Avenue, Richmond, Calif.
PHONE: BEacon 4-7061-Cable: RADAR, Richmond, Calif.

RADAR

From Stock Delivery
Skysweep Antenna Pedestal. SCR 584 & 781
Search -track Radars. MPN-IB GCA. APS-t0.
APS-31. APS-33 Airborne.
Navy Weather -Eye Radars
Microwa.e p'umhing-nv^r 1.008 items.
RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.
550 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-4691

Money saving prices on tubes. TV. Radio. Transmitting, and Industrial Types. New, 1st quality,
guaranteed. Top name brands only. Government

surplus and commercial test, lab, and communicatlona equipment in stuck. Sell us your excess tubes
and equipment. Unused, clean tubes of all types
wanted. Send specific details in first letter. Write
for "Green Sheet" catalog 250.
BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP.
512 Broadway
WA 5-7000
New York 12, N. Y.

7

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS

(Senior)
Develop test equipment, methods and

procedures for determining conform-

ance of complex electronic equipment
with Company and Air Force specifications.

Contact various electronic manufacturers to determine requirements for purchase of equipment as required to test
and simulate flight operations of radar,
navigation, fire control & similar electronic systems.

Also develop procedures for use of electronic test equipment. Conduct investigatory work and recommend corrective action and changes. EE degree
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desired.

Salary commensurate with ability.
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Quality control experience

"I,

At MOTOROLA in PHOENIX
it's YOUR PROJECT all the way through

In addition to other advantages, Republic offers a comprehensive benefit
program among the finest in industry.

Send resume in confidence to

Mr. W. Walsh
Employment Office

HEPUBL/C i li/AT/O/V
Farmingdale, Long Island, N. Y.

Ideas are the life -blood of an operation devoted exclusively
to diversified electronics research, development and production. So it's logical, we think, for the project engineer to see
his idea to completion ... from design through construction
through field testing ( and sometimes, alas, back to the draw-

ing board) . The effectiveness of this project approach is
illustrated by our achievements in military and industrial
electronics. If you generate sound ideas and would like the
opportunity to follow through on them ... and if you like the
idea of living beneath bright, sunny skies the year around...
write to Mr. Kel Rowan, Department A-4

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

MEASUREMENTS

MOTOROLA
Western Military Electronics Center/ 8201 E. McDowell Rd. Phoenix, Arizona
OPPORTUNITIES

Electronic Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Physicists-SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DESIGN

Research & Manufacturing Engineers
Harry W. Houck
Specialist in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, New Jersey

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Electronic Design Specialists
COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Plying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers. Keyers,
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pres. & Dir. of Eng.
Amityville, L. I., N Y.
28 Ranick Dr.

AND TEST-Radar Missile Guidance Navigation Combat Surveillance
Data Processing and Display-CIRCUIT
Communications Field Engineering
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND PACKAGING-Microwave Pulse and Video
Antenna Transistor R -F and I -F Servos Digital and Analog

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.

TECHNICAL WRITERS AND ILLUSTRATORS, QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERS, RELIABILITY ENGINEERS

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy

Motorola also offers opportunities at Riverside, California and Chicago, Illinois

118

"Pioneers in Compact Power"

"from milliwatts to megawatts" "
WOrlh 6-3100
T.M.
New York 12. N. Y.
40-48 Leonard Street
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INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS

JI1JI

...
*AMP Incorporated
*Ace Electronics Associates, Inc.

49
105
119

Ace Plastic Co.
*AIrpax Electronics, Inc.
*American Lava Corporation
Ampex Corporation
*Amphenol-Burg Electronics Corp.,
Borg Equipment Division
Amphenol Connector Division
*Augat Bros. Inc.

43
89
47

90,

*Baird -Atomic, Inc.
*Bendix Aviation Corporation
Eclipse -Pioneer Div.
Red Bank Division
*Bendix-Pacific Division of Bendix
Aviation
*Bird Electronic Corp,
Boeing Aircraft Co.

****........

IRMAL>

RUNAWAY

91
86
120

ne-I~-wn

95

96,

24
48

30

*Brush Instruments, Division of Clevite
Corp.

32,

*Burnell & Co., Inc.

33
3

*Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
*Cannon Electric Company
*Centralab, A Division of Globe -Union

95
13

Inc.

transistor coolers

97

102

38
46
82

*Clifton Precision Products Co., Inc
Comar Electric Co.
*Curtis t'niversal Joint Co., Inc
... 112
*Curtis -Wright Corp.
107

JI)IfI

Available for the first time in standardized module and
strip forms! New Modine aluminum transistor coolers effectively dissipate heat generated by compact electronic circuits.
Maximum -heat -transfer design holds transistor junction temperature safely within design limits. Systems equipped with refrigeration cooling, ram air or blowers provide suitable air supplies for
these coolers. Size requirements can be quickly determined by
consulting our Bulletin ID -158, which contains performance data
and application information.
For full details on standard and custom-built Modine transistor coolers,
plus Bulletin ID -158, write Electronic
Cooling Dept., Modi ne Manufacturing

Company, 1602 DeKoven Avenue,
*Daven Co., The

3rd Cover

Drakenfeld & Co., Inc., B. F
DuMont Laboratories. Inc., Allen B

Gardner -Denver Company
*General Electric
Silicone Products Dept.
Semiconductor Dept.
General Instrument Corp.
Semiconductor Division
*General Transistor Corporation
Gries Reproducer Corp.

36, 37

*Heath Co.
*Hewlett-Packard Company

101
8,
9

28

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

T' 7
CIRCLE 85 READERS SERVICE CARD

77

Edo Corporation
99
*Eitel-McCullough, Inc.
10
Electric Regulator Co.
42
Electronic Instrument Company (EICO) 106

new way to make products
better, more efficient...

12
81
85

99

International Business Machines Corp...
International Nickel Company Inc., The
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Leland, Inc., G. H.
Litton. Industries
Electron Tube Division
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Racine, Wisconsin.

113

73
6

100

98

26,

40
27
94

50,

92
51
79

ACE

PRECISION

NYLON BALLS
Precision manufactured from DuPont Nylon Resin
to close tolerance of ±.001 on diameters and .001
on sphericity, Ace Nylon Balls give design flexibility and production economy. Light in weight...
tough at low temperatures . , . stable at high temperatures ... resistant to corroding chemicals such

as sulphuric acid, etc.... almost abrasionproof .. ,

these mass-produced balls have hundreds of industrial applications. Come in 14 standard sizes from
1/2" to 14".

*Malco Tool and Mfg. Co
Mallory & Co., P. R.

*Marconi Instruments
Marion Instrument Division of
Minneapolis -Honeywell

106

McGraw-Hill Book Co

16

* See advertisement in the June, 1959 Mid -Month
ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE for complete line
of products or service.

ELECTRONICS - March

27, 1959

Complete facilities for fabrication of plastic parts
for all industries. Estimates submitted promptly on
receipt of blueprints or specifications.
Write for Bulletin N, samples, price list, TODAY.

EXTRUSION MOLDERS
AND FABRICATORS

ACE PLASTIC COMPANY

91-33 Van Wyck Expwy., Jamaica 35, N. Y. JAmaica 3-5500
CIRCLE 120 READERS SERVICE CARD

119

rowave Assoeiates, IIIc.
Modioe Mfg. Co.

The Augat Crystal Holder

Socket Assembly is especially
designed for military -type HC 6/U and HC -13/U standard size
crystal cans. Its unique, compact
unit construction reduces over-

all package size and weight by

eliminating use of separate

Norton Company

Pacific Semiconductors Inc.

per military specs. Teflon jacks
are press fitted into the assembly

Schuster & Co.. Inc.
Servo Corp. of America

assembly designed for horizontal

or vertical mounting. Available

31
17, 18
19, 20, 21, 22

Philco Corporation
Potter %. Bromfield Inc.

'Raytheon Mfg. Co.
*Resistance Products Co.

to receive crystal pins. Socket

2

Off tier Electronics Inc.

socket and holder.
Clip is fabricated of beryllium

copper alloy, cadmium plated

78
119

*Radio Corpossstion of America

Simpson Electric. Company

52
93

4th Cover
41, 87, 110
112

99
111
44, 45

Sprague Electric Co.
Superior Cable Corp.

5
$3

with extra long contact tails

...simplified AUGAT

formed at right angles for use on

3/32" max. printed circuit

SOCKET ASSEMBLY

boards. Also obtainable with
anti -rotate tab.

eliminates use of
separate crystal
holder and socket

*United Transformer Co

UGAT

BROS. INC.

Write today for
additional information
and samples.

Temen Aircraft. Co.
*Texas instruments Incorporated
Traneon. Chemical Co.
Transradlo Ltd.
*Trio Laboratories, Inc.
*Tung-t,d Electric Inc.

29
15
7

120
35
'75

2nd Co's'er

Westinghouse Electrio Corporation..14, 109
Zippertubing Co.

90

31 PERRY AVENUE ATTLEBORO, MASS.
CIRCLE 86 READERS SERVICE CARD

Professional Services

118

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.
EMPLOYMENT
114-118
OPPORTUNITIES
EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
117
For Sale

101g A

LOW

TYPE pp FM IMPED.º O.D.

7.3
6.3
6.3

150
173

C 22

5.5

C3

5.4
4.8
4.6

184
197

C1

WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED
TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

SPOT DELIVERIES FOP II.S.
BILLED IN DOLLARSSETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY

NE

capacitance
pattenuation
R
C 11

C2

C 33
C4
C 44

220
229
252

1.03r
1.03'

BMX and SW SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
Constant 50n -63R -70n impedances

TRANSRADIO LTD.138A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND

120

4.1

171

.36'
.36'
.44'
.44'
.64'
.64'

CIRCLE 87 READERS SERVICE CARD

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Barry Electronics Company
B'endix Aviation. Corp., K. C. Div
Burnell & Company
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
Esquire. Personnel. Inc.
General Electric. Company.
International Business Machines Corp
Motorola,. Inc.

Northrop Institutes of Technology
Radar Div.. Ramager & Miller Enterprises
Radio' Research Instrument. Company
Republic Aviation Corp.
Republic Aviation Corp.
(Missile Systems Div.)
Top Industrial Sales, Inc

117
114
115
115
115
117
115
118
115
117
117
118

116
117

* See advertisement in the June, 1958 Mid -Month
ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE for complete line

of products or services.

This index is published as a service. Every care is taken

to make it accurate, hut ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibilities for errors or omissions.
CABLES: TRANSRAD, LONDON
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AC to DC-regulated ±0.1% for 6 months
Characteristics
Irput: 115 V AC 60 cps or 400 cps or
115/208 V .AG 3 phase 60 cps or 400 cps

Reliability: Better than .95 for a period of 365 days, at 8 hours a day with a
life expectancy of 10 years

Output Available In discrete steps of 0.5 volt from

Output Impedance: Less than 20 micro -ohms at DC.

either a. 12.0 volts DC to 28.0 V DC at 1.0 ampere

This unit can be supplied as a DC to DC Power Supply.

or

b. 23.0 volts DC to 50.0 V DC at 0.5 ampere

Output is floatin; and can be used either as a positive or negative supply.

toad Regulation: Output voltage is regulated within =0.1% from 0.5 to
1.0 ampere.

Line Regulation: Output voltage is regulated within =0.1% for line variations of =10% in voltage and frequency.

Applications
Voltage reference in computers and complex networks.
Laboratory voltage stanciard.
Cascaded to provide higher voltages without degradation of performance.

Temperature: Output voltage is regulated within =0.1% urder full or
minimum load, over the temperature range of -55°C to +85'C.
R::ppte: Less than 1 milli -volt RMS or 3 milli -volts peak to peak.

Stability: 0.1% for a period of 6 months under a fixed load and line.

Read about this unit and many other missile and

airborne types in the new Daven Catalog of
Transistorized Power Supplies!

THEDAVENCOTODAY, MORE THAN EVER, THE DAVEN

LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY
STANDS FOR DEPENDABIR.ITY

TRANSISTORS

make po

AUTO RADIO
RECEIVERS!
"DRIFT'

2N640

DRIFT"

'DRIFT"
2N641

CONY.

IF

2N642

RF

AMP.

2N591
DRIVERAMP.

AMP.

2N3O1
POWER
AMP.

New RCA "Drift" Transistors,
2N640, 2N641, and 2N642
together with the RCA -2N591

These "Drift" Transistors are designed and con-

and RCA -2N301 now make all -

trolled specifically for operation in automotive radio
receivers for the frequency range of 535 kc to 1640
kc. For example, the 2N640 in an unneutralized circuit is capable of providing a useful power gain of
28 db at 1.5 Mc; the 2N641 in a neutralized circuit,
a power gain of 41 db at 262.5 kc and 40 db at 455
kc; and the 2N642, a useful conversion power gain

transistor broadcast -band

receivers completely practicable for automobile service.

of 40 db at 1 Mc.

RCA "Drift" Transistors feature low feedback
capacitance, controlled power gain characteristics
to insure unit -to -unit interchangeability, and excellent stability. In addition, close manufacturing controls of the small -signal parameters make the 2N640,

2N641, and 2N642 especially desirable for use in
quantity -produced automobile radio receivers.
Now is the time to create your new designs for 5 transistor automobile radio receivers. RCA "Drift"

Transistors not only make them possible, but economically practicable. Present receiver manufacturing costs can compare favorably with those of

Typical CURRENT GAIN
Measured at I Kc
(Beta)
RCA
TYPE

DC Collector
Ma

2N641

-1
-1

2N642

-1

2N591
2N301

-1000

2N640

-2

Current
Gain
60
60
60
70
70A

Useful POWER GAIN

DC Collector -to -Emitter Volts - -12

Collector Cutoff
Current Iceol

Signal
Frequency

DC

Power

DC Col -

Collector
Ma

Gain
db

lector -toBase Volts

Iced

Kc

-12
-12
-12

-5
-7
-7

-1

-7

-0.5

-100

1500

28

262.5

-1
-1

1000

-0.6

I

-2

41
4018
41

0.4

-180011

33

Mo

Conversion Power Gain. Peak value. Zero -Signal DC Collector Ma --900. DC Curren Gain.

conventional -type "hybrid" sets. For details, contact
the RCA Field Office nearest you. For technical data,

write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section
C-19-NN4, Somerville, N. J.

EAST: 744 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900
NORTHEAST: 64 "A" Street, Needham Heights 94,
Mass. Hlllcrest 4-7200
EAST 714 New Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.

Illustrated is an experimental all -transistor broadcast -band automobile
rodio using 5 transistors. The 3 RCA "Drift" units described here used

with on RCA -2N591 driver -amplifier, and on RCA -2N301 class A power
amplifier provide o high -efficiency transistor complement capable of producing 1 -watt audio output for a 2 -microvolt RF-signal input. This
receiver can provide a maximum power output of 4 watts with less than
10% distortion.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Semiconductor & Materials Division
Somerville, N. J.

CENTRAL: TRinity 5-5600

CENTRAL: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza

Chicago, III. WHitehall 4-2900
WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. RAymond 3-8361

GOV'T: 224 N. Wilkinson St., Dayton, Ohio
BAldwin 6.2366
1625 "K" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
District 7-1260

Also available at your RCA Distributor

